BUILD HOUR-TUNE—IT'S LCD-TIMED
Take one old digital watch, an opto-coupler, a melody chip, some added circuitry and you'll listen to a different tune each hour!

DX ing WITH ALUMINUM FOIL ANTENNAS
Larger than rabbit ears and smaller than a long-wire antenna—these skyhooks fit inside your home and cost next to nothing!

DIGITAL PULSE-TRAIN SWITCHES
Here are some solid-state tips on chips that replace mechanical switches!

CHARGING NiCd BATTERIES
We tell you all the unknown secrets of charging rechargeables and toss in an inexpensive charger circuit.

SOLID-STATE MEMORY DEVICES
A computer is like an elephant, it doesn't forget. But do you know how it remembers?

FET—WHAT THEY ARE AND HOW TO USE THEM
We use them in circuits, but do you really know how they work?

Plus much, much more!
Make your home into something special!

That's exactly what your home will be when you fill it with Heathkit electronic products — products that make your life easier and more enjoyable. Within our diverse line are kit and assembled products sure to enhance each room in your home.

1. Make your entryway more secure and easy to use with the Keyless Doorlock. You'll never again be locked out because of lost or forgotten keys. All it takes is a simple fingertip entry of a four-digit code, and the Keyless Doorlock unlocks your door.

2. Add a new dimension to your living room with your own Computerized Weather Station. This Digital Weather Station displays up-to-the-minute temperature, wind, and barometric pressure readings, along with time and date.

3. Give your kitchen a unique blend of style and efficiency with our Digital Wall Clock. This easy-to-build kit keeps time with quartz-crystal accuracy. And with its simulated oak wood-grain finish cabinet, you'll have a timepiece that fits into almost any decor.

4. Put your den to greater use with this IBM PC AT Compatible Computer. Do work, processing, personal accounting and more when you run exciting IBM-compatible software on your fast and powerful HS-241. And you can build it yourself in just a few hours.

5. Bring the latest in digital technology to your bathroom. This Digital Scale lets you closely monitor your weight with electronic precision. And, it's battery operated so it's safe to use right out of the shower.

6. Add a video entertainment center to your bedroom. Our 19-inch diagonal stereo TV kit gives you an extra-sharp color-corrected picture with full stereo sound, and convenient viewing that you can control from your bed. Comes in a simulated walnut cabinet that complements your room.

7. Transform your rec room into a haven for hobby fun. Put our Deluxe QRP CW Transceiver in this room and enjoy superb HAM radio operation that excels in performance and features. It offers expandable transmission and reception capabilities.

8. Give your workbench a touch of professionalism with this Oscilloscope. Whether you're a service technician or a hobbyist, you'll love the wide range of measurement capability our laboratory-grade Dual Trace 10 MHz Oscilloscope gives you.

9. Add practicality to the utility room and save money, too. Avoid expensive food spoilage with our Freezer Alarm that warns you when the inside temperature of your freezer rises too high. Prevent water damage with our Flood Alarm that warns you of water that's where it shouldn't be.

10. Make your coming and going easier than ever. Your garage door will open with incredible ease and dependability with our Deluxe Garage Door Opener. Easy to install, this opener is durable and includes a handy security light. You'll find fun and excitement with every Heathkit product. Whether they're in kit form or already assembled, our products will help you enjoy your home more than you ever dreamed possible.

Send NOW for your FREE Heathkit Catalog.

Send to: Heath Company, Dept. 107-544
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ________ Zip ________
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RAM—It’s more than a Dodge van!

About ten years ago I assembled my Heathkit H-89 8-bit computer. It featured an 8080 chip and had 16K of RAM (Random Access Memory). Even then, that was too little RAM and I needed more RAM to load an edit/word-processing program and write or edit a typical magazine story.

It was a few months later that I added another 48K of RAM. An out-boarded PC card permitted an additional 8K bringing the total to 64K of RAM—wow! For the next few years the H-89, eventually upgraded to the H-90 for CP/M use, took care of all my needs until I started to work on SuperCalc programs. It wasn’t long before my work at home was cut short. The spread sheets that I was using grew and grew until 64K of RAM was not enough.

But, things were really not bad because I had an IBM compatible Zenith in the office good for 256K of RAM. But that was not the solution, so last year I purchased an IBM clone with 640K of RAM and a whole bunch of boards packed into it. Now I was perking on all eight cylinders, or I thought I was.

The history of progress is a list of failures. Playing with a new CAD program I struck out again: “INSUFFICIENT MEMORY.” Have I hit the limit? No, it was practical to go up to 1-MEG of RAM with this clone. Imagine the graphics and spread sheets I could manipulate!

Then, a news item crossed my desk. IBM is working on 1-MEG RAM chips that PC’s can use. I would be able to get a new motherboard and load up with about 20 1-MEG chips in place of the 40 16K chips I now use. Let your imagination run away with that idea. For example, General Motors could put their entire operation on one spread sheet, and when you buy a set of spark plugs from an Oldsmobile dealer, that information can be added to the spread sheet producing a new-bottom line on the profit and loss statement for the year. Better still, the entire inventory system may be alerted so that some factory somewhere will step up spark plug production the following week. Also, it would be interesting to see the 10-year parts-sales forecast change with each purchase.

I’ll go for the extra RAM’s for 1-MEG operation, and I’ll keep an eye on IBM. I want the first few 1-MEG chips!

P.S. This editorial was hacked out on my old and true Heathkit H-90 machine. You see, 99 out of 100 times 64K of RAM is more than enough!
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[Addresses and phone numbers for mailing and contacting the electronic book club are provided.]
Hands-on Electronics, 500B Bi-County Boulevard, Farmingdale, New York 11735

Free of Charge
I enjoyed your article on the Economy NiCd Battery Charger of March 1987, however, it appears that the U1-d and U1-c designations were reversed, and that the RB designation in the 1st paragraph under Detection should be R9. I was wondering if you could advise me of anyone who makes the circuit board either drilled or un-drilled.
—T.E.D., San Diego, CA

To make our readers happy is our obligation and pleasure. It is unfortunate that some projects we receive don’t have a PC-board source—a problem some find difficult to surmount. But, since we are all in this hobby together, why don’t more people send in the trace patterns they’ve made to help out their fellow hobbyists? If you’ve got ‘em, send ‘em! Thanks for the corrections T.D. even if we don’t want to see them!

Pay your Dues
The article you presented in the Nov. 1986 Volume 3, #6 of Hands-On Electronics magazine entitled “Build a Musical Doorbell” is wonderful. I’ve read it over and over again because of the great way it is has been presented for even the most amateur do-it-yourselfer to build. I am in that category, and in five attempts to make my own PC board of the circuit you presented, I’ve failed. The copper traces just simply disappear every time.

Could you possibly recommend a person or firm, that I could mail your magazine PC layout, and have them make up an etched, drilled, PC board of it for me? At least two boards! Whatever the price is, I would mail for it immediately. I very much want to make the project for my home.
—J.A., Forest Hills, NY

The problem you are experiencing with board development is often due to insufficient agitation of the etchant. If you are not moving the board around in the etchant, the traces will dissolve along with the excess foil. Be sure to constantly move the board around in the solution, and remove it at the first signs of trace deterioration. If the board is not sufficiently etched at that point, then cut away the excess copper with an Xacto knife.

Failing that, while we can’t give a recommendation for good work, we can steer you to a company that will at least give you a quote beforehand. Try T.O.R.R.C.C., 1131 Tower, Schaumburg, IL 60195. Tel. 312/490-1374. Good luck, and please let us know how you make out.

A Bridge Too Far
We are electronics students at Northeast Area Vo-Tech in Pryor, Oklahoma. We are writing in regard to Volume 4, Number 2 of your Hands-On Electronics magazine, dated February, 1987. On page 36, in the article on The A,B,C’s of Solid-State Rectifiers, by Joseph J. Carr, we have found a mistake. In Figure 9, D4 is reversed. If the circuit is constructed as per the schematic, D4 will smoke.

We found the article to be very useful even with that mistake. We need some trouble-shooting experience.
—S.M.K., and D.M., Pryor, OK

Well, I’ve heard that old adage about burning bridges, but never thought I would come across such a graphic example. Even though it’s water under the bridge (or smoke on the water), thanks for the correction. We hope that article was educational.

Light Music
I am looking for any schematic information on a particular circuit called the color organ. The circuit was very popular back in the 1960’s and 1970’s. It used a silicon-controlled rectifier in conjunction with a hi-fi stereo amplifier to turn colored lights on and off in time to the music.
—J.A.H., Ft. Lauderdale, FL

You’re in luck because MCM Electronics sells a Color Organ kit, #80-150, for $21.95. It is a three-light organ, and you may wish to purchase one for each stereo channel. For further information and shipping costs, dial 800-543-4330.

Riding the Waves
In regard to Fig. 9 in the ABC’s of Solid-State Rectifier Diodes article from Feb. 1987, even if the diodes were all aimed in the correct direction, the circuit would produce two full-wave-rectified wave forms. But don’t take my word for it; go whip it up on the bench and see for yourself.
—H.A., Sewanee, TN

A reader who reads captions is a rare and valuable commodity. Have you ever considered editorial work?

Helpful Hints
In reference to the Feb. 1987 issue, the author of “The Antenna That Wasn’t” may find that reading Structures, by Prof. J.E. Gordon, (Penguin Books) interesting. The alternate title for the book is Why Things Don’t Fall Down. The topic of stiffness is well covered, with the math relegated to a six page appendix. (Bamboo may be of some interest.

On the variable strobe light, apart from the high-voltage dangers, some individuals exposed to certain flash rates, can be effected by epileptic seizures, with no known previous history of epilepsy.
—F.O., Owen Sound, Ontario

People writing to this column often tend to either ask for information, or give only corrections; few bother to supplement our articles. Frankly, I appreciate the extra information, and look forward to hearing what the readers have to say about this month’s topics. Thanks very much for the info.

“I’d like to enjoy this, Teri, mind temporarily losing your audio?”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integrated Circuits</th>
<th>Integrated Circuits</th>
<th>Solder Tail Dip Sockets</th>
<th>8% Carbon Film Resistors</th>
<th>Disc Capacitors</th>
<th>Tantalum Capacitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NIC 74LS09</td>
<td>NIC 74LS09</td>
<td>Single Transistor</td>
<td>1% Metal Film Fraction Resistors</td>
<td>Metallized Polystyrene Capacitors</td>
<td>8000ppm 350V 10μF 0.005%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If you’re into high-tech board repair get out a bib, because you’ll drool over this item. The 1220 Logic Analyzer offers general purpose logic analysis, state or timing on every channel, simultaneous state and timing acquisition, four 2K memories, and microprocessor analysis. With 32 channels of data acquisition, 8 external clocks, and 4 external qualifiers, the 1220 can accept data from a wide variety of circuits.

The trigger specification menu of the 1220 allows the user to easily acquire basic data (e.g., find a single data word and store 512 samples before the data word, and 1536 samples after). With 12 interactive levels of IF...THEN...ELSE control, the user can also track more-sophisticated situations. For example, if the software flow and trigger if B occurs after A, or if E occurs after D, but restart the process if C occurs.

The 1220 has internal nonvolatile storage for 8 setups, thus allowing the operator to load and use pre-programmed setups for standard tests. Also, the nonvolatile clock/calendar records the data and time the setup is stored. In addition, there is an optional RS-232 communications interface for interaction with a host computer/controlled.

A standard feature is the video port, allowing display on large monitors (e.g., for the classroom) or hardcopy via video printer. An optional printer interface supports text and graphics output on Epson-compatible printers. The 1220 logic analyzer, complete with probes and accessories, sells for $3,995. Included in the price of each analyzer is a small, battery-powered circuit board that is used as a training aid.

For more information write to Logic Analyzer Marketing, Tektronix, Inc., PO Box 12132, Portland, OR 97212; Tel. 800/245-2036. In Oregon Tel. 231-1220.

Pre-programmed Receiver

If you’d like a special mobile receiver that is pre-programmed with key state and local law enforcement frequencies for all 50 states, then read on.

The Informant is the world’s first public-information radio, a unique concept in public service band receivers. Unlike scanners, the Informant does not need to be programmed by the user so it can be operated by anyone without a prior knowledge of scanning.

Designed for installation in cars, trucks, and RVS, the receiver eliminates the hassle of having to look up frequencies and program channels as you travel from state to state. The user-friendly receiver is conveniently pre-programmed with the local, state, and national VHF and UHF police frequencies.

In addition to its user-friendly operation, the Informant is also one of the fastest-scanning receivers on the market. Its patented new “TurboScan” technology—a Regency exclusive—allows it to scan police frequencies at a rate of 50 channels per second, or nearly four times faster than competitive models.

Another important feature is the receiver’s instant-weather function, which, when activated, automatically causes the radio to search for the closest active frequency from the National Weather Service for the latest, up-to-the-minute weather bulletins.

Other features include a digital display, which shows the state and type of transmission (state police, county police, etc.) being monitored; a highway/city switch, for monitoring either local or statewide police frequencies; a top-mounted speaker; and a hold switch to keep the receiver on a single frequency. The Informant can be installed in minutes in any vehicle—from the biggest 18-wheeler to the tiniest subcompact—and it comes with a multi-position mounting bracket/clip, telescoping antenna, and instruction manual. It can be wired directly to a vehicle’s DC system, or used with a DC cigarette-lighter cord. The Model INF-1 has a suggested retail price of $369.95.

Additional details are available by writing to Regency Electronics, Inc., 7707 Records Street, Indianapolis, IN 46226.
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of a convenient switch. Two additional LED's in the base of the unit display any improper connection or the possibility of an over-voltage condition.

The Mercer Pulser Model 9606 is a multi-function pulser instrument. In the pulse mode, it can inject 50 μs pulses into a logic circuit without isolating IC's. It also has a sync input to allow the use of an external synchronizing signal. It is ideal for isolating opens, shorts, and malfunctioning IC's in logic circuits.

All three models are available off the shelf at electronic distributors throughout North America. For more information please contact Mercer Electronics, 859 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, IL 60120-3090; Tel. 312/697-2265.

Memory-Chip Phone

Integrated circuits, like the ones in this phone, are not only putting people out of work, but answering machines as well. Engineers have replaced the outgoing-message (OGM) tape found in answering machines with an OGM memory chip and coupled it with a single microcassette incoming-message (ICM) tape. The OGM chip provides up to 16 seconds for a message that can be updated at any time. Because there's no tape to wear out or jump track, performance and reliability are greatly enhanced.
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The KX-T2622 is easier to use due to its Auto Logic control system. When a user wants to listen to messages, he simply presses a single playback/pause button and the answering system automatically switches to the playback mode. It will then rewind the tape, play the message, and then reset to receive additional calls.

The unit also features tone remote control so there's no need to carry a beeper to listen to messages while on the road. It simply uses the tones generated by a pushbutton telephone. The system also has a user-selectable security code for remote use.

Two-way recording is also possible as well as the ability to leave a message on the ICM tape (for family or office workers). Additional features common to both include: automatic quick erase; three-step ringer control; three-step answer pick-up; electronic hold; and on- and off-hook dialing capability.

The KX-T2622 is a sophisticated system with advanced functions like message transfer, which automatically dials a pre-programmed number after an incoming call has been recorded.

The system also has an Answer-Back Speakerphone. Not only can the user conduct a hands-free conversation, but when he's away from home or business, he can activate the speakerphone from any tone telephone. That means that anyone near the unit can answer the call without having to come to the phone—an ideal feature for the disabled.

A one-touch automatic dialer holds up to 16, 30-digit numbers. There's also an automatic redial function to retry a call for up to 15 times. The tone remote system on this unit allows the user to access up to as many as 14 functions and has 100 user-selectable security codes.

The KX-T2622 is now available from most better telephone retailers throughout North America for the suggested retail price of $199.95.

For further information write to Panasonic Consumer Affairs, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094.

Quackless Gooseneck Microphone

If you record a variety of instruments, you need a flexible mike. Check out the Prologue 2L. It provides a wide-range frequency response with a low-end roll off and high-end presence boost for intelligibility and clarity. Other features include a long-life, easy-access, momentary push-to-talk switch, a tight cardioid polar pattern for effective rejection of feedback and background noise, chrome-plated metal casing, and rugged construction for reliable performance.

The Prologue 2L's microphone base is threaded with a standard 5/8"-27 thread for mounting directly on a gooseneck. A four-conductor cable (two conductors
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shields) is included. The momentary push-to-talk switch is wired with the microphone circuit normally open for use in parallel microphone installations.

Suggested user net price for the Prologue 2L is $40.00. For further information, please contact Shure Brothers Inc., Customer Services Department, 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202-3696.

Dot-Matrix Printer Type Selection

If your printer needs a facelift (a typeface facelift, that is), it won’t require surgery. The Black Box NLQ Print Buffer will allow any Epson FX or RX printer

time, or remaining disc playing time. Its microcomputer even displays a question mark when it is given an instruction it cannot carry out. Playing of a CD can be initiated when the CD source is selected via the Beomaster 3300 receiver. Individual tracks are quickly selected by touching the advance or return controls—either directly or remotely. Rapid scanning is carried out by simply touching fast-forward or rewind buttons on the remote control terminal or sensi-touch controls on the CD player.

In addition to communicating with the Beomaster 3300 receiver by Datalink, the Beogram CD3300 player can communicate with the Beocord 3300 cassette deck. When recording a disc onto tape, the CD3300 can be set to automatically pause for 4-second intervals between selections so that the Beocord 3300 cassette deck can carry out its automatic search for music tracks when the cassette is played back. Should tape run out while recording from a CD, the CD3300 will pause until tape recording resumes.

The Beogram CD3300 incorporates the most advanced compact disc playback technology and uses the most sophisticated digital decoding method available today. Four-times oversampling at 176.4 KHz along with digital filtering, allows the original waveform to be more precisely recreated. The 16-bit decoding reliably extracts all the digital information
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with a Centronics interface to produce near letter-quality type in a selection of typefaces—Courier, Prestige, Elan, Italic, or Roman.

Equipped with a 128K buffer that stores the graphic codes and can be used to hold up to 65 pages of text, this device is placed between the personal computer and printer. It receives standard data from the computer software and converts that (via self-contained software) into a series of graphic instructions. Unlike other print upgraders, the device eliminates waiting and delays associated with software packages sold for that purpose.

Priced at $269, the NLQ Printer Buffer can be made transparent by pushing a button, and it will perform a number of word-processing functions. For more information about this product write to Black Box, PO Box 12800, Pittsburgh, PA 15241; Tel. 412/746-5500.

Communicating CD Player

Compact-disc players are all the rage but can you make a good thing better? Bang & Olusfen thinks it has with its Beogram CD3300.

Like the other Beosystem 330 components, the CD player can be wall mounted. An optional bracketed shelf provides horizontal mounting at any height convenient to its owner. The Beogram CD3300 is operated simply by touching sensi-touch controls embedded in the front panel which use no moving parts that could be subject to malfunction. An illuminated time display can be switched to indicate track and index number, track playing
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levels, is powered from the car battery and can be easily connected to other car audio components as well.

A unique feature of the ALC-10 is an adjustable crossover which enables the user to change the crossover frequencies to accommodate any subwoofer. That allows for maximum performance regardless of the subwoofer used.

A dynamic-equalizer control that assures low distortion at high power levels, is another major feature. At low power levels, bass response is increased; as the level increases, bass response is decreased to assure that maximum cone excursion is not exceeded. That change in bass response is in accord with the Fletcher-Munson curves.

A four-position rotary switch provides for selection of various crossover frequencies. Those are 50 Hz, 80 Hz, 100 Hz, and 150 Hz. All crossover points have a 24 dB/Octave slope.

Another user-adjustable feature is the specially designed dynamic EQ control circuit for loudness compensation. That circuit controls woofer excursion to minimize distortion at high listening levels. Two separate controls are provided to fine-tune the system. One control cuts or boosts the various equalization frequencies chosen by the second control by 9 dB. The equalization frequencies range from 30 Hz to 200 Hz.

Suggested retail price for the unit is $65. For additional information contact Aile Lansing Consumer Products, Milford, PA 18337.

Theft-Proof Car Stereo

For car owners concerned about the security of their car-stereo investment, a Denon cassette receiver is worth a peek at. The new model slides out of the dashboard, leaving only a conspicuous hole for a thief to see!

The new DCR-5320 is Denon’s most affordable in-dash Receiver. Its AM/FM tuner boasts the Denon Optimun Recep- (Continued on page 12)
CIE MAKES THE WORLD OF ELECTRONICS YOURS.

Today's world is the world of electronics. But to be a part of it, you need the right kind of training, the kind you get from CIE, the kind that can take you to a fast growing career in business, medicine, science, government, aerospace, communications, and more.

Specialized training.
You learn best from a specialist, and that's CIE. We're the leader in teaching electronics through independent study, we teach only electronics and we've been doing it for over 50 years. You can put that experience to work for you just like more than 25,000 CIE students are currently doing all around the world.

Practical training.
You learn best with practical training, so CIE's Auto-Programmed® lessons are designed to take you step-by-step, principle-by-principle. You also get valuable hands-on experience at every stage with sophisticated electronics tools CIE-designed for teaching. Our

4K RAM Microprocessor Training Laboratory, for example, trains you to work with a broad range of computers in a way that working with a single, stock computer simply can't.

Personalized training.
You learn best with flexible training, so we let you choose from a broad range of courses. You start with what you know, a little or a lot, and you go wherever you want, as far as you want. With CIE, you can even earn your Associate in Applied Science Degree in Electronics Engineering Technology. Of course, you set your own pace, and, if you ever have questions or problems, our instructors are only a toll-free phone call away.

The first step is yours.
To find out more, mail in the coupon below. Or, if you prefer, call toll-free 1-800-321-2155 (in Ohio, 1-800-523-9109). We'll send you a copy of CIE's school catalog and a complete package of enrollment information. For your convenience, we'll try to have a representative contact you to answer your questions.

CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114

YES! I want to get started. Send me my CIE school catalog including details about the Associate Degree Program. I am most interested in:

☐ computer repair
☐ telecommunications
☐ robotics/automation
☐ other __________________________

Print Name __________________________
Address ____________________________ Apt __________________________
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Age __________ Area Code/Phone No. __________

Check box for G.I. Bulletin on Educational Benefits
☐ Veteran  ☐ Active Duty

MAIL TODAY!
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tion System. The system automatically adjusts the muting, sets the high-cut filter, and continuously varies stereo separation from full stereo (for strong signals) to full mono (for weak ones). The frequency-synthesis tuner also includes 6 FM and 6 AM preset stations. Manual and Seek tuning is provided via Up/Down rocker-type controls on the front panel.

The cassette deck features Dolby B and C noise reduction, metal tape capability, a super-hard permalloy head, and automatic reverse. To prevent harm to the tape or the deck, the tape heads automatically disengage from the cassette when the car's ignition is turned off.

The internal amplifier can drive one or two pairs of speakers. Power output is rated at 12 Watts per channel (two channels driven, 1% THD at 1 kHz), or 4.5 Watts per channel (four channels driven, 1% THD at 1 kHz). The preamplifier line-level outputs provide for flexible multi-

amp, multi-speaker systems. A built-in fader balances between the speaker outputs of the internal amplifier and the line-level outputs to an external amplifier.

Human engineering on the DCR-5320 starts with full night illumination on the front panel. Connected to the dashboard light dimmer of the car itself, the panel lights come on only when the dashboard lights are switched on, and vary in intensity as the driver adjusts the dash rheostat. Accessory kits are available to match the color of the DCR-5320's lights to the dashboard's lights. All function switches are fully back-lit for easy visibility at night. The large LCD display indicates station frequency, radio band, noise reduction, and selected preset.

Front panel controls are arranged in a size-priority scheme, with special ridges to help the driver find the right control without taking his eyes off the road.

The unit carries a suggested retail of $375, and is available from better car audio dealers throughout North America. For more information get in touch with Denon America, Inc., 27 Law Dr., Fairfield, NJ 07006.

Handy 40-Channel CB
For you CB'ers, Midland International has added an electronically-tuned, 40-channel, 5-Watt, hand-held CB model to its line of portable, mobile, and base station CB radios and accessories.

The compact, high-performance Model 75-790 offers powerful and features usually found only on advanced mobile radios. Besides being electronically tuned, the unit is equipped with a sophisticated dual-conversion, superheterodyne receiver and a powerful transmitter with selectable levels of one or five Watts.

The 75-790 also has an adjustable squelch control and an automatic noise-limiter circuit, separate LED's for transmit and receive, and an extra sensitive condenser microphone. An analog meter measures received signal, transmit power, and battery condition. A touch of a button brings in emergency channel 9 instantly.

The radio operates on 12 or 15 VDC. A charger jack for NicD batteries and a vinyl carrying case are included. The suggested retail price is $149.95. For more information on the new Model 75-790, contact Midland International, Consumer Products Division, 1690 N. Topping, Kansas City, MO 64120.

Analyze Your Interface Off
For you "jail birds" who need to make a "clean break" from your old break-out box, the Model 500 may just get you past the warden. It is a diagnostic tool designed for use at the standard EIA RS-232 or CCITT V.24 data interface of modems, multiplexers, terminals, and computers. It is simply inserted in series between the Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) and the Data Communications Equipment (DCE) to provide access to, and monitoring of, all data, timing, and control signals.

The Model 500 uses LED's to display polarity, activity, and validity of all key interface signals. miniature rocker switches allow the user to program a make or break for each signal at the DCE/DTE interface. Mini- patchcords are provided for cross-patching or loopback patching of signals at the front-panel test-point array.

A complete table of EIA/CCITT standard-interface signal descriptions is provided in a reference chart. A rugged carrying case provides secure storage for a folded EIA cable and mini-patchcords. The unit requires no AC or DC power supply. Power is derived from the signals under test. The Model 500 is pocket sized for convenience and constructed in a sturdy aluminum case for durability in field-service use.

The unit sells for $98.00. Address inquiries and orders to: Sales Dept., Electro Standards Laboratory, Inc., PO Box 9144, Providence, RI 02940.

Satellite-TV Security Alarm
Satellite-receiving TV equipment is expensive, so how can you protect your investment against the thriving hordes lurking behind every tree in your backyard? Well, the PAL-100 Picolarm acts as a deterrent to theft of a system's valuable outdoor antenna electronics by emitting a high-pitch audio signal when the cable connecting the device to the feed electronics is severed or disconnected.

The Picolarm can be installed on new or existing satellite system installations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>SINGLE UNIT PRICE</th>
<th>DEALER 10-UNIT PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCA 36 CHANNEL CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>18.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIONEER WIRELESS CONVERTER (OUR BEST BUY)</td>
<td>88.95</td>
<td>72.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCC-58 WIRELESS CONVERTER</td>
<td>92.95</td>
<td>76.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERROLD 450 WIRELESS CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)</td>
<td>105.95</td>
<td>90.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB ADD-ON UNIT</td>
<td>109.95</td>
<td>58.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRAND NEW — UNIT FOR SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINICODE (N-12)</td>
<td>109.95</td>
<td>58.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINICODE (N-12) VARI-SYNC</td>
<td>119.95</td>
<td>62.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINICODE VARI-SYNC W/AUTO ON-OFF</td>
<td>179.95</td>
<td>115.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-35 B (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)</td>
<td>139.95</td>
<td>70.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-35 B W/AUTO ON-OFF (CALL FOR AVAILABILITY)</td>
<td>199.95</td>
<td>125.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLD-1200-3 (CALL IF CH. 2 OUTPUT)</td>
<td>109.95</td>
<td>58.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERFERENCE FILTERS — CH. 3</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>14.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERROLD 400 OR 450 REMOTE CONTROLLER</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>16.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZENITH SSAVI CABLE READY (DEALER PRICE BASED ON 5 UNITS)</td>
<td>225.00</td>
<td>185.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIFY CHANNEL 2 or 3 OUTPUT**

Other products available — Please Call

---

**PLEASE PRINT**

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
State: ____________________________ Zip: __________ Phone Number: ________

☐ Cashier's Check  ☐ Money Order  ☐ COD  ☐ Visa  ☐ Mastercard

Acct # __________________________ Exp Date: __________

Signature: __________________________

---

FOR OUR RECORDS:

DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE — I, the undersigned, do hereby declare under penalty of perjury that all products purchased, now and in the future, will only be used on cable TV systems with proper authorization from local officials or cable company officials in accordance with all applicable federal and state laws.

Dated: __________ Signed: __________

Pacific Cable Company, Inc.
7325½ RESEDA BLVD., DEPT. H-6 • RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 716-5914 • No Collect Calls • (818) 716-5140

IMPORTANT: WHEN CALLING FOR INFORMATION Please have the make and model # of the equipment used in your area. Thank You
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which can accommodate most types of outside antenna electronics. For more information on the PAL-100 Picolarm, contact Pico Home Satellite, 103 Commerce Blvd., Liverpool, NY 13088 or 12500 Foothill Blvd., Lakeview Terrace, CA 91342; Tel. 800/336-3363.

Hard-to-Find Tools Contact

Contact East is offering a free, one-year subscription to its new Tool and Instrument catalog. With over 5,000 hard-to-find products for assembling, installing, testing, and repairing electronic equipment, the catalogs can be used as buying guides for engineers, technicians, and researchers. With full-size pages, color photos, and detailed descriptions, the catalog features precision hand tools, tool kits, test instruments, soldering supplies, and static control products, plus many new items never before available. All products come with a 100% guarantee, and are priced for easy ordering by phone or mail. Orders are processed and shipped within 24 hours.

To request your free catalog, write to: Contact East, PO Box 786, N. Andover, MA 01845; Tel. 800/225-5370; in Massachusetts 617/682-2000.

Capacitor-Inductor Analyzer

Sure, you’ve seen capacitance/inductance-measuring devices before, but have you seen a device that checks all their parameters while powering them? The new Z Meter reportedly checks all the parameters of a capacitor under dynamic-operating conditions, including capacitor value, leakage, dielectric absorption, and ESR. The LC76 Porta Z has a patented dielectric absorption test, and a patent pending on the ESR test. It also dynamically tests capacitors for leakage at their working voltage.

The LC76 performs a patented inductance value and patented ringing test on inductors. The unit performs all the tests on both capacitors and inductors at the push of a button. It’s similar to the earlier model, the LC75 Z Meter 2. However, there are two very important differences between them. The LC76 is a portable, battery-operated unit, which provides 16 leakage-voltage ranges from 1.5 V to 1000 VDC. The LC75 tests only to 600 VDC.

The Porta Z gives the freedom that is needed when servicing in remote locations and eliminates constraints that AC outlets and extension cords cause. Simply grab the LC76 Porta Z, and test inductors or capacitors to 1000 VDC, plus test transmission lines for open or shorts, all without the inconvenience of trying to connect to an AC outlet.

The unit dynamically tests capacitors from 1 picofarad to 200,000 microfarads with 1% accuracy, and checks inductor values from 1 microhenry to 10 henrys with 2% accuracy. It can also test SCR’s and triacs with the optional SCR250. The SCR250 is connected to the output on the LC76 to receive the voltage to test the SCR’s and triacs at their normal operating voltage. You can now test for turn on and turn off as well as any leakage with forward or reverse bias.

The price of the LC76 Porta Z with the PA 251 AC power adapter is $1,295. The SCR250 sells for $148. The BY234 lead-acid battery for portable operation costs $59.95. The CC254 carrying case, which works for the entire Z Meter family, costs $99.00. Anyone seeking further information or wishing to order the LC76 should contact Sencore, Inc., Sioux Falls, SD 57107; Tel. 800/843-3338.

Oscilloscope With Cursors

If you’re fed up with counting lines and calculating RMS values, then this cursor-sored oscilloscope may calm your frayed nerves and rest your eyes.

Designed to greatly increase productivity, the Model SS-6122, 100-MHz oscilloscope offers a unique 4-cursor display feature with 2-speed movement.

(Continued on page 16)
Which Way To YOUR Future?

Are you at a crossroads in your career? Have you really thought about it? Are you planning for your future, or perhaps refusing to face the subject? Which way will you go — down the same old road? Or are you ready for something else?

In electronics you can’t stand still. If you are not moving ahead, then you’re falling behind. At the crossroads of your career, various choices are available — and, yes, decisions have to be made.

Which road will you take — one that doesn’t go where you want to be, or one that leads to hard work but also to the better life? Ah, decisions, decisions!

Career decisions are so important that you need all the input you can get before locking-in on one of them. Grantham College of Engineering offers you one source of input which may help you in making that decision. It’s our free catalog.

Ask for our free catalog and you may be surprised to learn how it is easily possible to earn a B.S. degree in electronics without attending traditional classes. Since you are already in electronics (you are, aren’t you?), you can complete your B.S. degree work with Grantham while studying at home or at any convenient place.

But don’t expect to earn that degree without hard work. Any degree that’s worth your effort can’t be had without giving effort to the task. And of course it is what you learn in the process, as much as the degree itself, that makes you stand out above the crowd — that places you in an enviable position, prestige-wise and financially.

Grantham College of Engineering
10570 Humbolt Street
Los Alamitos, California, 90720

Grantham offers this program, complete but without laboratory, to electronics technicians whose objectives are to upgrade their level of technical employment.

Recognition and Quality Assurance

Grantham College of Engineering is accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council, as a degree-granting institution.

All lessons and other study materials, as well as communications between the college and students, are in the English language. However, we have students in many foreign countries; about 80% of our students live in the United States of America.
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The vertical and horizontal cursors automatically track to 10%-90% for easier waveform rise-time/full-time measurement. The vertical cursors track for rms measurement while the horizontal cursors track for duty-cycle ratio measurement.

In addition, it incorporates a convenient internal, 6-digit, reciprocal counter with an outstanding accuracy of 0.0003%, extending the capability to measure test parameters precisely, conveniently and quickly. Each of the 4 input channels automatically correct the vertical scale factor when standard SS-40012R probes are used.

A few other user benefits include: 80-character on-screen comments allowing measurement set-up, title, and the name of the operator to be displayed making measurement data easily understandable; a convenient date/time notation display on the CRT that is especially useful when waveform data is to be photographed; versatile voltage ratio and phase-difference measurement using reference functions; simultaneous time difference and frequency display: independent A & B trig-

SCOOTER HELPS YOU MAKE ALL THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

The Scooter RS232 Cable Kits give you everything you need to build the right cable for your application.

Make your own connections to any RS232 interface for less than $25. A Scooter Cable Kit is the ideal way for engineers, field service personnel or hobbyists to make contact with different peripherals. And, the cables are reusable, so you can make pinout changes, again and again. Each Scooter Kit has everything you need: shielded RS232 cable in 5-foot or 10-foot lengths with crimped gold contacts on both ends, two hoods, two connectors, insertion/extraction tool, jumper wires, all hardware and a Scooter screwdriver. The 5-foot Cable Kits, KIT5MF or KIT5MM, are $24.95 and the 10-foot Cable Kits, KIT10MF or KIT10MM, are $29.95. A Scooter Mini-Tester, RS232MT, to help you make the right connections, is available for $18.00 with the kit ($19.95, if purchased separately). Distributor inquiries invited.

Ohm Electronics, Inc. ...Serving the electronics industry for 17 years.
P.O. Box 368 • 746 Vermont Street • Palatine, IL 60067
Telephone: (800) 323-2727 • In Illinois: (312) 359-6040
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ETR Auto-Reverse Cassette Player

If thoughts of theft plague you while you shop for a car stereo, Sparkomatic may be able to put your fears to rest.

The Sparkomatic SR 360 AM/FM Stereo Auto Reverse Cassette receiver is a highly sensitive unit that requires a minimum of signal power (1uV) from the antenna for virtually distortion-free sound. The unit features a programmable-memory tuning system for 5-AM/10-FM station presets, with memory scan for the preset stations: automatic strong-station selection; automatic seek-and-scan tuning; LED digital time/AM/FM frequency readout; and auto reverse for continuous play operation.

Other features that make it easy to operate include full night-lighting. AM/FM and Mono/Stereo selection, soft-touch controls, and a large cassette-eject pushbutton that drivers can distinguish just by touch. That allows drivers to remove cassettes from the machine without taking their eyes off the road.
The SR 360 offers additional features such as a snap-in/snap-out mounting system so that the unit can easily be removed and stored out of sight when leaving the car. The unit also has built-in DNR (Dynamic Noise Reduction) circuitry, and offers the ultimate convenience of pushbutton tuning.

Specifications for the Sparkomatic SR 360 are: 12 Watts with 10 per cent THD (RMS)/10 Watts with 1 per cent THD (RMS); the frequency response is 80 Hz to 20 kHz; and sensitivity is a solid 2.5 μV for 30 dB S/N.

The suggested retail price is $159.95. For additional information, contact Sparkomatic Corporation, Milford, PA 18337; Tel. 800/233-8831; in Pennsylvania: 800/592-8891.

Audio/Video Receiver

If you want one receiver for both your audio and video entertainment centers, then check out this big deck. In addition to the standard audio choices—Phono (moving magnet or moving coil), CD, Tuner, and Tape 1—the SR-4A accommodates up to three video inputs and has the ability to dub both audio and video from two of these (Video 1 and Video 2) to the third (Tape 2/VCR).

As an alternative, the user can connect a second audio tape deck to the Tape-2 terminals to permit two-way audio dubbing between the decks. It also is possible to transfer the audio portion of a video program to either (or both) audio decks or to copy an audio program source onto a VCR machine connected via cable to the Tape 2/VCR jacks.

A subsonic filter is built into the phono preamp where it serves not only to prevent overload when playing a warped disc, but also prevents tape overload when dubbing the disc. The filter uses a gyror to create an extremely steep rolloff below 20 Hz with negligible effect on music. Bass and treble controls are provided to alter response as desired, but this circuitry can be bypassed at the touch of a button to ensure absolutely flat response. An external processor loop is also provided so the user can connect outboard equipment without tying up a tape-monitor loop.

The SR-4A volume control is motor driven to provide remote control of sound level without the increased noise and distortion the conventional electronic attenuators introduce. In addition to the volume control, the SR-4A features a continuously-variable loudness control which provides more realistic compensation for the changes in human hearing than is possible with a fixed loudness contour. At maximum setting of the control, frequency response is absolutely flat; as the listening level is reduced with the control, progressively more attenuation is applied in the midrange than in the bass and treble to create the appropriate contour. The SR-4A is rated at 60 watts per channel into 8-ohm loads.

To avoid interaction, the SR-4A power transformer has separate windings, rectifiers, and regulators for the tuner section, video amplifier, display circuitry, and low-level audio stages. A fifth winding, rectifier, and filter circuit supplies power to the output stages.

The supply regulates the positive and negative voltage supplies by passing current between them rather than between each supply and ground. As a result, no current flows in the common-ground system and ground reference purity is perfectly maintained. That, in turn, reduces noise and prevents crosstalk and interstage coupling through the unit's grounding system.

From the front panel, the system provides 10 station presets as well as manual and auto-tune tuning. The RM-4SR Remote Control Unit also can be used to access the presets or to search up and down the AM or FM band. The auto-tune system senses signal strength and noise level to avoid stopping between stations or one channel away from an especially strong station.

The Nakamichi SR-4A STASIS AM/FM-Stereo Receiver carries a suggested retail price of $799.

For further information contact Nakamichi USA Corp., 19701 South Vermont Avenue, Torrance, CA 90502; Tel. 800/421-2313. If you are a little shy (or just plain lazy) circle 71 on the free information card in the back of this issue.
书架

A TV-DXers Handbook
By R. Bunney

如果你进入两个最大的通讯媒介（电视和无线电），你会愿意去结合这两个兴趣，然后查一下这本书。

在书里作者讨论了接收电视信号的可能，以及解决画面抖动的问题，甚至是电视屏幕的失真。

这是一本适合其爱好者和业者阅读的书。手工业者手册已经得到了很大程度的更新。

适合于这本书的标题是“完成”的。它包含了写给的几个例子和练习。它是作家和编辑为电子工程师寻求的一个背景反馈放大器，并且适合于自我研究或正式课程工作。

电路的分析要求在文本中只有一种电压源定理，电流源定理，Thévenin的定理，和Nyquist的定理。课题包括：反馈放大器电路的分析；计算增益频率响应；用于反馈放大器的稳定性分析；通用振荡器的配置；反馈放大器的响应基于时间和频率。

一个附录给出了简单的方法，用于进行二极管和场效应管电路的计算，从而避免了复杂性的行列式和方程的计算。

反馈放大器原理，第22545号，是180页，零售价为32.95美元，从出版社Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; Tel. 800/428-SAMS

62个遥控和自动化项目
By Deiton T. Horn

你是否曾经想要过一个自己调温的装置，只要你转动你的立体声，自动的调节你的音响？或者和一个客人的接待人员，传感器，使你的室内恒温，自动调节空调以达到理想的温度？

（下一页）
GET THE KNOW-HOW TO SERVICE EVERY COMPUTER ON THIS PAGE

Learn the Basics the NRI Way—and Earn Good Money Troubleshooting Any Brand of Computer

The biggest growth in jobs between now and 1995, according to Department of Labor estimates, will occur in the computer service and repair business, where demand for trained technicians will actually double.

You can cash in on this opportunity—either as a full-time corporate technician or an independent service-person—once you've learned all the basics of computers the NRI way. NRI's practical combination of "reason-why" theory and "hands-on" building skills starts you with the fundamentals of electronics, then guides you through advanced electronic circuitry and on into computer electronics. You also learn to program in BASIC and machine language, the essential languages for troubleshooting and repair.

Total Computer Systems Training, Only From NRI

No computer stands alone. It's part of a total system. To really service computers, you have to understand computer systems. And only NRI includes a powerful computer system as part of your training, centered around the new fully IBM compatible Sanyo 880 Series computer.

You start with the step-by-step assembly of the new, highly rated fully IBM compatible Sanyo 880 Series computer. You install and troubleshoot the "intelligent" keyboard. Then you assemble the power supply, install the disk drive, and add extra memory to give you a powerful 256K RAM system. The new 880 computer has two operating speeds: standard IBM speed of 4.77 MHz and a remarkable turbo speed of 8 MHz, making it almost twice as fast as the IBM PC.

Next, you'll interface the high-resolution monitor and begin to use the valuable software also included with your complete computer system.

AND MORE!

It all adds up to confidence-building, real-world experience that includes training in programming, circuit design, and peripheral maintenance. You'll be learning about working with, servicing, and troubleshooting an entire computer system—monitor, keyboard, computer, disk drive, power supply—to ensure that you have all the essential skills you need to succeed as a professional computer service technician.

No Experience Needed, NRI Builds It In

This is the kind of practical, hands-on experience that makes you uniquely prepared, with the skills and confidence you need for success. You learn at your own convenience in your own home. No classroom pressures, no night school, no need to quit your present job until you're ready to make your move. Your training is backed up by your personal NRI instructor and the NRI technical staff, ready to answer your questions and help you when you need it. Get it all with NRI at-home training.

100-Page Free Catalog Tells More

Send the postage-paid reply card today for NRI's big, 100-page, color catalog on NRI's electronics training, which gives you all the facts about NRI courses in Micro-computers, Robotics, Data Communications, TV/Audio/Video Servicing, and other growing high-tech career fields. If the reply card is missing, write to the address below.
BOOKSHELF
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liquid probe that alerts you whenever your house plants need watering? Well, you can make them all easily and at amazingly low cost! Or, how about a telephone-activated relay that lets you turn on the outdoor lights if you’re getting home late, a remote-controlled “commercial killer” for your TV, voice-activated transmitters and relays, or an infrared transmitter and receiver to perform a wide variety of control functions, or ways to put your personal computer to work as a home control center? You can have them all with the help of this valuable project guide.

Those are just a few of the highly useful, fun-to-build projects you can put to work in your home no matter what your previous electronics experience! Here’s where you’ll find a complete selection of door and window controllers, temperature controllers, liquid monitors and controllers, stereo and TV projects, telephone related projects, controller motors, electronic-switching units, timers, wireless controllers, and a computer controller complete with programming information.

The book includes complete instructions, wiring diagrams, and show-how illustrations for each device. And for those who are still a little hazy on how remote-control and automation systems work, there’s an excellent introduction to basic functions, as well as advice and guidance on safety precautions, location of needed parts, substitution of components, and customizing techniques.

The book is 268 pages, retails for $12.95, and is available from TAB Books Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214; Tel. 717/794-2191.

Understanding Security Electronics
By Joe Carr
If you’re looking for a self-instructional book detailing how to

CIRCLE 75 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
select, install, and maintain a security system, then this book may put an end to your search.

Understanding Security Electronics provides the guidelines to safeguard property on a do-it-yourself basis. Readers will learn the specifics of electronic intrusion alarms, electromechanical detectors, and signaling systems.

Other topics covered include: ultrasonic and microwave intrusion detectors; photoelectric and infrared detectors; audio and visual monitoring; proximity detectors; access control; custom integrated circuits; computers in security systems; computer crime; automobile protection; and holdup and assault alarms.

Understanding Security Electronics, No. 27069, is 304 pages and retails for $16.95, and is available from publisher Howard W. Sams & Co., 4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; Tel. 800-428-SAMS.

How To Develop, Protect, and Market Your Invention
By Robert Park
If you’d like to follow in the footsteps of Edison and Ford, then this book can help you wade through the paper work.

In his foreword to this book, Mr. Norris writes: “The Inventor’s Handbook not only helps to successfully guide individuals along the complex path of invention, but also encourages them to market their inventions by forming a company for that purpose. As the book accurately notes, the transition from the laboratory to forming a successful
company is not an easy or simple one, as thousands of inventors and would-be-entrepreneurs have learned.

Many of today's "inventors" work for large companies, and their product ideas and development efforts are funded with substantial R&D budgets. In spite of that heavily-funded effort, however, more than 70% of all the patents granted each year are granted to independent inventors. The Inventor's Handbook is for them, and for all others who have similar dreams and abilities, but lack the know-how to take them through the prototype and testing stages to full-scale marketing and manufacturing.

Park covers everything from self-analysis (do you have what it takes to invent?) to the inventing process: all the steps involved in developing a new product (or service) idea, to applying for a patent, to the successful manufacturing and marketing of the patented invention. Valuable performance profit and loss statements, and balance sheets are included.

The 138 page book retails for $8.95, from Betterway Publications, Inc., White Hall, VA 22987; Tel. 804/823-5661.

Radio Handbook—23rd Edition
By William L. Orr

An up-to-date handbook is priceless to a ham, and this new edition has been completely revised and updated, and contains new material reflecting the latest technology on everything from HF/VHF-amplifier design to interference reduction for VCR's and video disc players.

Readers will have circuit diagrams, photos, construction diagrams, tables, and charts right at their fingertips, for expert guidance and instant reference. Specific topics include: introduction to amateur radio communications; communications-receiver fundamentals; frequency modulation and repeaters; mobile, portable, and marine equipment; radio and television interference: equipment design; 

(Continued on page 26)
Bad News For Escort

Dear Customer,

From Drew Kaplan

Escort has ignored DAK’s second, one-on-one Maxon versus Escort radar challenge. And frankly, I’m fighting mad. I suppose they have a right to ignore me. But after referring to my challenge as only an “advertising gambit” and calling Maxon’s radar detector an off-shore, primitive, and bottom-end unit, I’d think they’d be glad to wipe us out in a head to head duel to the death.

But, I’m really mad for two other reasons and I think that you may be as fascinated by them as I am.

**Mad Reason 1.** Road and Track Magazine held an independent general radar detector test in their September 86 issue. As far as I can see, Maxon beat Passport in Uninterrupted Alert, and Passport beat Maxon in Initial alert. Now to be fair, neither of us seem to have beaten the other by even 2 seconds at 55 miles per hour. So, we didn’t win or lose by much.

And, Maxon’s $999<sup>rd</sup> detector was test- ed to create the false signal, not the $245 Escort we challenged. What’s interesting is that Road and Track had nice things to say about Passport and even about Escort, which wasn’t even included in the tests any more.

Now, if you’ve been following DAK’s challenge, you know we’ve only been challenged by you. You’ve read Road and Track’s tests, you’ll be amazed when you read Boardroom Reports, which I’ve reprinted for you to the right. What’s really interesting is that it’s the exact same person in both publications.

Actually, Maxon did extremely well. Road and Track only used ‘over hill and ‘around curve’ tests because on straightaways the differences weren’t worth describing. (Imagine that!)

It’s just as I’ve said in my challenge. I don’t think there’s much difference between Maxon and Cincinnati’s Radar detectors when it comes to sensing radar.

**The Challenge Grows**

In view of the opinions stated in the article in Boardroom Reports about the $245 Escort, DAK hereby adds the $295 Passport to our challenge.

**Mad Reason 2.** Did you ever hear about the cure for dandruff that was developed in the middle-ages? It was the guillotine. And frankly, I think you should be aware of Cincinnati Microwave’s advertising cure for the Rashid VRSS Collision Avoidance System.

The Rashid VRSS system, as described in Popular Science magazine, January 1986, sends out a radar signal on the K band ahead of your car. The good part is that it can help you avoid running into things higher than your front bumper. The bad news is that since it operates on K band, it sets off radar detectors.

Well, hats off to Cincinnati Microwave. I’ve tested the Passport against the Rashid unit and, as usual, they have done a splendid job. While every other detector tested, including Maxon’s, was driven crazy, theirs didn’t utter a peep.

But then, my Maxon hasn’t uttered any peeps lately either and let me tell you why. I was on my way to the Far East to visit Maxon, so I asked Tom, a manager at DAK, to purchase and test the Rashid.

Well, did I ever hear from him. First the unit cost $558 plus about $100 to install. Then buying it and finding someone to install it took almost a month.

But the real reason he was unhappy was that the recommended method of installation involved cutting a 6¼" hole in the front grill of his neat new car.

Well, much to my wife’s chagrin, it’s now installed in her station wagon. After installation, it has to be set by an installer. He drives between 15 and 30 miles per hour toward a solid object. When the installer thinks he’s reached a safe stopping distance, he adjusts the warning alarms to sound. Then in the future, when a similar distance is reached, lights will flash and an alarm will sound.

Of course, if you accelerate too quickly into a lane behind another car the same alarms can go off.

And, I haven’t figured out what to do if there’s a dog in the road, dirt on the radar sensor, or how to compensate for the different stopping distances encountered on dry, wet, icy or snowy roads.

**Most Important Part**

Speaking of advertising gambits, in virtually every magazine I pick up, I’ve been seeing Cincinnati’s Bad News for Radar Detector ads spelling out the obsolence of all other detectors. If it’s such an important feature that distinguishes them from us, there had better be some of these devices on the road, or Cincinnati Microwave’s credibility may just be on the road as well.

I will add $10,000 to my Escort/ Passport challenge if Cincinnati Microwave can prove that there are even 1000 Rashid units on the road anywhere in the U.S. Oh heck, I’ll add $5000 if they can even find 500. (And, look at this.)

NOTE: There are several other potential collision avoidance systems on the drawing boards and each may have a DIFFERENT FINGERPRINT.

To Maxon’s Road and Track owner, I suggest that you find out how many Rashid units there are and what Cincinnati Microwave will do about the ‘other’ units before you pay $$$ to have your current detector upgraded.

Besides, with over 3,000,000 square miles in the U.S., even 1,000 units would work out to less than one unit for every 3,000 square miles.

If a major car company successfully sells a collision avoidance system, then Maxon will be ready. But, the car companies currently can’t even get consumers to pay $200 for air bags. So, you decide. Is it significant, or an advertising gambit?

Below is the NEW version of the challenge. Escort, a reply please!

---

**A $20,000 Challenge To Escort**

Let’s cut through the Radar Detector Glut. We challenge Escort & Passport to a one on one Distance and Falsing 'duel to the death' on the highway of their choice. If they win, the $20,000 check pictured below is theirs.

By Drew Kaplan

We’ve put up our $20,000. We challenge Escort to take on Maxon’s new Dual Superheterodyne RD-1 $999<sup>rd</sup> radar detector on the road of their choice in a one on one challenge.

Escort says that everyone compares themselves to Escort, and they’re right. They were the first in 1978 to use superheterodyne circuits and they’ve got a virtual stranglehold on the magazine test reports.

But, the real question today is: 1) How many feet of sensing difference, if any, is there between this top of the line Maxon Detector and Escort’s or Passport’s? And 2) Which unit is more accurate at interpreting real radar versus false signals?

So Escort, you pick the road (continental U.S. please). You pick the equipment, the false signals. (Don’t forget our $10,000 Rashid challenge). And finally, you pick the radar gun.

Maxon and DAK will come to your... Next Page Please
Challenge Continued

They conflict. So, today, we'll have the $20,000 check (pictured) to hand over if you beat us by more than 10 feet in either X or K band detection with the Escort, or by 2 seconds at 55mph with the Passport.

**BOB SAYS MAXON IS BETTER**

Here's how it started. Maxon is a mammoth electronics prime manufacturer. They actually make all types of sophisticated electronic products for some of the biggest U.S. Electronics Companies. (No, they don't make Escort's.)

Bob Thetford, the president of Maxon Systems Inc., and a friend of mine, was explaining their new RD-1 anti-falsing Dual Superheterodyne Radar Detector to me. I said, "You know Bob, I think Escort really has the market locked up." He said, "Our new design can beat theirs."

So, since I've never been one to be in second place, I said, "Would you bet $20,000 that you can beat Escort?" And, as they say, the rest is history.

By the way, Bob is about 6'9" tall, so if we can't beat Escort, we can sure scare the you know what out of them. But, Bob and his engineers are deadly serious about this 'duel'. And you can bet that our $20,000 is serious.

We ask only the following:

1) The public be invited to watch. 2) Maxon's Engineers as well as Escort's check the radar gun and monitor the test and the results.

3) The same car be used in both tests.

4) We'd like an answer from Escort no later than July 31, 1987 and 60 days notice of the time and place of the conflict.

5) If Escort can prove that there are 1,000, or even 500 Rashid units in operation, we will present them with the appropriate $10,000 or $5,000 check at the beginning of the conflict. And,

6) We'd like them to come with a $20,000 check made out to DAK if we win.

**HOW'S THIS FOR FAIR**

Cincinnati Microwave will be deemed the winner and given the check if either Escort beats Maxon by 10 feet in both uninterrupted and initial alerts. Or, if Passport beats Maxon by 2 seconds at 55mph in both uninterrupted and initial alerts. So, DAK wins only if we beat both Escort and Passport.

A tie will exist only if both the $295 Passport and $245 Escort fail to beat Maxon's $99° Dual Superheterodyne RD-1 Radar Detector.

**SO, WHAT'S DUAL SUPERHETERODYNE?**

Ok, so far we've set up the conflict. Now let me tell you about the new dual superheterodyne technology that lets Maxon leap ahead of the pack.

It's a technology that tests each suspected radar signal 4 separate times before it notifies you, and yet it explodes into action in just 1/4 of one second.

Just imagine the sophistication of a device that can test a signal 4 times in less than 1/4 of one second. Maxon's technology is mind boggling.

But, using it isn't. This long range detector has all the bells and whistles. It has separate audible sounds for X and K radar signals because you've only got about 1/3 the time to react with K band.

There's a 10-step LED Bar Graph Meter to accurately show the radar signal's strength. And, you won't have to look at a needle in a meter. You can see the Bar Graph Meter with your peripheral vision and keep your eyes on the road and put your foot on the brake.

So, just turn on the Power/Volume knob, clip it to your visor or put it on your dash. Then plug in its cigarette lighter cord and you're protected.

And you'll have a very high level of protection. Maxon's Dual Conversion Scanning Superheterodyne circuitry combined with its ridge guide wideband horn internal antenna, really ferrets out radar signals.

By the way, Escort, we'll be happy to have our test around a bend in the road or over a hill. Maxon's detector really picks up 'ambush type' radar signals.

And the key word is 'radar' not trash signals. The 4 test check system that operates in 1/4 second gives you extremely high protection from signals from other detectors, intrusion systems and garage door openers.

So, when the lights and X or K band sounds explode into action, take care, there's very likely police radar nearby. You'll have full volume control, and a City/Highway button reduces the less important X band reception in the city.

Maxon's long range detector comes complete with a visor clip, hook and loop dash board mounting, and the power cord cigarette adaptor.

It's much smaller than Escort at just 3½" Wide, 4½" deep and 1½" high. But, it is larger than Passport. It's backed by Maxon's standard 1-year warranty.

Note from Drew: 1) Use of radar detectors is illegal in some states.

2) Speeding is dangerous. Use this detector to help keep you safe when you forget, not to get away with speeding.

**CHECK OUT RADAR YOURSELF RISK FREE**

Put this detector on your visor. When it sounds, look around for the police. There's a good chance you'll be saving money in fines and higher insurance rates. And, if you slow down, you may even save lives.

If you aren't 100% satisfied, simply return it in its original box within 30 days for a courteous refund.

To get your Maxon, Dual Superheterodyne, Anti-Falsing Radar Detector risk free with your credit card, call toll free or send your check for just $99° ($4 P&H).

Order No. 4407. CA res add tax.

**Special Note:** Now that we're challenging Maxon, we've added an optional suction cup windshield mount and extra coiled power cord. (Sorry we can't afford to throw them in for free.)

They're just $5° ($1 P&H) Or. No. 4800. OK Escort, it's up to you. We've got $20,000 that says you can beat Maxon on the road. Your answer, please?

Escort and Passport are registered trademarks of Cincinnati Microwave. Rashid VSS and Rashid Radar Safety Brake are registered trademarks of Vehicle Radar Safety Systems, Inc. **DAK INDUSTRIES INC.**

Call Toll Free For Credit Card Orders Only 24 Hour A Day 7 Days A Week

EH64 1-800-325-0800

For toll free information, Call 6AM-5PM Monday-Friday PST

Technical Information: 1-800-272-3200

And Other Inquiries: 1-800-423-2866

8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304
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components, and controls; VHF and UHF antennas; and transmission lines and matching systems.
Radio Handbook, 23rd Edition, No. 22424, is 640 pages, retail for $29.95, and is available from Howard W. Sams & Co., 4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; Tel. 800/428-SAMS.

The Linear IC Handbook
By Michael S. Morley
If instant access to specifications, prices, and other vital data for linear integrated circuits is what you need then check this out.
Far more than a replacement for manufacturers' data books, The Linear IC Handbook bridges the gap between little or no previous experience in computer hardware or software. End-of-chapter study questions, colorful illustrations, and marginal notes enable readers to learn quickly and refer easily to the material presented.
The topics covered include: using commands to manage files; special function keys and key combinations; organizing data-info files; redirecting input and output; using the text editor EDLIN to create and edit files; creating batch files of often repeated commands; creating and using tree-structured directories.
Understanding MS-DOS, No. 27067, is 240 pages and retails for $16.95, from publisher Howard W. Sams & Co. Inc., Dept. R40, 4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; Tel. 800/428-SAMS.

Build Your Own Satellite Dish Antenna
By Gordon L. Williams
With all the interest today in satellite communications, satellite weather information, satellite television, and radio astronomy—all of which require a parabolic-dish antenna—you'll probably be pleased to hear about the publication of this new book.
Build Your Own Satellite Dish Antenna gives easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions, pictures,
for building nine different parabolic dishes from ten-and-a-half to thirty feet in diameter.

A copy of the 44-page book may be obtained for $12.00 from Power Gain Systems, PO Box 2955, West Monroe, LA 71294.

Crash Course in Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems By Louis E. Frenzel, Jr.

If you need a simple, concise approach to learning about artificial intelligence, then Crash Course in Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems may be the way to go.

This practical, application-oriented course in artificial intelligence takes a broad, complex subject and explains it concisely so that it is easily understood. The book covers important concepts and techniques that are practical rather than theoretical, focusing on subjects that are relevant and useful in the real world.

It includes short programming samples using LISP and Prolog. A general introduction to the entire field is given, with special emphasis on expert systems. Other topics include: natural language and speech processing; computer vision; AI in robotics; AI languages: LISP and Prolog; and the hardware of AI.

Crash Course in Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems, No. 22443, is 368 pages and retails for $19.95, from publisher Howard W. Sams & Co. Inc., Dept R40, 4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268. Tel. 800/428-SAMS.

Elementary Electricity and Electronics Component By Component By Mannie Horowitz

If you're looking for a single, easy-to-follow introduction to basic electrical and electronics concepts, then this new handbook may do it. It's a comprehensive overview of fundamental electronics principles using specific components to illustrate and explain each concept—so you learn component symbols and how to read schematic diagrams as you master theoretical concepts.

It starts out with an introduction to electrical and electronic characteristics, and then leads you, step-by-step, through electronic components and their circuit applications, covering resistors, capacitors, inductors, diodes, transistors, power supplies, FET's, SCRs, and other commonly used analog-circuit components. Digital electronics—so important in today's technology—is also covered, with descriptions of decimal, binary, octal, and hexadecimal number systems.

Some of the book's highlights include: descriptions of AC and DC current and how each one behaves in a circuit; explanations of Ohm's law, resistor color codes, kohms.
You Can Be
One Of The
20,000 Technicians
Certified By ISCET

You are invited to take the steps that will make you a part of the growing number of ISCET Certified Electronics Technicians. Whether you are a newcomer or a veteran, whether you wish to expand your present capabilities, or you are preparing for a new career in electronics, ISCET can be of benefit to you.

The International Society Of Certified Electronics Technicians offers permanent certification by administering the CET exam with the FCC recognized communications option for $20. A second examination, on FCC regulations for a $10 fee is required for a Radiotelephone License. Upon passing, technicians receive both a permanent Radiotelephone Operator Certificate and a CET Certificate issued by ISCET.

ISCET Offers License Renewal

ISCET has developed a program for registration of those who currently hold a valid Radiotelephone Operator License. By sending a completed application, a photocopy of your FCC License, and $10 your license will be renewed with the assurance of a recognized national technicians association behind it.

For More Information Contact:
ISCET 2708 W. Berry, Ft. Worth, TX 76109. (817) 921 - 9101
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megohms, mA, µA, mV, and kV; voltage and current dividers; passive components used in AC circuits; the structure of diodes and how they work; how to use diode and capacitor filters in half-wave circuits; the use of full-wave and bridge rectifier circuits; the various configurations of bipolar transistors and their characteristics: a look at the different types of FET’s; a discussion of voltage feedback; a discussion of gates and truth tables; and much more.

Whether you’re interested in electronics as a hobby or you’re an aspiring electronics technician, this is a book to give you that first, all-important understanding of what the topic is really all about.

The book contains 349 pages at $16.95, from TAB Books Inc., PO Box 40. Blue ridge Summit, PA 17214; Tel. 717/794-2191.

Shortwave Radio Listening with the Experts
By Gerry L. Dexter

If you’re an old ham or a newcomer, this book could help you improve your technique.

The book features 25 contributors who are shortwave listening researchers, pioneers, and specialists wishing to share their experiences and guide beginners as well as veteran radio listeners.

Shortwave Radio Listening with the Experts, is 528 pages and retails for $22.95, from Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept R40, 4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; Tel. 800-428-SAMS.

CIRCLE 75 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Troubleshooting and Repairing Solid-State TV’s
By Homer L. Davidson

You can zero in on solid-state television problems and repair them quickly and efficiently if you know the methods and techniques revealed in this guide.

With this workbench reference, you will have practical information on troubleshooting and repairing all the most recent solid-state TV circuitry used by the major manufacturers of all brands and models of TV’s right at your fingertips. It describes the warning symptoms of solid-state TV problems and gets right to the probable circuits, and individual components causing the malfunction.

You should be able to troubleshoot and repair almost any problem you come across in solid-state TV’s, such as a faulty remote control, high- or low-voltage power supply, defective horizontal-sweep circuits, brightness and picture tube problems, defective tuners, etc.

The 440 page book costs $17.95, from TAB Books Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214; Tel. 717/794-2191.

CIRCLE 84 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

REAL MAGIC!

An ETCHED circuit board from a Printed PAGE in just 3 Hours

The ER-4 PHOTO ETCH KIT gives you the tools, materials and chemicals to make your own printed circuit boards. The patented Photo Etch process copies artwork from magazines like this one without damaging the page. Use the circuit patterns, tapes and drafting film to make your own 1X artwork. Or try the Direct Etch® system (also included), to make single circuit boards without artwork. The ER-4 is stocked by many electronic parts distributors, or order direct, postpaid.

ER-4 PHOTO ETCH KIT (NJ and CA residents add sales tax) . . . $37.00
DATAB'S COMPLETE CATALOG lists hundreds of printed circuit products and art patterns. Also contains dry transfer letter sheets and electronic title sets for professional looking control panels. WRITE FOR IT NOW!

The DATAB Corporation • 3117 Paterson Plank Road • North Bergen, NJ 07047
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How north can you go? Try Nordic DX'ing?

A FEW MONTHS AGO, WE FOCUSED OUR attention on the shortwave stations of Scandinavia—Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Denmark. Now that’s north all right, but it isn’t north! While today there are no shortwave broadcasters transmitting from inside the Arctic Circle, there are a handful of hardly operations working not too far from it on the sunny side of the line.

One is KNLS, the New Life Station, a religious SW broadcaster located at Anchor Point, Alaska—nearly 60-degrees north latitude.

Owned and operated by the World Christian Broadcasting Corporation of Abilene, Texas, KNLS transmits from a 100-kilowatt shortwave transmitter to Europe and Asia in Chinese, Russian, and of course, in English.

In North America, probably the best time to hear that station is during the evening hours, say 0800 to 1030 or so Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).

Besides its religious and inspirational messages, KNLS has some rather nice musical programming during the English language segment. Big-band music of the 1930's and 1940's is aired at 0800 hours: the World of Country and Western at 0915, and jazz is heard at 1000 UTC. Try 11,850 or 11,960 kHz.

Until last year's summit meeting between the leaders of the United States and the Soviet Union, relatively few people were familiar with the northern capital of Reykjavik. It's the location of Ríkisútvarpn, the Iceland State Broadcasting Service (ISBC).

ISBC is not one of the world's major shortwave broadcasters, but its 10-kilowatt transmitter can push a decent enough signal into North America. Programming (rebrocasts of domestic AM mediumwave service) is in the Icelandic language and is intended for Icelanders living abroad and those on-board fishing vessels traveling the high seas. ISBC's shortwave schedule is (at the time of this writing): 1215 to 1245 UTC to Europe on 13,775 kHz, 1300-1330 UTC to North America on 11,855 kHz; 1855 to 1945 UTC to Europe on 9,985 kHz, and 2300 UTC to North America on 11,730 kHz.

An often difficult to log far-north SW service is Greenland's Radio, with a mere 7.5-kilowatt station at Nuuk, near the Greenland capital of Godthaab. The best chance to hear this one—which has programs only in the Danish, Greenlandic, and Faroese languages, intended for its small and widely scattered domestic audience in the icy arctic wastes—is to try 3,999 kHz when it signs on for the day at 1000 UTC.

Back to Basics

How do distant shortwave signals reach your radio, half a world away? Last month we began considering radio-wave propagation. When we last saw our heroes—the shortwave signals—they were outbound from earth in a straight line, but about to encounter ionized layers of gases, which bounce them back to us, thousands of miles downrange from where the transmitter is located.

There are several such ionized layers encircling the globe in the ionosphere. They're known as the D, E, F1, and F2 layers. The D region is closest to the earth, about 50 miles up. Unlike the higher layers, it has a dampening effect on long distance reception. Because of its thickness and low altitude, it tends to soak up, or absorb, rather than reflect radio signals, particularly the longer wavelengths. It is strongly affected by the sun's radiation, so its effects disappear when darkness falls, allowing ionized layers above to bring in distant skip signals.

You've probably noticed at night that distant stations in the regular 540- to 1600-kHz AM band, which are not audible during the day, can be heard.

Slightly farther from the Earth is the F layer, which has some effect on the lower shortwave bands, particularly during the day. Between 150 and 250 miles above the Earth lie the F1 and F2 layers. At night, when there is no solar radiation affecting them, they merge into a single F layer. F1 isn't of too much concern to us, but its companion F2 is, perhaps, the single most important layer for propagational phenomenon to the radio listener. That rapidly fluctuating band of gases high above us is responsible for most of our shortwave reception.

When conditions are right, the signal that otherwise would escape forever into space will come skipping back to Earth, far from its starting point. Like Magic Johnson dribbling down the basketball court, the radio wave can bounce back and forth between earth and ionospheric layer, sometimes hopping around the globe.

Getting Wired

One of the most common questions that
we get deals with shortwave antennas. Typically it's the query: "What's the best antenna?" Unfortunately, there's no simple and universal answer except to say, it depends. Ideally, an antenna should be directional and have gain. Thus, it could boost the levels of wanted stations while filtering out interfering signals arriving at your aerial from other directions.

Accomplishing that is relatively easy on the VHF and UHF frequencies, but tough for shortwave, where the physical size of an antenna that offers gain and directivity is simply too big and expensive for most of us.

So, usually, SWL's operate with simple, relatively-short wire antennas that fit into the dimensions of their backyard. Fortunately, the results are usually quite decent. But there are alternatives that may fit specific needs—like if you live on the fifth floor of an apartment building; or if there is a noisy source of electrical interference nearby.

Antenna experimentation can be useful—even fun—if the results improve your receiving situation. Some publications that may assist you in that endeavor are: ARRL Antenna Book (American Radio Relay League, 225 Main St., Newington, CT 06111); Edward M. Noll's Twenty-Five Simple Shortwave Broadcast Band Aerials Electronic Technology Today, P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240; How to Build Hidden, Limited-Space Antennas That Work, by Robert Traister (TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214); Traister's The Shortwave Listener's Antenna Handbook (TAB Books), and Antennas For Receiving by Wilfred Caron available from Grove Enterprises, PO Box 98, Brastown, NC 28902.

Down The Dial

What are you hearing on the shortwave bands these days? Here are some of the loggings others are making. To join in next month's column, just drop a line with a listing of your more interesting loggings, with times and frequencies, to Jensen on DX'ing, Hands-on Electronics, 500B Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. All times are given in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC, also known as Greenwich Mean Time, GMT). Frequencies are listed in kilohertz (kHz).

BOLIVIA—4,712—This is not the easiest of countries to hear on shortwave. While there are a number of Bolivian shortwave stations, they tend to be low-powered broadcasts in Spanish with somewhat irregular transmissions. One of the better bets is Radio Abaroa, which varies in frequency to 4,710 during the early evening hours in North America.

Well, that is about all the room allotted to us for this month. Let us know what stations you've pulled in; include the frequency (kHz) and time (UTC) of your loggings. See you next month.

Radio Greenland's shortwave station in Godthaab (as depicted on its verification card) broadcasts daily 8-hour programs, in Greenlandic and Danish. It's a tough catch, even though it has since upgraded its 1-kW transmitter.
ACE COMMUNICATIONS, INC., has recently introduced their AR-2002 professional-grade scanner. The unit covers from 25 to 550 MHz and from 800 to 1,300 MHz continuously, thus, giving the user an ear in the thick of virtually all VHF/UHF communications. The gap between 550 and 800 MHz is occupied by TV broadcasters, so you aren't going to be missing anything.

The AR-2002 uses the latest microprocessor and circuit technologies to offer a multitude of features. Those features include a 20-channel memory scan, priority scan, band search, multi-mode reception (AM, FM-wide, FM-narrow), conventional dial tuning, selectable frequency increments, bargraph signal-strength indicator, and many more.

The scanner incorporates commercial-type receiver technology, such as a 750-MHz receiver IF; a high-level, double-balanced mixer; a low-noise, wide-band RF amplifier, and a high-stability VCO unit, to obtain maximum performance.

The user price for the AR-2002 is $499.00, and further details can be obtained from Ace Communications, Inc., 22511 Aspian Street, Lake Forest (El Toro), CA 92630-6321.

Advanced scanner enthusiasts will immediately appreciate some of the features on the AR-2002 that were included in response to suggestions from scanner users regarding the things they'd like to see most in a dream scanner, including the signal-strength indicator, front-panel headphone jack, and knob-controlled dial-type, continuously-variable tuning. This is a unit that should have high appeal for those who are seeking something rather sophisticated in a scanning receiver. Something more than a little different in all respects. We especially like its ability to tune the 225 to 400 MHz UHF aero band.

Signal Search

More than a few readers have written in to ask for some of our thoughts on the use of the search/scan feature of a scanning receiver, inasmuch as equipment manuals never seem to provide anything more than a few brief sentences on the topic.

Actually, it's a great feature in a scanner and it's too bad that it's so little-understood and under-used. You can use it to discover all sorts of unlisted and unknown frequencies that are in use in your area.

First you select a target group of frequencies to explore, let's say 153.00 to 156.00 MHz, popularly used by public-safety agencies. But don't try to search through that much of the spectrum in one fell swoop. Check through it in increments of no more than 500 kHz at a time, starting with 153.00 to 153.50 MHz. By noticed in use, and whether the stations monitored are known or unknown, local or distant, base or mobile, plus the type of transmissions (police, fire, medical, or whatever), hours of maximum frequency usage, number of transmissions per hour, and so on. At the end of such a search, you should have a fairly complete picture of those communications that can be monitored from your location.

Admittedly, doing that right will take some time. On the other hand, it's your hobby, it's enjoyable, you're likely to come up with all sorts of new frequencies to regularly monitor, and there really isn't anything pressing you to complete the search by a deadline date. Search at your leisure, whenever the mood strikes you; start at 30 MHz and aim towards 512 MHz and beyond! Why not?

Those are the things that the instruction manuals never tell you. We think that knowing such techniques will greatly increase your enjoyment of scanning.

From The Mail Sack

A member of the US Navy stationed at the Norfolk, VA Naval Base writes to say that USN tugs are very active in the harbor area. He says that he's monitored every possible VHF marine (156 MHz) band channel in an effort to latch onto those harbor operations, but he still can't find the frequency used for their communications. He asks if we can possibly locate the mystery frequency.

The tugs are dispatched on 142.05 MHz, and can also be heard operating on 141.95 MHz (Channel 1), on 142.65 MHz (Channel 2), and 142.00 MHz (possibly called Channel 3). Those are military frequencies that lie outside the regular VHF marine-frequency band, that's why you couldn't locate them.

Those who have written to ask where they can get a listing of the police '10 Codes,' can obtain one at no cost by requesting the same from CRB Research, PO Box 56-T, Commack, NY 11725.

We're always looking for questions, photos, and suggestions from our readers. Our address is Marc Saxon, Saxon on Scanners, Hands-On Electronics Magazine, 500-B Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.
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HANDS-ON ELECTRONICS
The development of the integrated circuit has brought about many changes in our purchasing habits. Things that once were bought, maintained, and repaired when necessary are now, for the most part, disposable items. Take the black and white TV for example. With many of them selling for $60 or less, it is more cost effective for the consumer to toss it rather than repair it when it becomes inoperable.

The digital watch is another item that has fallen prey to the disposable syndrome—with very inexpensive models selling for under $5, or assorted firms giving them away as an incentive to get you acquainted with their product.

Well, if have an old LCD watch whose only purpose is to serve as a dust collector, why not pull it out and use it in this novel watch-controlled melody-generator project. We call it HourTune. The project consists of four simple circuits: a trigger (which includes the LCD watch), timer, melody synthesizer, and amplifier circuits. The key circuit is the trigger circuit (which is controlled by the LCD watch). That circuit turns on the other three circuits once each hour, just long enough for one of the twelve melodies contained in the melody synthesizer to be played.

At the end of the tune, the circuit turns itself off for an hour to conserve its power supplies. Then, when the next hour arrives, it turns itself on again and plays a different melody etc. Let's see how HourTune does its thing.

A Look at the Circuit

A schematic diagram of the HourTune circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The trigger circuit is made up of seven components: an LCD watch with a chime function, an optoisolator/coupler (U1), transistor (Q1, a 2N2222 general-purpose), a resistor (R10), two 5-volt reed relays (K1 and K2), and a switch (S1). The trigger circuit is powered by the plug-in wall transformer and the battery contained in the wrist watch.
The LCD watch's chime-triggering circuitry is connected to the input of an optoisolator/coupler (U1) so that the chime-trigger signal turns on U1's internal LED. Light radiation from the LED falling on the light-sensitive area of the U1's Darlington-output element causes it to turn on, thereby closing the contacts of reed relays K1 and K2. Relay K1 has its two contacts connected to U2 pins 2/3 and pin 4, which when closed, enables the chip and causes it to advance to the next tune.

Relay K2 has one contact tied to ground and the other connected to the trigger input (pin 2 of U3) of timer circuit, so that when the LCD watch outputs a chime-trigger signal timing begins. The timer—built around a 555 oscillator/timer—is configured to remain on for 29 seconds after it receives a pulse from the relay. The purpose of the timer circuit is to turn on the amplifier through relay K3.

Initially I used a nine-volt battery to power the timer and trigger circuits, but that proved unsuitable because battery life was short; lasting only about a week and a half—and that just ain't good enough. So, I decided in favor of a wall-mounted DC power pack, like the type used for video games, etc. The transformer used in the final version was salvaged from an old in-line amplifier (ARCHER 151117 Model PL-001), with a rating of 9-volts DC at 10 mA. I also tried a charging transformer (taken from an old grass-shears) with a rating of 7.5 volts DC at 125 mA, and it worked fine.

The timer controls the amplifier circuit (which is built around U4, a ULN2283B low-power audio amplifier) through relay K3. When K3's contacts close, power is supplied to the +V input of U4, turning it on. The amplifier circuit (which has a low quiescent current drain) is powered by two "AA" penlight batteries.

Now for the final circuit; the Melody Generator UM-3482A (U2), which contains 12 tunes, is turned on by reed relay K1 and it is wired according to the general application which is packaged with the chip, except that pins 2, 3, and 4 are hard wired into a configuration that assures that each hour will change the tune and it will auto stop after one tune. The chip is powered by an N-type battery, B1.

The momentary pushbutton switch, S1, is used to re-cycle the tunes that you will hear and to test the circuits operation. Since the LCD wristwatch gives a double pulse, each time the chime goes off, it causes the generator to play every second tune—in other words, you hear six of them over and over. All you need do is insert a tune when you wish by pressing S1, allowing you to hear the other six.
Fig. 2—If you decide to go the printed-circuit route, this full-scale template made for HourTune can be lifted or copied from the page and used to etch your own printed-circuit board. The simplest method of producing the circuit board is to use Lift-It film to pluck the circuit pattern from the page. Then using the Positive Photo-resist method of printed-circuit preparation, you can etch your own circuit board.

PARTS LIST FOR HourTune

SEMICONDUCTORS
D1—D2—1N4148 small-signal silicon diode
Q1—2N2222 transistor (Radio Shack # 276-2009)
U1—T1914 optoisolator/coupler (Radio Shack # 276-139)
U2—UM3482A melody generator (Radio Shack # 276-1797)
U3—NE555 oscillator/timer (Radio Shack # 276-1728)
U4—ULN2283B low-power audio amplifier (see text)

RESISTORS
(All resistors 1/4-watt, 5% fixed units unless otherwise noted.)
R1—R4—100,000-ohm
R2—47,000-ohm
R3—470,000-ohm
R5—150,000 ohm
R6—R7—100,000-ohm trimmer potentiometer
R8—220,000-ohm
R9—174,000-ohm
R10—4700-ohm

CAPACITORS
C1—C3—2.2-µF, 16-WVDC, Tantalum
C2—47-pF, ceramic disc
C4—0.001-µF ceramic disc
C5—C6—470-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
C7—100-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
C8—0.01-µF, mylar
C9—1-µF, 16-WVDC, Tantalum

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
B1—N-cell battery and holder
B2—AA-cell battery and holder
K1, K2—Relay, 5-volt reed-type (Radio Shack # 275-232)
K3—K6—Relay, 9-volt coil (Radio Shack # 275-004)
LCD1—LCD wristwatch (see text)
S1—Normally-open, momentary contact pushbutton switch
SPKR1—miniature 8-ohm speaker
T1—9-volt DC plug-in wall transformer (see text)
Printed-circuit board material or prefboard, etching solution, plastic case, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

Note: All parts for HourTune, except for the ULN2283B audio amplifier, are available from local or mail-order parts stores. The amplifier is available—by mail order, priced at $1.40—from Circuit Specialist Co., PO Box 3047, Scottsdale, AZ 85257.

Watch Preparation
The first thing that must be considered before HourTune can be started is the LCD wristwatch. The watch must have an hourly chime function—a feature that’s incorporated into many inexpensive watches on the market today. So it should be no problem to find a suitable one. In fact, you probably have one lying around somewhere. The one I used for the project was sent to me by a vitamin company as an incentive when I purchased their product.

I also purchased ten watches from a west coast electronics company for $0.39 each, and every one of them is suitable for the circuit even though they are factory rejects.

In preparing the watch, first remove the back and take out the piezo sounder disk. Carefully solder a length of wirewrap wire to each terminal that had previously made contact with the disk. Drill two small holes in the watch back, thread the wires through the holes, and close the case. Connect an LED
Fig. 3—Once the printed-circuit board has been etched and drilled, stuff the board using this parts-placement diagram as a guide. Start with the passive components—resistors, capacitors, etc—advancing to the semiconductors.

to the wires and activate the chime. The LED should flash regardless of how you hook it up. However, it is recommended that you reverse the leads and try it again, because when the polarity is correct, the flash will be more intense.

A voltmeter can be used to determine the polarity, but by using an LED, you can be more sure that the watch will operate the optoisolator/ coupler. When you connect the watch to the board be sure that you connect the positive and negative leads correctly to the optoisolator/coupler. If the watch has a metal back be sure to use a small piece of plastic tape on the inside surface of the back to prevent shorting out now that the piezo disk has been removed.

If the watch has been lying around for a while, replace the battery while you have it apart. Remember also that strange things occur in some LCD watches when the battery gets weak, it might keep perfect time, but other functions go haywire. Replace the battery and everything straightens out again. Lay the watch aside for now and go ahead with confidence that you’re home free.

**Printed-Circuit Board Construction**

Next prepare the printed-circuit board so that HourTune can be assembled. A template of the printed-circuit board is shown in Fig. 2. The simplest method of producing the circuit board is to use Lift-It film (a clear acrylic film with an adhesive back) to pluck the circuit pattern from the page. Then using the Positive Photo-resist method of printed-circuit preparation, along with the pattern on the Lift-It film, you can etch your own circuit board. (Lift-It film is available at many electronic hobby stores, as well though mail-order suppliers.)

Another method (which you may find to your liking) is to use direct-etch dry transfers, which are available from Radio Shack and by mail order, to lay the circuit out on a copper-clad slug (unetched board) using Fig. 2 as a guide. Or you could layout the components on perfboard, and use point-to-point wiring to complete HourTune according to the schematic diagram (Fig. 1).

If you decide to go the printed-circuit route, stuff the board using Fig. 3 (the parts-placement diagram) as a guide. Start with the passive components; resistors, capacitors, etc. Then move on to the semiconductors. Don’t forget to add the jumper connections (labeled J). Once that’s done, begin mounting the battery holders (an N-type for B1 and a dual AA-type for B2), wristwatch, and speaker. Use a small piece of double-sided foam tape to attach the watch to the lower left-hand corner of the board and leave about three inches of wire coiled up underneath it, just in case you have to lift it a bit to change the battery or reset it.

Glue SPKR1 to the board in the upper right corner. Glue an N-type battery holder to the board in the upper left corner for B1. The battery holder for B2 can lay in the middle of the board, secured in place by drilling two holes through the board and using a length of wire to tie it down. Finally, cut a couple inches from a plastic drinking cup and place it over the speaker cone and it will greatly increase the volume.

With every thing now in place, power up HourTune and take it for a test run. Press S1; you should hear a click from the relays, followed by a tune from SPKR1. If all seems OK, press S1 again to check that the circuit toggles to the next tune. If that checks out, box the circuit in a housing of your own choosing. Now you can play HourTune.

---

**Hands-On Electronics**

HourTune can be used to provide a melodic doorbell by connecting the doorbell switch in parallel with S2. For greater volume, a more powerful amplifier can be used to drive the speaker.
Here are your free Fact Cards!

Introducing Hands-On-Electronics FactCards. Each issue, Hands-On-Electronics will present 3 new FactCards, each dealing with one of a variety of electronics topics. Some will deal with electronics basics, some will deal with discrete components, some will deal with IC's, and some will deal with circuits and applications. All will contain the type of information electronics hobbyists need, but sometimes must search to find. With FactCards, you can find that information in a hurry.

Clip your cards, save them, and start building your FactCards library today!
### Triac Replacement Guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>V_max</th>
<th>I_t</th>
<th>Case Style</th>
<th>ECG</th>
<th>RCA</th>
<th>NTE/TCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O401S5L5</td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>4A</td>
<td>TO-126</td>
<td>5006</td>
<td></td>
<td>5696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O501S5L5</td>
<td>400V</td>
<td>8A</td>
<td>TO-200</td>
<td></td>
<td>5555</td>
<td>5646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q002S3L3</td>
<td>200V</td>
<td>1A</td>
<td>TO-92</td>
<td>5655</td>
<td></td>
<td>5586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q400S4L3</td>
<td>800V</td>
<td>3A</td>
<td>TO-220AB</td>
<td>5638</td>
<td></td>
<td>5338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q200S4F4</td>
<td>200V</td>
<td>4A</td>
<td>TO-202AB</td>
<td>5629</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q400S4F4</td>
<td>400V</td>
<td>4A</td>
<td>TO-202AB</td>
<td>5629</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q400S4L4</td>
<td>400V</td>
<td>6A</td>
<td>TO-220AB</td>
<td>5645</td>
<td></td>
<td>5545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q200S6L4</td>
<td>300V</td>
<td>6A</td>
<td>TO-3</td>
<td>5649</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q400S6A</td>
<td>600V</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>TO-48</td>
<td>5675</td>
<td></td>
<td>3508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q200S8H</td>
<td>400V</td>
<td>15A</td>
<td>TO-48</td>
<td>5673</td>
<td></td>
<td>3508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q400S8L</td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>15A</td>
<td>TO-48</td>
<td>5673</td>
<td></td>
<td>3508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q201S10H</td>
<td>600V</td>
<td>10A</td>
<td>TO-220</td>
<td>5646</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q401S10H</td>
<td>600V</td>
<td>15A</td>
<td>TO-220</td>
<td>5646</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q201S5L5</td>
<td>600V</td>
<td>10A</td>
<td>TO-3</td>
<td>5649</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q401S5A</td>
<td>600V</td>
<td>15A</td>
<td>TO-3</td>
<td>5649</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### STATIC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

#### Quad D-Type Flip-Flop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>V_H (V)</th>
<th>V_L (V)</th>
<th>Limit at 25°C (Typ)</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output Voltage</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Level</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_max Max.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Current</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Current</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-3.9</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Current</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-8.0</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Hex D-Type Flip-Flop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>V_H (V)</th>
<th>V_L (V)</th>
<th>Limit at 25°C (Typ)</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output Voltage</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Level</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_max Max.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Current</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Current</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-3.9</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Current</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-8.0</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NiCd's are all the rage. Build this simple, penny-sized charger and get in on the savings and the fun.

What's a NiCd?

Figure 1 is a cut-away view of a typical NiCd cell. A strip of absorbent nylon is sandwiched between a strip of nickel and a strip of cadmium hydroxide. All three are then wound together in a tight spiral and put into a nickel-plated steel container. The cadmium-salt electrode is connected to the case as the negative electrode, and the nickel strip is connected to the positive-electrode cap on top of the battery. The insulator and separate nylon seal used between the case and the cap isolate the two electrodes and prevent the alkaline electrolyte in the nylon separator from evaporating.

A NiCd cell has a basic voltage of 1.25 volts and one of the reasons its chemistry is so popular is because that voltage is independent of the discharge rate and is constant through some 90% of the charge life. A disposable alkaline cell starts life at 1.5 volts, but it doesn't stay that way for long. The rate of voltage drop depends on current draw, but whatever it is, not much of the alkaline's life is spent at 1.5 volts. As a result, you can be reasonably certain that if a circuit works with disposables, it will work with NiCd's as well.

Fig. 1—This cut-away view of a NiCd is misleading since it makes the positive plate, absorbent separator, and negative plate appear to be in pieces. Each actually is a continuous strip or layer wrapped up to fit inside the steel case.
Care and Feeding

The trickiest part of living with NiCd’s is charging them. As a matter of fact, the most common reason for the premature death of a NiCd is undoubtedly incorrect charging parameters. Just about the only thing you can damage by under charging is your patience, but an overcharge can lead to all sorts of problems. The chemical reaction that takes place during the charging cycle generates hydrogen and oxygen as byproducts. The higher the charging current, the more rapidly the gas is produced. Now, if you think about it for a minute, you’ll realize that gas build-up is the last thing you want in a sealed container. A straight application of Mr. Boyle’s Law will tell you that as the temperature goes up, the pressure goes up, and, at the end, the battery blows up.

In a modern NiCd, hydrogen (which is generated at the negative cadmium cathode) is never produced because the cell is designed so that the electrode never reaches full charge. The anode, however, will produce oxygen, but the cell has a mechanism to handle that. As the gas is generated, it permeates through the nylon separator strips and oxidizes the metallic cadmium to cadmium hydroxide, which is then reduced back to metallic cadmium by the electrolyte. The pressure in the cell at equilibrium depends on the rate of charge but is kept between 7 and 15 PSI.

Caution

NiCd chemistry is extremely reliable and can forgive just about anything, but if you overcharge a NiCd at an excessive rate, you’re sure to damage it. Either you’ll rupture the nylon separator or cause the outer seal to blow. If the seal opens up the electrolyte will start to evaporate and that’s usually the end of the battery. That is much the same thing as losing acid in a car battery, and it causes the same sort of damage to the electrodes. You can always replenish the acid in a car battery, but there’s no way to add electrolyte to a NiCd.

If the separator strips are ruptured, there’s a good chance that some of the metallic salts have migrated through the ruptures and formed small conductive bridges connecting the nickel and cadmium electrodes. That will effectively short out some of the electrodes and destroy some of the battery’s ability to store electricity. As we’ll see later on, if you’ve lived a clean life, you can sometimes repair that kind of damage. The battery won’t be as good as it once was, but it won’t be totally useless either.

Charging

The amount of energy you can expect from a NiCd is specified in either AH (amp-hours) or mAh (milliamp-hours). Since the voltage of a NiCd is constant over most of the life of its charge, NiCd’s are usually thought of as current sources; that’s why their rating is indicated by a certain amount of current for a certain length of time. The more current you draw from the cell, the shorter the time it can supply it. As you can see from Fig. 2, however, the amount of current draw has an effect on the capacity of the cell. The heavier the draw, the lower the effective AH.

The safe discharge varies from NiCd to NiCd and is expressed by how long it takes a fully-charged cell to drop to a cutoff of 1 volt. If the current draw is such that it takes 10 hours for the cell to get there, it has a C10 discharge rate; if it takes 2 hours, it has a C2 rate, and so forth.

Charging rates are referred to in the same way. A cell with a rated capacity of 1.2 AH being charged with a current of 120 mA, is said to be charging at a C10 rate; the C3 rate would be 400 mA; the C2 rate would be 600 mA, etc.

Words you usually hear when you’re talking about NiCd charging are trickle, standard, and quick. If you get into using NiCd’s, make yourself a permanent copy of Table 1.

---

Batteries with leaking electrolyte are too far gone as their seal is no longer effective. Note that the tabs on the batteries indicate that they came from a blister pack.

This little charger may be tiny but it can go a long way toward saving you some bucks. It can be configured for any desired charge rate (current) and voltage.

Fig. 2—This curve displays an asymptotic decrease in capacity with an increase in discharge rate. That makes sense since the battery can only expend as much energy as it has received during the charge cycle.

Fig. 3—The basis of any well-power charger is a transformer-rectifier circuit. Note that such a circuit is only good for very low charging rates.
The numbers there relate specific charging rates to the vague terms listed on the blister packs. The last two columns are blank since they relate to specific cells. You should fill them in and keep them near your charger(s).

Don’t let all that stuff put you off using NiCd’s. Even though there are a lot of theoretical things to keep in mind, the practical side of NiCd’s is simple. The circuitry you need to charge them is tinker-toy level, and component values can be calculated with nothing more complicated than Ohm’s Law and some third grade arithmetic. So let’s roll up our sleeves and get our hands dirty.

Charger Parameters

NiCd charging circuits are a piece of cake. Figure 3 shows two schematics for the world’s simplest chargers. Once we know what’s going on there, we’ll see about adding a couple of bells and whistles. There are some basic rules to follow when you put one of the circuits together: (1) The output of the transformer has to be between two and three times the voltage of the battery. (2) Use a diode with a PIV of twice the transformer output and capable of carrying the charging current. (3) The wattage of the current-limiting resistor has to be large enough to safely handle the transformer output voltage and charging current.

The best way to see how easy it is to figure out the component values is to go through a real example. All you’ll have to do for your particular setup is substitute your own numbers for those we’ll use. Use the same format, do it in the same order, and you’ll have no trouble at all. Let’s say we have a 12-volt NiCd pack, rated at 1.2 AH, and want to charge it at the C4 rate (300 mAh). Here’s the step-by-step run down:

Battery Voltage = \( V_h = 12 \) volts

Charging Current = \( I_c = 300 \) mA

Transformer Output = \( V_i = 2 \times V_h = 24 \) volts (minimum)

Diode PIV = \( 2 \times V_i = 48 \) volts (minimum)

Resistor Wattage = \( V_i \times 300 \) mA = 7.2 watts (minimum)

Resistor Value = \( R_c = (V_i - V_h) / 300 \) mA = 40 ohms (minimum)

And that’s all there is to it!

Obviously, the calculated values have to be converted into real-world ones. You may know where to get a 40-ohm, 7.2-watt resistor, but a 47-ohm, 10-watt one is a lot easier to find—even Radio Shack has them!

You’ll get a more efficient charging circuit by replacing the diode with a fullwave bridge, but the arithmetic is exactly the same as in our example. Chances are you’ll want to use a standard battery eliminator as the charging source. That is fine as long as you get the correct \( V_i \) and \( I_c \).

Using charging rates higher than C4 is an iffy business. You’ll need something to monitor the battery and cut \( I_c \) when the battery is completely charged. That is easier said than done since the value of \( V_h \) isn’t a good indicator of the state of charge. A dead NiCd gets up to its nominal voltage early on in the charge cycle. The only factors that reliably indicate overcharge are, as we’ve already seen, pressure and temperature. Most commercial rapid chargers have temperature sensors that cut the charge rate if the cell temperature reaches a certain point. The risk of cell damage, the complexity of the needed circuitry, and the fact that not all NiCd’s can be rapidly charged leads inevitably to the conclusion that rapid charging is a good thing to avoid. If you think that you can’t live without it, get a set of data sheets from the NiCd manufacturers.

An Advanced System

Once you have a working charger, it’s nice to have some indicators on it to let you know what the circuit is doing. A lot of commercial chargers have a power indicator, but they’re really misleading. The light tells you that the charger is powered up, but it doesn’t tell you whether the battery is taking a charge. It would also be nice to be told when the batteries need a charge. All that can be done by the circuit shown in Fig. 4. If you use NiCd’s, you’ll find it’s well worth your time to build and keep one at each place where you use NiCd’s.

The first part of the circuit is composed of Q1, R1, and R2. The transistor has its base-emitter junction straddling R2. J1 is wired so that when you plug in the charger, the current goes through R2 on its way to the battery. The voltage drop across R2 turns on Q1 and LED1 will light up. But there’s more to that than meets the eye. A lit LED not only tells you that current is going to the battery, but if you pick R2 carefully, it can tell you about the battery’s state of charge as well. As the battery charges up, less and less current will flow into it and LED1 will get dimmer and dimmer.

You’ll have to calculate the value of R2 for your own setup, but let’s do it for our earlier example. Just plug in your numbers in place of those for the example.

Transistor-on voltage = \( V_{ce} = .65 \) volts
Minimum charging current = \( I_m = 80 \text{ mA} \). (C15 rate)

\[
R_2 = \frac{V_{oc}}{I_m} = 8.125 \text{ ohms}
\]

A close-to-standard value for \( R_2 \) is 8 ohms. We can use that just as well since it means Q1 will get down to its cut-off voltage when the charging current is 81 mA. That corresponds to a charging rate of C14.8—that’s close enough. The C15 rate is usually used for a standby charge; large enough to keep the battery charged, but small enough to avoid over-charging problems.

The second part of the circuit is a low-battery alarm. By using a 500,000-ohm, multi-turn trimmer potentiometer for \( R_3 \), the circuit only draws about 20 microamps at 12 volts. As long as enough base current is available to keep Q2 turned on, the collector will be at ground. As soon as \( V_b \) falls below the trip point, Q2 will turn off, the collector will be at \( V_c \), and the SCR will fire, lighting LED2. Of course you can substitute anything you want for LED2 (relays, buzzers, etc.).

**Construction**

The project lends itself nicely to point-to-point soldering, even on a board as small as a penny. The connections to J1 are made so that battery power is only used when the charger is unplugged. If you plug in the charger, you’ll be substituting the battery eliminator for the batteries and charging the batteries at the same time. Since the circuit is so small, \( R_c \), the current limiter, isn’t mounted on the board shown.

You have to use a variable power supply to set the trip point of the low-battery warning. If your circuit works on 12 volts, use 10 volts as the trip point (1 volt per cell). Set the supply to put out 10 volts and slowly turn R3 until LED2 comes on. It’s a good idea to put a drop of nail polish on the set screw once it’s been adjusted to keep it in place.

**Bad ‘Cad**

NiCd’s, like any other cells, have a usable lifetime. If you’re good to a quality NiCd, you can expect it to last through at least 1000 charge cycles. Unfortunately accidents happen and NiCd’s get damaged through inadvertent over-charging, hot environments, and so on. Now, a damaged cell isn’t necessarily a dead cell and there are things you can try to bring one back to life. How successful you’ll be depends on how much damage was done and that’s often difficult to tell by just eye-ball the battery. Before you decide a battery is ready for NiCd Nirvana, run the following tests.

Take a good look at the battery case. If the metal of the case is puffed out, the cell has been so badly overcharged that the build-up of excess oxygen has undoubtedly killed it. If the seal around the top is still intact, you might be able to keep using the cell, but it’s a good idea to get a replacement. If there’s evidence of dried electrolyte around the seal, the battery will dry out and should be replaced.

If the case looks okay but the cell won’t take a charge, it’s possible there’s an internal short. You can sometimes use a circuit like the one in Fig. 5 to blast away the internal shorts—notice that word “sometimes.” The capacitor should be at least a 10,000-\( \mu \text{F} \) unit, and if you’ve got a bigger one that than that, use it. Hit the button a few times to discharge the capacitor through the cell. Wait a few seconds between hits to let the capacitor charge. Throw the switch to connect the batteries to the charger and watch the voltage. If you were able to blast the small internal shorts, the cell voltage will start to rise as it takes a charge.

You can try that a few times, but if there’s no change, the nylon separator is so badly damaged that the battery can’t be saved. But even if the voltage does start to rise, you’re still not out of the woods. Charge the battery up normally and put it to work. If it’s behaving okay, you’ve saved yourself some money. If it loses power more rapidly than it should, you can try blasting it again, but it’s almost certain that the battery is ready to be dumped.

NiCd’s work best if you periodically discharge them all the way down to the ground. If you’re in the habit of charging them when they’re only partially discharged, they’ll get used to it and die much earlier in the charge cycle. A cell that’s developed a “memory” like that can easily be fixed by completely discharging the battery and then fully charging it again. You may have to do it more than once to restore the cell, but if the battery recovers, it should be fine.

Ever since lithium batteries (which are NOT rechargeable) came on the scene, it’s become harder and harder to find NiCd’s. The mail-order places don’t carry the full range of sizes and voltages, and some of the more exotic varieties have virtually disappeared. Radio Shack has a respectable assortment of NiCd’s, and if you don’t have a lot of experience using them, it might be worth your while to get a few and experiment with them. They’ll cost you a bit more to buy, but they can be a lot cheaper in the long run.
The surgery necessary to make the ML92 IBM compatible is quick, neat, and painless

By Jeff Holtzman

You probably think that the only place you'll see a brain transplant is in a grade-B movie. Actually, in the computer world brain transplants are common. You needn't be a surgeon to perform the required "surgery," and the results that you can expect are little short of amazing.

For example, take Okidata's Microline 92 printer. With its die-cast aluminum body, it is a workhorse machine that just refuses to quit. In fact, the only problem with it is one of, well, intelligence. The ML92 is not a dumb machine, you understand. The problem is that it was designed before IBM became king of the PC's. It can handle generic printing jobs—those that don't require the use of IBM graphics or the IBM character set—with ease. But if you require strict IBM compatibility, the unenhanced ML92 comes up short.

Setting Things Right

As you've probably guessed by now, there is a solution to that problem: Okidata's Plug 'n Play kit. It does involve a little "micro-surgery" (microcomputer, that is). And you don't need a surgical microscope to do the job. In fact, as you can see in the photos, two screwdrivers—one Philips and one flat-blade—are the only tools you'll need. And don't worry about an anesthetic—the patient will never feel a thing.

In fact, when the patient wakes up, he'll feel as if he'd taken a new lease on life. Instead of being relegated to the dump heap that is filled with early, but now-incompatible, personal-computer peripherals, your patient will emerge from the operating room with a proud—and IBM-compatible—new attitude toward life.

After Scrubbing-up

The surgical procedure involves opening the case, removing the serial interface card (if present), and then removing the main board. Then, using a flat-blade screwdriver, you

(Continued on page 102)
Solid-State Memory Devices

A computer, like an elephant, doesn’t forget. Do you know how it remembers?

SOLID-STATE MEMORIES ARE USED IN MACHINES RANGING FROM COMPUTERS TO VCR’S TO AUTOMOBILES; AND THE LIST GROWS DAILY. SOME TYPES OF MEMORY MAY BE SET OVER AND OVER; OTHERS MAY BE SET JUST ONCE; STILL OTHERS MAY BE REUSED BY FOLLOWING SPECIAL PROCEDURES. IN THIS ARTICLE WE’LL DISCUSS THE BASIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VARIOUS TYPES OF SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY DEVICES. THEN WE’LL GO ON TO DISCUSS OUR EXPERIENCES WITH A VERSATILE KIT THAT ALLOWS YOU TO PROGRAM (AND TO RE-PROGRAM) THE RESETABLE TYPE.

Background

Throughout history, philosophers have regarded memory as one of the primary characteristics that distinguish man from beast. However, the ability to store information and recall it later is useful not only to man, but also to one of his grandest inventions, the computer. Computer memory (whether solid state, magnetic, or optical) is often general purpose; the same memory cells may be used over and over to store information and operations. Machine memory is also useful in a wide variety of specialized, dedicated circuits: keyboard encoders (which translate a keypress to an ASCII or other code), character generators (which translate an ASCII or other code to a pattern of dots suitable for display on a CRT), and many, many others.

Solid-state memory devices are available in several forms, but there are basically two types: those that retain their contents when power is removed from a circuit (non-volatile memory), and those that don’t (volatile memory). Why are two types necessary? A computer’s operating system, for example, is commonly stored in non-volatile memory, so that the computer will know what to do when you turn the power on. On the other hand, the memory in which you load various applications programs (BASIC programs, word processors, etc.) is volatile memory.

There are several types of volatile memory, static and dynamic being the most common; volatile memory is commonly referred to as RAM (Random Access Memory), each location of which may be accessed at random. There are also several types of non-volatile memory; they’re generically referred to as ROM (Read Only Memory) because you can’t “write” to them (i.e., move data into them).

Actually, the terms RAM and ROM are imprecise, because ROM’s, like RAM’s, are random-access devices—i.e., it’s just as easy to get to any one location as any other. But in common parlance, RAM almost always refers to memory that loses its contents when power is removed, and ROM refers to memory that doesn’t.

ROM Types

As you’ve probably already guessed, there are several types of ROM; their major characteristics are summarized in Table 1. The least expensive type of ROM is the PROM, properly so called. A PROM is created by the semiconductor manufacturer according to a mask supplied by the designer. Designing the mask is expensive, so design mistakes or changes can increase the cost of a product tremendously. After the mask is finalized, however, producing the ROM IC’s is very inexpensive. ROM’s are best used in thoroughly debugged large-volume applications.

The PROM is next in terms of cost; it is simply a Programmable ROM. The PROM contains a number of internal fuses that can be blown in a purposeful manner. Doing so requires a special piece of equipment called a PROM burner. Like the ROM, the PROM may be programmed only once—once a fuse is burned, it cannot be fixed. PROM’s are generally used in applications where small amounts of fast, non-volatile memory are required.

Because of the lead-time and cost problems associated with the ROM, and the cost and size limitations of the PROM, designers clamored for an easier-to-use type of memory. That memory would, ideally, have high density, low cost, and it would be easy to program and to re-program. The last two types of ROM are also programmable, but, in addition, they’re eraseable, hence the names EPROM (Erasable PROM) and EEPROM (Electrically Erasable PROM).

If you’ve ever seen an IC with a round glass “porthole,” then you’ve seen an EPROM. The porthole allows the EPROM to be erased (all bits set to “1” or high) by applying a low-intensity, ultra-violet (UV) light. EPROM bytes cannot be erased separately; it’s all or nothing. The EEPROM, by contrast, has no porthole, because erasure is performed by ap-
plying special electrical signals. EEPROM bytes can be erased separately. Programming the EPROM or the EEPROM consists of resetting the desired bits to "0" (low).

Due to the wide use of EPROM's, their prices have dropped dramatically in the past few years. For example, the 2716 EPROM, which has 2048 eight-bit bytes, costs under $4.00 now. But shortly after the device was first introduced in the early 1980's, it cost $49.95! The EEPROM is somewhat more expensive (around $10-$15), but requires no UV eraser, and can often be designed to be programmed in circuit, thereby making field upgrades simpler.

The prefix for most EPROM's is 27 (as in 2716, 2732, 2764, etc.); the trailing digits indicate the number of kilobits (not kilobytes) that the IC contains. The 2716, for example, contains 16K bits, actually 16,384 (2E14) bits. To obtain the number of bytes, just divide by eight. So the 2716 has 2048 bytes. Table 2 indicates some popular EPROM's, their capacities, and current low-cost. Those with a "C" in the part number are CMOS (low-power) types; the others are NMOS types.

You might think that EPROM's with larger capacities would cost more, but that's not necessarily true. Because of popularity, the 2764, for example, costs the same as the 2716, and less than the 2732!

As shown in Fig. 1, the pinout of the 2716 is similar to that of the larger devices. That similarity makes it easy to design computer memory systems with a great deal of flexibility. In addition, some RAM IC's share the same pinouts (the 6116 and the 6264, for example), and that increases flexibility even farther.

What Are (EP)ROM's Used For?

In digital logic, problems with multiple inputs and outputs can often be resolved economically by using a ROM of some sort, rather than with discrete gates (NAND, NOR, etc.). A classic example: How do you drive standard seven-segment LED displays with hexadecimal input signals and obtain the correct indications (0-9, A-F)? A small EPROM can handle the job with ease.

ASCII keyboards usually have a built-in ROM that converts a keypress to the correct ASCII code. But what if you need different codes? Use a different ROM.

Scrambled TVRO signals are descrambled in the owner's home by the use of codes stored in a ROM. Video pirates create "clones" that duplicate those codes in EPROM's that are changed monthly as the codes change.

Computer users often worry about software backup, but think only of data stored on hard and floppy disks. What about the ROM's containing the operating system, BASIC, etc.? Some users copy legitimate ROM's into EPROM's and illegally sell those EPROM's for use with inexpensive (often foreign-made) "clones."

Melody and speech synthesizers are popular projects for electronics hobbyists, who can use an EPROM to store complete songs or short speeches.

When bringing up a new system, computer-system designers go through EPROM's the way most people go through corn flakes.

Programming an EPROM

A typical EPROM is the aforementioned 2716. As shown in Fig. 1, it is a 24-pin device. Eleven pins are for addresses; those eleven lines allow access to 2048 (2E11) bytes. Eight pins are for data, which is arranged as eight-bit bytes, two are for power and ground, and the remaining three are for programming the IC and for synchronizing its operation with other circuitry, if necessary.

A higher-than-usual voltage (25) is used to program locations in a 2716. That voltage is applied to pin 21 (Vpp). Then the desired location is addressed and data is applied. Last, pin
18 is pulsed high for a period of 50 ms. Locations in the device may be programmed in any order.

Other devices use other programming voltages (e.g., 12.5) and pulse times (e.g., 10 ns), and "intelligent" programming algorithms that allow high-density EPROM's (2764 and higher) to be programmed quickly. The time to program a high-density device with a standard 50-ns pulse can be surprising. For example, a 27256 has 256K bits, or 32,768 bytes of storage. At 50 ns per location, it would take almost half an hour (32,768 × 0.050 ÷ 60) to program all locations without using an "intelligent" algorithm.

An EPROM Programmer Kit

It's simple, in theory, to program an EPROM, but, in practice, some "convenience" features are really necessary. You can build a manual programmer with a 4040 CMOS counter, a 555, several gates, and about a dozen toggle switches for setting data and applying the programming pulse. However, setting binary data on toggle switches gets old quickly. A better way is to build an intelligent programmer—one that has its own microprocessor to control operation. In fact, several devices of that sort are available commercially. Many cost hundreds or even thousands of dollars, but we've found one that retails for only $99.95, and has nearly all the features of its high-priced cousins. It's called the Smart Zap, and it's sold by Micro Kit (6910 Patterson, Caledonia, MI 49316, 616/791-9333).

The Smart Zap comes with a 60 + page manual, including schematic, parts-placement diagram, and program listings. The manual also contains fairly specific construction details; it does assume that you know the basics of electronics assembly. The kit goes together easily, and Smart Zap's built-in control program provides a comprehensive set of diagnostic routines. Our evaluation unit passed all the self tests, but failed to operate normally. After conferring with Micro Kit, we returned our Smart Zap and received a fully functional unit from them in only two days.

The Smart Zap can program all standard EPROM's (including those listed in Table 2). In addition, it can program a number of different EEPROM's. Further, it can program a number of special-purpose microprocessors that have built-in EPROM's.

For each type of EPROM, you must wire up a special "personality module." The module is then inserted in the ZIF (zero insertion force) socket on the right. An erased EPROM is inserted in the left socket. The data to be burned into the "clone" EPROM can come from one of two sources: a master EPROM (which is inserted in the center socket), or a computer attached to the Smart Zap's serial or parallel interface.

Three pushbuttons control operation in the local (non-computer) mode: using those buttons, you can burn an EPROM, verify that an EPROM is erased, and verify its contents against the master. In the remote mode, you can perform both verify operations and burn an EPROM from the contents of the computer's memory or disk.

Micro Kit has written remote-control BASIC programs for the IBM-PC and the Commodore 64. We've posted a copy of each on our Computerized Bulletin Board. Call 516/293-2283 at 300 or 1200 baud, and set your modem for 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, and no parity.

How does Smart Zap perform? In both stand-alone and remote modes, it performed admirably. And, because Micro Kit supplies the source code for both the internal microprocessor (an 8031) and the remote BASIC control program, you can modify either to suit your needs. Due to its versatility and low cost, as well as the excellent support provided by Micro Kit, the Smart Zap is unquestionably the best bargain in EPROM programmers on the market today. For more information on Smart Zap, Circle No. 82 on the Free Information Card in this issue.

The Smart Zap works well with an IBM-PC (and with a Commodore 64). Menu-driven software allows you to verify erasure, program a device from another EPROM or the IBM's memory or disk, verify programming, and upload the contents of a device to memory and then save it to disk.
Getting The Picture(s)


The redefinition of the TV set, which began a decade ago with the coming of home video, is fairly well advanced today. The world’s favorite electronic appliance has become far more than just a box with moving pictures inside it.

Two years ago, American consumers purchased over $11 billion worth of VCRs, camcorders, projection TVs, satellite receivers and an array of other TV-transforming accessories. If our reaction to the Multivision 3.1 is any gauge, this new product from California’s “Silicon Valley” will play a part in boosting that figure even higher. In terms of its capabilities and smooth functioning, this is the most impressive TV add-on GADGET has evaluated in years.

Although the manufacturer is rather coy about classifying the Multivision 3.1, it appears to function as a digital transformer. Its “proprietary digital video integrated circuits” add a number of distinctive audio and video capabilities to any television set—regardless of age, make or model—according to Multivision Products.

While the idea of testing this accessory with a 1946 RCA 630TS table model set appealed to us, we finally hooked it up to a 1984 Sony KV-1961. Connection took a little more than the suggested “one minute,” if time spent studying the Multivision manual is taken into account.

The instruction manual devotes a page to each of the various TV configurations and combinations—TV with VCR, cable, cable with scrambler converter, antenna-equipped television, etc. Each variation requires its own set of Multivision 3.1 connections. Once we knew which combination of inputs to use and figured out that our non-cable-ready, non-remote-controlled set was of the proper wattage (“300 watts or less”) to be plugged into the outlet in the back of the device, we were in business. If our set had been equipped with a remote, or been rated at over 300 watts, it would have stayed plugged into the wall.

Multivision 3.1’s most spectacular capability is its “picture-in-picture” feature. While the user watches and listens to a main image, an insert box will show programming on another channel or from an additional source like a VCR. The insert box can be positioned in any corner of the TV screen, in any of the four insert-box sizes, at any of four distances from the center of the screen. The Multivision remote (which with non-remote-equipped sets (Continued on page 8)
Letters

Dear GADGET:

In the March issue of your publication, you mention the Automatic Power Failure Light, which retails for $16.95 from Sporty’s Tool Shop and other sources.

We used to handle this Sanyo item many years ago, and find that it is now somewhat obsolete. The most objectionable feature of this lantern is the poor quality of the flashlight beam.

We are importing, and selling in large quantities, a similar but (we feel) improved power failure light from Hong Kong, the DL-323. Enclosed is the Haverhills ad for this lantern and a sample of this model for your evaluation and possible publication in GADGET.

Geraldo Joffe, President
Haverhills
San Francisco, CA

Our evaluation of the DL-323 appears in this issue’s “Bits and Pieces” section.—Ed.

Dear GADGET:

Your problem with the Jac Rabbit Radio-Controlled Racer’s two-stroke engine is not unique [p. 5, GADGET, February]. Two-stroke engines with nearly symmetrical “port timing” will sometimes run backwards. You should feel fortunate you didn’t have the same experience as a friend of mine who re-started his two-stroke motorcross bike at the top of a hill and found himself accelerating nicely back down the way he’d come—backwards!

Obviously, this is an inconvenience, but it doesn’t happen often and is a small price to pay for the simplicity, high-power output and smooth running of a two-stroke engine. I suggest that when starting the Jac Rabbit, you give it a bit of a forward push, or even push start it (as many two-stroke motorcycle racers do).

Alexandra L. Carter
Honolulu, HI

Run Silent, Run Cheap


Survivalists have spun off useful devices for the mainstream consumer to about the same extent that the space program has done so. Freeze-dried bananas, collapsible bicycles, the famous “Rambo” knife—these are the types of contributions given to the world by those who are preparing themselves for its end.

The Ovonic Compact Silent Generator (CSG) may not have sprung full-formed from some survivalist’s brain—it is too sophisticated for that—but no doubt the device’s marketing mavens are aiming themselves, at least in part, at the doom-and-gloom market. For what we have here is a solid-state, compact unit which turns heat into electrical power. The power is about the equivalent of a D-cell battery pack, but the point is that it’s endless, as long as you have an endless source of combustion.

Aside from emergency power for survivalists, civil defense or the military, the other use-group targeted by Ovonic is the marine market. The galley stove can be cranked up and united to the generator, and the resulting power can be used for radios, bat-

(Corrections on page 7)

CORRECTIONS

The address given in the April issue of GADGET for Apco, manufacturer of the Fear Security System, was incorrect. The company’s address is 478 11th St., Palisades Park, NJ 07650.

In the May issue, the address given for Sharp Electronics Corp. with GADGET’s review of the HQ-T282 Stereo Radio Cassette Recorder was incorrect. The current address of the Sharp Electronics Corp. is Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, NJ 07430-2135.
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Auto to the Max


Although we have always loved technological advancements, both in the form of useless toys and handy tools, we are also strong advocates of manual cameras. Even such developments as the sonar-system autofocus Polaroid and the shutter-speed-priority auto-aperture features found in most SLRs today don't appeal to us.

Not only do we consider manual adjustment necessary for a good picture, but we feel that people who want good pictures should pay their dues—learning about photography and the equipment, and the adjustments necessary to make it happen. In any event, the Maxxum 7000 from Minolta has changed our thinking. This is a camera that is fully automatic, considerably more automatic, in fact, than some of its competitors. The 110 cameras with auto-wind, built-in flash and similar features only appear to be automatic. Those cameras "automatically" always take the same picture, and have a wide margin for error. In contrast, the Maxxum 7000 is intelligent.

Its shutter speed, aperture, focus and winding are all truly automatic. Those 35mm cameras a step above the "Instamatic" type featuring automatic exposure usually force the user to choose shutter speed or aperture, and it selects the other variable by means of a built-in light meter. The Maxxum 7000 can choose both shutter speed and aperture for you, sans any adjustment on your part.

This can be changed to shutter-speed priority, aperture priority or fully manual operation if you want, but the automatic option is always available. Our only complaint regarding either fully or partially manual operation is that it is entirely electronic. Careful and deliberate manipulation of controls is necessary to make these adjustments and is much slower than turning rings around a lens. That complaint is minor, though, because fully automatic operation is far faster than adjusting lens rings.

The Maxxum's auto-winder is a nice function, too. Although the film can be a bit difficult to load at first, it's quite convenient to have the camera automatically advance the film after loading; wind after each shot and rewind the roll when it's completely exposed. The Maxxum's is not a presumpitious auto-winder, it only loads or rewinds the film when "asked" to. It is much more compact than external or add-on rewinding devices, so you needn't worry about bulk. Although noticeably heavier and a bit chunkier than an ordinary 35mm without a winder, it's more compact than others we've seen with winders. We had no problems, despite the weight and bulk, taking pictures while holding the camera in one hand.

Skeptical as we were, we immediately fell in love with the Maxxum's autofocus feature. Like the camera's other automatic functions, it can be turned off for manual focus, but who would want to?

A small rectangle (about ¼ the size of the standard split-field focusing device) in the center of the viewfinder specifies what it is that's being focused on. Touching the shutter-release button engages the electronics of the system and activates a computer to choose a shutter speed and aperture. Pressing gently focuses.

Sometimes heavily contoured subjects (for example, stairs or a close-up of someone's face) confuse the autofocus regarding what surface to focus on. This only happened about two or three times out of each roll of 36 exposures in GADGET's test, so it's a minor problem which can usually be avoided by either focusing manually or adjusting the composition so that a flat surface is in the center.

What's so impressive is that the Maxxum 7000 actually focuses. It doesn't use infrared or sonar to guess at the object's distance. Rather, its computer checks for a clear image. Depending on where the camera was focused before and what distance it has to change to, it takes between a quarter of a second and one-and-a-half seconds to focus.

As the advertising slogan has it, "only the human eye focuses faster," which is a positive way of saying, "the Maxxum 7000 focuses slower than the human eye." The autofocus is fast, but Minolta is right, the human eye is faster.

Even if the autofocus isn't engaged, the computer is still activated, with an LED display at the bottom of the viewfinder telling the user if it judges the image to be focused or not. When the autofocus knows that it's been beaten, the LED signals that manual focusing is necessary.

We only tested the 50mm lens, but a variety of lenses (including zooms) are available. There's also an optional flash attachment which can be integrated into the camera's automatic systems.

Generally, we were extremely pleased by the Maxxum 7000's ease of operation and the quality of the pictures it produced, to the degree that if not for a minor flaw, we'd give it our strongest recommendation.

In a test run around a hundred or so difficult exposures, the Maxxum's shutter speed/aperture computer was foiled a considerable number of times. This failure of exposure accuracy is an especially irritating drawback.

Conceptually, the 7000 has the "point and shoot" facility of an "amateur" camera, but with the accuracy and sophistication of professional photography equipment. Certainly, setting the camera on partial automatic overrides the computer's focusing shortcomings, but in that case, why not just focus manually? Or use a less exotic 35mm camera?

Inexperienced photographers may find that the Maxxum improves the quality of their pictures somewhat, but non-novice users will probably find themselves often using the manual adjustments, eliminating the 7000's most touted feature. Although definitely an impressive stride towards really good automatic cameras, Minolta isn't marketing perfection, yet.—A.C.Z.

Products manufactured for domestic consumption often indicate that Japan's consumer electronics industry (or maybe Japan's electronic consumers) suffer from a condition which might be called the "can-you-top-this-syndrome." Manufacturers vie in coming up with both outfield and subtle variations on existing products.

This portable 3-Deck Triple Cassette System, marketed under Matsushita's National brand (Panasonic's Japanese counterpart), is predicated on the notion that if two tape decks in one portable unit are good, three tape decks in one package will be even better. Something called "the law of diminishing returns" seems to have been ignored by National's design and marketing departments.

Purchased by GADGET's publisher on a trip to the Far East, the RX-F333 came with an instructional booklet in Japanese. But even allowing for not having a guide to its use, we had our doubts about the efficacy of this product.

In addition to AM/FM radio reception, the RX-F333 incorporates TV audio reception, a carrying handle (which handily folds into the back and top of the unit) and the usual telescoping antenna. Power is supplied by a half-dozen "C" batteries loaded into a compartment in the back.

The 3-Deck's extra tape deck is limited to "relay play" use. That is, the deck on the left, labeled deck one, won't record from any source or dub from another cassette.

(Continued on page 6)

Taking a Cue

CUE NATIONWIDE PAGING SYSTEM. Distributed by: DiversiCom, 3200 Park Center Dr., Costa Mesa, CA 92626. Price: $350.

Cellular telephones aren't necessarily everyone's solution to the problem of staying in touch while on the go. DiversiCom, a unit of the American Diversified Capital Corporation, has taken a page out of a Finnish book for a unique service which may very nicely serve those for whom a cellular telephone would be an over-priced electronic luxury.

It's a tad misleading to compare the Cue Nationwide Paging System to other pagers. Although the Cue instrument looks like its counterparts, it operates very differently. The instrument and its data delivery system were developed by Mobira, a Finnish telecommunications firm whose cellular phones are also marketed in this country (GADGET, May 1986).

While all paging services and systems use radio transmission to contact subscriber pagers, Cue's transmission method gives it the range necessary to cover an enormous geographical expanse. The Cue messaging system operates via standard FM broadcast channels. In each of the cities covered, DiversiCom rents "sub-carrier" space on the FM broadcast signal of one or more radio stations. The receiver set includes a scanner which "listens" for the strongest available FM signal and locks in on it. In a manner reminiscent of cellular transmission "switching," as a Cue pager wearer moves from a location, "the unit immediately begins to scan for another, stronger signal."

For those locations in which Cue transmissions don't come through, the service maintains an 800 number which subscribers can call for messages. In order to reach a subscriber, a Cue message center is called via a touch-tone phone. Once connected, a computer-synthesized voice asks first for the subscriber's identification number (which the caller enters via the touch-tone keypad) and then for the message, also entered via the keypad. As many as a dozen digits can be transmitted or stored per message.

The Cue system computer routes the message via satellite to participating FM stations nationwide. The message receiver is outfitted with both an audible signal and an LCD panel upon which the 12-digit message appears. The panel also shows the number of messages waiting (up to six can be stored in memory) in the order received. A charged sold or leased along with the receiver allows for up to 72 hours of operation.

Cue's service is not without gaps (again, like cellular telephone service). Besides localities which have not yet come into the system, the crowded ether of various urban centers can block reception.

In GADGET's test, DiversiCom's California office was able to send the test unit a message, but we were unable to reach it using our own office telephone. We wrote that mistransmission off to Manhattan's notorious terrestrial interference, but it did suggest some limitations to Cue's current efficiency.

While ordinary services, according to DiversiCom, cost around $28 to $35 a month, Cue charges $40 a month for its nationwide service. Users have two options—the equipment can be purchased for $350, with a $40 monthly subscriber fee, or the system and its equipment can be leased, with a monthly cost of $65.

DiversiCom estimates that within two years a full one-half of one percent of the U.S. adult population will be carrying message receivers of one kind or another. With its unique national service, Cue aims to garner a substantial portion of that market.—G.A.
To CD or Not to CD?


Is the compact disc revolution the future of the recording industry that its proponents insist it is, or is it just another bandwagon fad destined to be quickly outmoded, like 8-track cassette tapes?

Nobody can really answer that question, but there's no denying that the format is the hottest marketing tool in a softening pre-recorded music industry. The CD rage single-handedly kept the music business from suffering tremendous losses in 1986, as demand for long playing vinyl records has suffered a precipitous drop despite aggressive marketing and reissue programs and several blockbuster albums.

Despite the popularity of the compact disc, the format still has plenty of questions to answer before its future is assured. Many analysts have suggested that the medium is a forerunner of an even more impressive storage and playback system that will make compact discs, for all their advantages, obsolete. The impending war with digital audio tape (DAT) could well decide the future of the CD, because DAT provides everything a compact disc can offer, while also affording consumers the additional advantages of being smaller and offering recording capacity.

The wisest course for compact disc enthusiasts to take, then, is to get a high performance playback system that is reasonably priced. If you buy a top-of-the-line system and compact discs lose their luster, you're left with a white elephant.

Sharp offers a number of discount compact disc players, and their DX-620, which is available for under $300, sounds just as good as more expensive makes.

The system, like all compact disc players, is not without its drawbacks. The most alarming is the danger of radiation exposure. Consumers may be familiar with the shock and low-grade radiation warnings associated with taking apart a television set, but compact disc players pose a potentially far more serious health problem.

Page 2 of the operation manual is devoted to a single warning. "Danger," reads the advisory. "Invisible laser radiation when open and interlock failed or defeated. AVOID DIRECT EXPOSURE TO BEAM." Since the beam is invisible, this is a particularly disturbing warning.

As you can imagine, the compact disc player is an extremely delicate machine. This became apparent to us when the first demonstration model we received behaved erratically. At first, the laser was not properly unlocked and the CD skipped like a broken record. Then, while playing a Rolling Stones Hot Rocks CD, the sound would suddenly increase in volume without warning, then drop back to a whisper. The company representative explained that the machine must have been jostled or improperly handled. A second model proved much more reliable.

The DX-620 has a relatively simple locking device for the laser which involves turning a plastic shaft with a screwdriver. The shaft is located on the machine's underside, and when you turn it you have to be very careful because the soft plastic tabs can easily be snapped off by a metal screwdriver head. This is a characteristically annoying feature of budget machines, where a simple part is made of inferior material that would cost almost nothing to improve.

Otherwise, the DX-620 does most of the things any compact disc player could do. The automatic programmable music selector (APMS) allows you to program up to nine selections in any order you wish. This is useful for skipping tracks on a collection that you don't want to hear.

You can do the same thing in the middle of playback if you want by using the auto program search system (APSS), which either ejects the current selection and immediately plays the next, or repeats the current selection from the beginning. There's also a cue and review function if you want to hear a particular section of a track.

All these functions and more are also available on a remote control unit that comes with the set. The remote unit is very convenient, but goes overboard with luxury features. The most ridiculous is the remote control open-close command for the disc table. What good is being able to open the disc table from across the room when you have to walk over to the machine to place or remove the compact disc itself?

In the end, compact discs look like too important a trend to buck. Most record labels have begun to assemble substantial CD catalogs, with particular attention paid to the kind of archive retrieval that has been sadly missing from their LP lists of the last few years. Of course, it's inevitable that CDs will mean fewer new groups and less marginal music will be available to the music-buying public.

It simply isn't cost-effective to put artists or music of limited appeal onto CD. Worthy, but commercially limited material will most likely be confined to the traditional LP medium. Unless vinyl records sustain a level of consumer loyalty in years to come, non-mainstream music and artists may well fall by the wayside. —J.S.
No Dumb Bunny

VCR RABBIT. Manufactured by: Rabbit Systems, Inc., 233 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90401. Price: $89.95. Additional receiver units: $44.95.

Since its introduction in April of last year, this simple, useful VCR accessory has been sold to over one percent of an estimated 36 million home video owners. For a product which didn’t even exist two years ago, that’s impressive market penetration.

It helps that the Rabbit has a price which puts it at the low end of the VCR accessory market, even though a Rabbit Systems, Inc. brochure aimed at retailers boasts, “profit margins that exceed industry standards.” Now, that’s one set of “industry standards” (are they maximums or minimums?) GADGET would like to know more about.

Also important is the usefulness of the Rabbit. Owners of the device can use it to transmit a VCR, cable or other program to any television in their home. As many as five TVs can be linked with a single Rabbit.

The complete Rabbit consists of a transmitter, connected to the TV which originates the programming, a small receiver unit (an additional receiver is needed for each TV to be Rabbited), a remote control, and what Rabbit Systems optimistically labels “thin, thread-like wire.” It is tiny, but in the massive publicity this item has garnered, we’ve detected a bit of confusion about the Rabbit’s use of wire.

The GADGET staffer who tested the Rabbit in her home felt the wire was unobtrusive—some 300 feet are provided—but admitted to being vaguely unaware that any wire was involved, as, we guess, are most consumers.

As a byproduct of its primary function, the device makes any Rabbited television into a remote-controlled set. GADGET’s tester noted another interesting secondary effect. The set attached to the VCR is the only one in her home with its own antenna. After connecting a second TV, equipped only with a telescoping antenna as the receiver set, she observed that the connection via Rabbit actually improved the second set’s reception of standard broadcast programming.

The cable industry, although some grumbling was heard at its introduction, appears reluctant to raise the kinds of issues about the Rabbit with which it has opposed the spread of satellite dishes. In the case of cable transmission, the Rabbit duplicates a signal.

TRIPLE CASSETTE PLAYER

(Cont. from p. 4)

Instead, in harness with the two other decks, it allows the user to program three cassettes for successive play, each engaging when the previous one ends. With three-90-minute cassettes, that would mean four-and-a-half hours of reasonably uninterrupted programming, which perhaps makes this an ideal portable system for opera buffs.

Decks two and three are for dubbing, at either high or normal speeds. Judging from the English language labels printed on the RX-F333 case, deck three originates the program to be copied onto another cassette, while deck two will also record from other sources as well as from deck three.

Both deck doors read “dual synchro dubbing, synchro start/one touch rec.” But deck three is also labeled “free source monitor/rec.” Does this mean deck three can record some other source while the user listens to a cassette in deck one or two? Frankly, even after vigorous manipulation of various combinations of record and play controls, we’re not sure. Which is one reason we’re cautious about buying electronic goods without English-language instructions.

What the triple-deck configuration (side-by-side-by-side) comes down to, it seems to us, is a lot of fuss for very little advantage, which is where that “law of diminishing returns” previously mentioned comes in.

The consumer ease ensured by having three cassettes’ worth of material ready to go at the touch of a finger seems only marginally greater than that offered by the dual-cassette design. If deck three cassettes are a worthwhile portable system feature, why not four, or five?

The RX-F333 as a result of its triple decks does have an unusual profile. It’s about 22” long and a mere 4” high and 4 1/2” wide. The case also features one of those unusual color combos which are a trademark of Japanese consumer design in the electronics field. In this case, deep red with hot pink and blue highlights and control labeling. The deck doors also use a pastel green. Under its bright colors, the RX-F333 case seemed a little on the flimsy side, or at least unstable given its unwieldy dimensions.

We weren’t surprised to learn that Panasonic doesn’t market this National product under its own name and model number in this country. According to the firm’s consumer affairs office, Panasonic doesn’t offer any triple-cassette systems to U.S. buyers.

Just as with literature, movies, music and cars, aspects of a country’s culture are expressed by its electronic products. While Japan may embrace the triple-cassette concept, the U.S. isn’t ready for this slight nuance in portable audio system design. Or is it that the design isn’t ready for the U.S.?—G.A.
OVONIC GENERATOR
(Cont. from p. 2)

tery recharging or emergency power. In
a home emergency such as a power
failure, the device can be used to gen-
erate a limited amount of electricity
from the gas stove or "canned heat"
such as Sterno.

There may be a limited market for
such a limited power source, but for
what it is, the CSG represents a superb
execution of an ingenious design. At its
heart is a thicket of "Otag" wafers,
power-generating devices which use the
Seebeck Effect to convert thermal en-
ergy into electricity. This effect relies
upon the law of physics which states
that a voltage will develop between two
materials if there is a large temperature
differential between them. Within each
wafer in the CSG, two such semi-con-
ductors are linked in a positive/nega-
tive conjucntion.

The major appeal of such wafers—
besides the obvious fact that they by-
pass conventional thermal-mechanical
or hydro-mechanical methods of gen-
erating electrical power—is that they
are solid state. The cold side tempera-
ture of each wafer is 30 degrees C, hot
side 210 degrees C, while an internal
resistance of .4 ohms results in a max-
imum output of 4 watts. By linking
these wafers together, however, the
generator can achieve a power output
of 5 watts at 12 volts DC, and 6 watts
at 9 volts DC. An optional adapter can
convert the unit to 6 volts DC, result-
ing in a 5-watt output.

There are three output jacks on the
unit's sleek, boxy exterior, designed to
allow several different appliances to be
used together. Our test showed that
power draining devices like televisions
and lights could not be hooked up at
the same time with much success, but a
miniature television alone was powered
for an extended period. There is some-
thing of a bizarre, displaced effect, too
in seeing Honeymooner teruns powered
by your gas stove.

While fairly fragile—the manufac-
turer suggests treating the CSG as you
would a small TV or stereo—the com-
 pact, shoebox size and 5-pound weight
of the unit make it eminently portable.
The "silent" in the CSG appellation is
more relative than literal—while cer-
tainly not as noisy as even the newer,
muffled gas generators, the CSG never-
theless has a fan that produces a
steady, audible "whirr."

The limitations in the output of the
CSG concomitantly limit its applica-
tions. But for anyone interested in a
reliable source of low-level electrical
power directly from a thermal source,
this device is a masterstroke of design.
—G.R.

Heavenly Feats

ACU VIBE FOOT MASSAGER. Pur-
chased from: The Price of His Toys,
9559 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly
Hills, CA 90210. Price: $159.

The art of massage predates electrical
science and technology by a few thou-
sand years. Still, at least since the turn
of the century, inventors have been try-
ning for some fantastic technological
breakthrough by applying electrical
science to this ancient relaxation tech-
nique. The Japanese-built Acu Vibe
Foot Massager isn't that breakthrough;
in fact, it's fairly simple in design. But
don't let that mislead you as to its
value; gold ingots are fairly simple in
design, too.

The Acu Vibe looks like a large foot-
rest, covered by a grid of half-inch cir-
cles raised above the surface by about
a sixteenth of an inch. The circles and
the pad on which they're embossed are
made of what appears to be durable
rubber. There are power and speed
switches mounted on top which, when
engaged, operate the massager surface
at 2,000 or 2,800 vibrations per min-
ute. In use, we weren't really able to
tell the difference between the low and
high speed.

The end result of all this high-speed
vibration is incredibly relaxing. We
found the Acu Vibe works acceptably
when wearing sneakers, but that its
vibrating action doesn't really work
through shoes. Experienced barefoot,
however, the foot massager is abso-
lutely heavenly.

At first it tickles a bit but after a
while it becomes extremely relaxing—
so much so that we didn't want the
GADGET test to end. However, the
unit's noise level in operation kept us
from ordering one to go under every
desk in the office. It's not exactly loud,
but it does require raising your voice
a bit to carry on a conversation while
being massaged. It's not as noisy as a
vacuum cleaner, but is probably as
loud as the average hair dryer.

The Acu Vibe's instructions demon-
strate "use on calves of legs, use on
back" and "use on hands and arms," but
we found all of these non-foot uses
basically impractical. It calls itself a
foot massager and that's what it does.
It does that superbly, though, and if
you're the kind of person who takes
off your shoes immediately upon get-
ing home every day, you'll appreciate
the Acu Vibe's virtues.

Maybe the only drawback to this de-
vice is that the power and speed switches
are too small to be easily manipulated
by foot. In order to turn it on and se-
lect a speed, it's necessary to bend over
the unit. That's a small complaint, but
we think that a device designed to relax
its user should offer the ultimate in
convenience. Nonetheless, a few min-
utes of Acu Vibe massage made us feel
like we were walking on air. For any-
one concerned with the comfort and
relaxation of their "pedal extremities"
(to quote Fats Waller's "Your Feet's
Too Big"), the Acu Vibe massager is
highly recommended.—A.C.Z.
MULTIVISION
(Cont. from p. 1)

becomes the controller) allows the viewer to automatically scan channels via the insert image, freeze the image on the secondary screen, swap the main with the secondary image and, of course, "disappear" the insert box with the press of a button. The Multivision will also display the channel number for each screen in the upper left corner of the main screen.

After the initial printing of the instruction booklet, Multivision added a further picture-in-picture capability, which required an insert manual sheet to explain, "Piparama." Using combinations of remote buttons, the insert box can be placed anywhere on the TV screen. Flexibility would seem to be a Multivision forte.

The 3.1 also has a number of audio capabilities. The device incorporates an MTS stereo decoder and is equipped with DBX stereo sound, a built-in amplifier and pre-amp outputs for connection to a stereo system. The remote unit allows the user to call up "stereo" sound or something labeled "concert" stereo, apparently a simulated stereophonic sound, or expanded stereo, depending on the audio quality of the programming.

Relying, as we did, on the mundane built-in speakers of our TV, we can testify to only a marginal improvement in audio. Another much appreciated audio feature is the "mute" button on the remote, a wonderful weapon in the war against commercial decibel assault.

The remote also controls most standard picture adjustments (brightness, contrast, etc.) for both the insert and main screen images. Multivision 3.1 has designed an exceedingly clever, but compact remote. A "shift" button allows the numerical keypad and the function controls to do double duty.

A "quick reference" card will help owners remember which controls do what once they've got the hang of the Multivision remote.

As with the Rabbit (see review elsewhere in this issue), the Multivision 3.1 seems to have at least one feature not claimed by the manufacturer. We noticed a sharpening, strengthening and brightening of the routinely muddy and ghost-haunted transmissions received from Manhattan Cable TV, surely among the sloppiest of big-city cable franchises. The 3.1's digital processing of the cable transmission seemed to effect a definite improvement in picture quality.

We also discovered, after using the Multivision 3.1 for a while, why freeze-framing is such an appealing feature. Before our experience, we were inclined to think that only the most video-saturated of viewers would care much about the capability. Besides allowing the user to hold phone numbers on advertisements, weather info or replayed sports highlights in the insert, however, it can add an entirely new dimension to public affairs and news programs.

With both insert and main screen tuned to the same station, we watched the ABC Nightline program one evening. A White House official was being interviewed regarding a highly controversial issue. Although the official's presentation, in motion, was smooth and professional, in freeze frame his face mirrored a frightening range of emotions—anger, wariness, fear and hostility to the interviewer. The contrast between his moving image and the frozen counterpart was sometimes astonishing.

We also amused ourselves by creating custom music videos—tuning in two cable music outlets and "swapping" the insert and main picture, moving the insert box around and varying its size and location.

As idle amusement, it certainly beat reruns of Three's Company. Considered as mindless fun, it's more intellectually involving than endlessly flipping through the channels. Our only complaint about the Multivision's freeze frame is that it doesn't work for the main image. We also discovered that our set's non-cable-readiness meant that using the remote's "rock-er" channel selectors (which allow the viewer to flip through the channel sequence) would only take the Multivision 3.1's built-in, twin tuners through the standard broadcast channels. Any cable signal had to be selected via the numeric keys, admittedly a very slight drawback.

We also wondered if the Multivision puts a surge of power through the TV set (not so says the company) and worried, if, in the manner of some video games of years ago, it might leave some permanent electronic scoring on the set screen (an unfounded fear according to Multivision Products).

Since launching the 3.1 last Christmas, the company has added two companion models, the Multivisions 2.1 and 1.1. The 1.1 lacks a built-in tuner, an MTS stereo decoder, simulated or enhanced stereo and any RF input. The 2.1 has only a single TV tuner and doesn't offer enhanced or simulated stereo or video switching. Both models lack a built-in audio amp.

Finally, a curious failure. The small plastic slide-in door of the remote's battery compartment (it uses two "AAA" batteries) popped out one evening and no amount of fiddling could make it stay in place again. There was nothing broken off of either the door or the remote control's plastic body. Some kind of materials fatigue?

But that was just about the only negative outcome of GADGET's test. We really enjoyed using the Multivision 3.1 and for once the term "enhancement" went beyond video marketing jargon. In consumer utopia, this remarkable device would sell for about half of its suggested retail price. But a few years ago, these kinds of capabilities weren't available at any price. —G.A.
Something that hasn’t changed for thousands of years are the aches and pains associated with working in a kneeling position. Now, Amcraft, Inc. (P.O. Box 3335, Idaho Springs, CO 80452) says it’s come up with a product which makes stoop labor comfortable. The Balans Craftseat, winner of an “outstanding new product” award at the National Hardware Show two years ago and enthusiastically noted by the hard-to-please Consumer Reports magazine, straps onto the legs and provides back support, encourages proper circulation and features “soft but durable” pads to protect the knees and bear most of the weight of the body. Once strapped on, the user can also walk around with the Craftseat in place. It’s an odd-looking “seat,” but something which might reduce “fatigue, stress and the chance of a back injury” could be worth an examination. Price: $30.

Competition in the contemporary calculator market seems more cutthroat than a TV wrestling grudge match. A leader in the downward trend of consumer electronic prices, calculators would seem a product with a razor-thin profit margin. Regardless, Olympia USA, Inc. (Box 22, Somerville, NJ 08876-0022) has introduced two new Electronic Calculators, the EC 7000 and EC 8000. Twelve-digit print/display calculators with four-key independent memory and a two-color display that Olympia says “reduces eye fatigue.” The EC 8000 prints at a high-speed 4.6 lines per second. A special mark-up key on both machines computes selling prices, while a non-add/date key identifies calculations by date, social security number or other numerical designation. Price: EC 7000—$209; EC 8000—$229.

If your kids (or you) are bored with kites and beach balls, how about the next time you head for the shore taking along the Solar UFO Hot Air Balloon? The 10’ by 2’ diameter “airship” rises gradually when exposed to the sun. Simply tie one end of the balloon and run with the other end until it fills with air. Slowly the balloon’s black surface absorbs the sun’s rays, heating the air inside and rising majestically at the end of its 60’ flying cord. Free Market Catalog (1001 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 638, Washington, DC 20036) says it isn’t a “toy,” but “an experiment in physics.” This sounds like it’s too leisurely to be anything that edifying. Price (including shipping): $6.35.

Everybody seems to want a piece of today’s on-the-go portable music market. General Electric (Consumer Electronics Division, Portsmouth, VA 23705) is staking its claim with a Stereo Cassette CD Music System (model 3-7030). The unit features AM/FM radio, tape deck and a vertical-loading digital CD player with synchronized CD-to-tape recording function. Line input/output provides the option of connecting the portable unit into a stereo system, or plugging additional components into the music system itself. AC/DC operational, the system is backed by a one-year warranty from GE. Price: $349.99.

All you computer disc and video disc users out there, how about something which would eliminate “fumbling through a clumsy box file”? PAC (Dept. C91, 2507 Ridgemoor Ct., Arlington, TX 76013) is marketing the Disk-O-Tel Disc Storage Carousel (model 108) to do just that. Each disc is stored in a paper envelope in one of 108 separate, numbered slots. The carousel rotates and units can be stacked. Each storage carousel is 6 3/4” high and 13 1/2” in diameter with a shipping weight of 6 1/2 lbs. Price: $49.
Ever been disappointed in the poor quality of a video tape duplicated from another cassette? Without proper amplification, as much as a 10 to 15 percent loss of image quality can result. Our source for that startling statistic is Sima Products Corp. (4001 W. Devon Ave., Chicago, IL 60646) which, not coincidentally, is marketing the BoosterBox Video Amplifier. Introduced at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show, the BoosterBox boosts "the video signal a whopping 8 db," and, according to Sima, provides "a reproduced tape whose picture quality is so close to the original, the two would appear to be virtually identical." The compact item can be used with either stereo or mono VCRs, and it comes with a "Y" adapter for use when recording from a mono machine to a stereo VCR. BoosterBox power comes from a single 9-volt battery, good for approximately 35 hours of operation. Price: $44.95.

Adult lunchroom monitors during our school years would not have welcomed this new product from Fun Designs (P.O. Box 2837, 30 Tremont St., Duxbury, MA 02332). Nonetheless, we're sure the Lunch n’ Tunes Lunchbox with built-in AM or FM radio will delight many kids, three years old and up. Fabricated of sturdy plastic, it includes earphones and a handy unbreakable thermos with a flip-top spout. An adjustable shoulder strap makes it easy to tote, although whether contemporary schools will greet Lunch n’ Tunes with pleasure remains to be seen. Just in case, Fun Designs reminds us it would also be fun "on a picnic, at the beach or around the block." Power is supplied by a single 9-volt battery. Price: AM—$15; FM—$20.

The return of the dual-deck VCR? Quite possibly, although at this point the market arrival of this announced new product, VCR-2, from Go-Video (4141 N. Scottsdale Rd., Suite 204, Scottsdale, AZ 85251-3940) is as much as a year away. According to Go-Video, dual-deck VCRs were briefly marketed or planned by Sharp and Samsung, but were withdrawn "under apparent pressure from the movie industry." Now, Go-Video is looking to "license companies for the manufacture and distribution of the VCR-2." The unit will allow consumers "to duplicate video tapes without...two separate machines, edit quickly and easily or watch a pre-recorded tape while recording a television program." Further announcements are promised for the near future. Price: $500-$600.

How many marriages could this simple device save? People seem to be divided between those who like to fall into slumber watching TV or listening to the radio and those who insist on silence. Sold by The Synchronics Catalog (Unique Merchandising Mart, Building 42, Hanover, PA 17333), Wire-Free is an Infrared Audio Transmitter for use with televisions, VCRs or stereo equipment. Hooked up to an audio source, the user plugs headphones into the Wire-Free receiver for private listening while others sleep, study, read, etc. The receiver has both a volume control and an on-off switch. A single transmitter can be used in conjunction with several receiver units. Price: $59 (additional receivers, $29.95).

Despite the commercial questions still unanswered, the 8mm video format doesn't lack for suppliers and equipment manufacturers. Kyocera International, Inc. (100 Randolph Rd., CN 6700, Somerset, NJ 08873-1284) has introduced its third generation of 8mm video equipment, the Finemove 8mm Camcorder. Weighing in at 3 lbs., 2 oz. (3 lbs., 12 oz. with battery and cassette), the Finemove 8 offers infrared autofocus, a 2.5:1 zoom lens, electronic black-and-white viewfinder and in-camera playback. Its solid-state image sensor boasts a quarter-million picture elements (or "pixels") and resists "image lag and streaking and will not 'burn-in' when shooting extremely bright objects." Price: $1,500.
Butane was once the big, new heat on the lighter front. But now, Colibri (50 Park Lane, Providence, RI 02907) has introduced an update of the trusty butane lighter which is no less than "the most technologically advanced in the world...the world's first flameless lighter" and "the only truly windproof" fire starter. The Quantum Lighter gains its heat from "an electric element deep within," and consumes "as much as 60 percent less butane." The manufacturer also says it's unaffected by altitude and absolutely safe, "because it turns off automatically" with the release of the ignition button. We were impressed by the Quantum's heft and balance, the minor touches which often reveal a quality product. The Quantum is available in black matte, gun metal and brushed gold finishes. Price: $75-89.50.

If you own a portable CD player, you know how great its sound is. You probably also know how frustrating it is not to be able to connect it to your car stereo or portable sound system. The CD20 Compact Disc Cassette Adapter, manufactured by Recoton Corp. (46-23 Crane St., Long Island City, NY 11101) is a clever device which allows you to listen to a CD player through a tape player. Basically, it's a bit of electronics inside a cassette housing with a cord that plug into a CD player's headphone input. The CD20 is popped into the tape deck like an ordinary cassette. Of course, if your car tape deck speakers aren't very good, the CD won't sound much better than a tape. Although Recoton offers the CD20 with the cord connected to either the side or bottom of the cassette housing, it can be a tight fit into the deck. Price: $24.95.

With the video add-on and enhancement market exploding, Sony Corp. of America (Sony Dr., Parkridge, NJ 07656) wasn't about to leave the field to a bunch of upstarts and unknowns. The company has introduced three image processors, among them the XV-T600 Picture Computer. The "PC" can scan black-and-white, written or printed material, then color or alter it and display the image on a screen. Its purpose is to "help the user create video art" and to make video "more personal." It can also superimpose for light titles on a dark background or vice versa, and is capable of generating 15 background colors. Price: $600.

It's not often a mail-order merchandiser admits that the reason for a low-priced item is to build up a customer mailing list. Nonetheless, that's exactly how Haverhills (131 Townsend St., San Francisco, CA 94107) has been promoting the DL-323 Rechargeable Power Failure Light. Plugged into any household outlet, the DL-323 recharges away until power goes out, then it comes on, warning of the outage via its heavily reflected 1.5-watt bulb. An LED light below the main lens is touted as a night light, but in GADGET's tests, its illumination was too dim for that purpose. Otherwise, the DL-323 seemed a well-designed, well-constructed device. Even its drum-like shape made for ease of handling. And, of course, you don't have to wait for a power failure to use it as a flashlight. Price: $12.95.

Custom designed for today's hyper-fast lifestyles and work environments, the new General Electric (Consumer Electronics Division, Portsmouth, VA 23705) Fastrac Cassette Tape Recorder/Player (model 3-5324) can play "standard recordings up to two times faster than normal with minimal distortion of voice quality." Both tape speed and pitch are controlled manually, so as tape speed increases, pitch can be lowered to restore intelligible sound. Regular recordings can be made with the variable speed control off. The Fastrac also features variable voice activation and a built-in microphone for "true hands-free operation." The recorder/ player comes with a protective carrying case and operates on four "AA" batteries (not included), as well as via an AC/DC power converter (included) or an optional vehicle adapter. Price: $109.95.
Bits & Pieces

PhonePak Cordless Phone Carrier

Bel-Tronics Radar Detector

Toshiba Magnum TV/Monitor

Convenient is as convenient does and it would seem reasonable that most of the four million cordless phones purchased last year were bought by people looking for it—convenience—that is. So Sima Products Corp. (4001 W. Devon Ave., Chicago, IL 60646) thinks it's got a winner in its PhonePak Cordless Phone Carrier. Designed to be clipped to a belt or worn over the shoulder, the vinyl PhonePak is "made to accommodate all cordless phones now on the market" and comes in yellow trimmed in blue. It comes equipped with a message pad and space for a pencil. With the PhonePak you'll never have to fear missing a phone call, or not being able to make one, surely among the contemporary world's leading anxieties. Price: $9.95.

It's our impression that radar detector sales have stalled out in recent years which would help explain the new line of "entry level" Radar Detectors from Bel-Tronics Limited (2422 Dunwin Dr., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5L 1J9). Designated the "Leader Series," the top-of-the-line is filled by the Micro Eye XKR 500. The unit features special "false signal recognition" circuitry capable of tracking the change in a signal and giving an alert if it turns out to be police radar after all. The Leader quartet of radar detectors all share Bel-Tronic's "hybrid half-horn micro 'rip circuitry and superheterodyne circuitry," but only the Micro Eye XKR 500 has "smart" false signal recognition. Price: $199.95.

You'd think that after a hundred years, communications technology would have come up with a better way to signal an incoming phone call than the often nerve-racking, jangling, "ring" which can make a phone-intensive environment or job an audio nightmare. The Nobell Ringer Interceptor doesn't do away with ringing telephones, but it does intercept the signal before it can assault your eardrums. Distributed by Herrington (10535 Chillicothe Rd., Kirkland, OH 44094) and other mail-order houses, the Nobell announces calls with the user's choice of signals—a digitalized voice, synthesized music or special-effects sounds. There are some 17 choices programmed into the unit, and Herrington says the voices are "completely human sounding, not computer-like." The Nobell's musical repertoire includes seasonal favorites like "The Twelve Days of Christmas." Handsomely designed for desk display, the Nobell "installs in seconds between any phone and wall socket" and works with any answering machine. Price: $149.95.

Miniaturization isn't the only trend in televisions. Some of them, in fact, are moving in the opposite direction. Toshiba America, Inc. (62 Totowa Rd., Wayne, NJ 07470) has introduced a 30" FST Magnum TV/Monitor (CX 3077). "FST" is Toshiba's designation for what it claims are its "flattest, squarest tubes" which, the company says, provide "a picture that is both flatter and squarer than traditional cylindrical and spherical screens." The image is also rated "brighter and sharper" than the picture of "traditional television sets." The CX 3077 incorporates a "high focus 110 degree deflection electronic gun system utilizing seven lens." Toshiba actually calls this behemoth a "table model." Price: $2,499.

Coming in July's GADGET newsletter

- The 84th American International Toy Fair—A report on the toy industry's annual unveiling of what's new, hot and happening for tykes of all ages.
- Sega Game System—After one of the most spectacular disappearing acts of the decade, video games are coming back. We take a look at one of the market recovery leaders.
- The Razors' Edge—There have been lots of shaving developments since the last Burma Shave sign came down. GADGET tests two of the newest, the Freedom Blade and Braun's 1-2-3 System.
- Interplak—It's being called, "the first real advance in home dental care since the toothbrush," and for once a slogan may mean something.
The baleful green tuning-eye winked at me. the illuminated "V" on the tube face closing to a mere line as Grandpa peaked the signal right on frequency. Looking back those many years to boyhood, I remember Grandpa's radio, a monstrous Majestic console with the booming basso-profundo sound that passed for audio fidelity in those days.

I recall the warm, rich wood of its mahogany cabinet and the little purplish light that hopped the dial when Grandpa switched bands from everyday AM radio to shortwave. I still can see the celluloid circle with the then-incomprehensible frequency numbers. But, most of all, I remember the Majestic's dial plate on which were printed the names of all the faraway places—Hilversum, Quito, Vatican City, Daventry, Berlin, Batavia, and all the rest.

All it took, I supposed then, was to set the dial to the appropriate city and—Shazam!—that was it...um-pah-pahs direct from a teutonic beer hall, tangos from Patagonia, kookchie-koos from Pago Pago, all via the wonder of shortwave radio.

It was never that simple then, of course, but with today's shortwave receivers—digital readouts and improved circuits—it's a whole lot easier to tune in the world.

Most of the shortwave stations that Grandpa could hear are only memories. But not all of them! Just for fun, turn on your 1980's shortwave receiver but roll the calendar back to the 1930's, and let's see which SW survivors are still around after a half century or more!

**SWB's That Survived**

**Ecuador**—A half century ago, in an era of uncrowded shortwave frequencies, Grandpa was easily able to hear the program of HCJB, the *Voice of the Andes*, broadcasting from the Ecuadorian capital of Quito, despite its pipsqueak transmitter equipment.

A young missionary, Clarence W. Jones, had the idea that he could reach widespread audiences with his religious message by using shortwave radio. With a 40-watt transmitter, he began transmitting from a converted sheep shed just 15 miles south of the Equator.

In the beginning, HCJB broadcasted in Spanish and English on the off-beat frequency of 4,107 kHz with daily programs from 8 to 9 PM, Quito time—which, strangely, was exactly 14 minutes behind Eastern Standard Time (EST).

On April 1, 1934, Jones took a big step forward in broadcasting when he boosted the station's power more than tenfold, to 500 watts. A second frequency was added, 8,948 kHz, for a daily-except-Monday schedule of broadcasts at noon and 6 PM.

At Jones' death, at 85, just two years ago, his Voice of the Andes had grown to a major international broadcaster, with its collection of shortwave transmitters including a 500,000-watt unit, and a staff of nearly 600 persons.

Today you can find HCJB in English from 0200 to 0700 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) on 6,230 kHz.

**England**—In years gone by, Daventry meant radio to listeners around the world. Daventry was the location of the British Broadcasting Corporation's (BBC) pioneer broadcasting operations.

In Grandpa's day, the British stations—if they weren't all lumped under the generic location name Daventry—were known by their call letters. There was GSB on 9,510 kHz, GSC on 9,580 kHz, GSD on 11,750 kHz, GSF on 15,140 kHz, GSG on 17,790 kHz, and others.

Predating the popular World Service was the BBC's Empire transmissions, a name that stressed the stations' purpose, to reach English subjects wherever in the world they might be. The sun never set on the empire that Daventry could reach with its radio signals.

It was in September of 1936, when the British government banned all advertising and sponsored programs from radio. The British people, then, as now, paid a radio licensing fee, originally set at 10 shillings.

An American radio-magazine writer felt that his government ought to follow suit. He complained strongly about an experimental U.S. commercial SW outlet, W9XJL on 26,100 kHz, which—figuratively, I hope—endeavored to sell double decker beds to the Eskimos, fur coats to South Sea Islanders, and Tums to the African cannibals.

*Note the unique construction of PCJ's rotating shortwave antenna, which could beam programs to any part of the world.*
Times changed. More and more powerful SW transmitters were added at additional British broadcasting sites, places like Crowborough, Skelton, and Rampisham. And then the BBC began installing overseas relay facilities, first in Singapore and then around the world, from the Mid East to the Caribbean, Canada to the South Atlantic to Africa, and beyond.

But some things don't change. Daventry, for instance, remains one of the BBC's broadcasting sites, its original transmitters long ago replaced. Today, Daventry has nine units, five of which are rated at 100 kilowatts, and the four others at 250 kilowatts.

Daventry, today, is not used for broadcasts directed to the United States. The relay facilities on the West Indian island of Antigua are more effective. Still, Daventry can be heard with World Service programming to Europe during the morning hours, from dawn to 1430 UTC, on 17,790 kHz—interestingly, a frequency still used after a half century!

Vatican—Guglielmo Marconi, the father of radio, helped design and install the Vatican broadcasting station, HVJ. He was assisted by the Rev. Giuseppe Gianfranceschi of the Gregorian Academy of Scientists.

Fr. Gianfranceschi stayed on to become, until his premature death in September 1934, director of the new shortwave voice of Roman Catholicism.

The HVJ radio masts were installed in a lovely garden, a hundred meters or so southwest of the Collegio Etiopico, within the Vatican walls. By the standards of its day, HVJ Vatican Radio was a powerhouse, running a 10,000-watt transmitter.

Grandpa and other 1930's shortwave listeners could find the station on 19.84 meters (15.120 kHz) daily in English from 5 to 5:15 AM, EST, and a multi-lingual program, in French, German, Spanish, and Italian, as well as English, from 10 to 10:30 AM, EST. HVJ also was heard on 50.2 meters (5,969 kHz) at 2 to 2:15 PM, every day except Sunday. It was easily identified by the sound of the studio clock, ticking loudly in the background.

The 1980's, SWL will find Vatican Radio beamed to Western-Hemisphere listeners in English at 0100 UTC on 6,015 and 9,605 kHz... and at 0200 UTC on 6,145 kHz.

Netherlands—The N.V. Philips electrical firm at Eindhoven was the private company that put Holland firmly on shortwave in the pioneering days. In later years, though, the early operations of PHI and, especially, PCI, with transmitters at Huizen and Hilversum, evolved into today's Radio Nederland.

As early as 1934, a fellow named Edward Sturtz, a staff announcer at PCI, was signing listeners' QSL cards. He was the impresario of the station's popular Happy Station programs until his retirement about 1970. With Tom Meijer as the current host, the Happy Station Sunday show is now into its sixth decade!

PCI engineers built a revolutionary antenna, including a couple of steel towers mounted on a circular railroad track. The arrangement made it possible to beam the Dutch station's programs to specific target areas of the world.

During WWII, when the Nazis occupied Holland and took over its shortwave facilities. Dutch engineers managed to jam the antenna turntable apparatus, so that the enemy programs were beamed to a sparsely populated arctic area.

Old time shortwave fans could find PCI on 9,590-kHz and its sister station, PH1, on 11,730 kHz. The 1934 schedule had them broadcasting in Dutch, Malay, German, French, Portuguese, Spanish, and English five mornings a week.

Now Radio Nederland has grown up, with relay stations in the West Indies and on Madagascar, as well as in Holland. While PCI's old 9,590 kHz channel is still used—and strongly heard in North America—it is via the relay facility on the island of Bonaire in the Netherlands Antilles, much closer to our shores.

But you can hear English shortwave transmissions directly from Holland via Radio Nederland's 500-kilowatt transmitter at Flevoland on 9,895 kHz at 0330 and again at 0500 UTC.

Czechoslovakia—1930's radio fans had been hearing pioneer SW broadcaster OLR at Podebrady for some time, when a new service began in July 1936. So it wasn't too surprising when many of them briefly misidentified a new Czech station.

It wasn't Podebrady they soon found out, but rather a station calling itself Radio Praha, anglicized today by the Czech government's foreign service as Radio Prague.

Radio Prague began with daily broadcasts at 11 AM, EST on 49.05 and 19.69 meters, but on Sept. 6, 1936, shifted the latter to 11,760 kHz, where it continued with 6,110 and 15,200 kHz also used.

None of those remain in use today. Still Radio Prague can be heard in English to North America at 0100 and 0300 UTC on 5,930, 7,345, 9,630, 9,740, and 11,990 kHz.

(Continued on page 102)
Field Effect Transistors

Few know much about the latest member of the semiconductor family even though it’s been around a while. Here’s a chance to catch up.

It may seem hard to believe, but it’s only been about twenty-five or so years since transistors started replacing tubes in mainstream electronics design. Low power, small size, and just about unlimited lifetime were only a few of the characteristics that made transistor-based designs so popular. But, as we all know, nothing is perfect, and that applies to bipolar transistors as well. Input impedances are low, noise is often a problem, and safeguards have to be taken to design against thermal runaway. Because of those factors, and a few others, tube circuitry didn’t totally disappear when transistors hit the market. A classic example was that the VTVM (Vacuum Tube Volt Meter) was still regarded as the instrument of choice even though a transistor-based instrument was currently available.

When the FET (Field-Effect Transistor) was introduced it overcame a lot of the shortcomings of bipolar transistors, and several designs that were traditionally tube-based became transistorized since the FET combined all the standard transistor and vacuum-tube advantages into one package. In order to understand the benefits that came with the FET, let’s take a look at a bipolar transistor.

Bipolar Transistors

Figure 1 is a representation of a PNP bipolar transistor. In a nutshell, an N-type material is sandwiched between two pieces of P-type material. The middle layer is the base of the transistor, and the two P layers are the emitter and the collector. If we make the base voltage more positive than the emitter, but not as positive as the collector, the transistor will turn on. Current flow through the base-emitter junction will cause current flow in the collector-emitter junction. NPN transistors are exactly the same except that a piece of P-type material is stuck between two pieces of N-type material and current flow is in the opposite direction.

It doesn’t take a deep understanding of transistor physics to see that the two junctions are much the same as two diodes. The input impedance of a bipolar transistor is consequently very much the same as a diode: low. That characteristic was one of the main reasons why the introduction of the transistor didn’t completely blow tube design out the window. Since tubes have inherently high impedance, it was simply easier to use them rather than go through all kinds of electronic brain damage trying to phony-baloney high-impedance front ends using bipolar transistors.

Enter: The FET

While bipolar transistors are basically current amplifiers, FET’s are basically voltage amplifiers. The elements of an FET are shown in Fig. 2. The same N- and P-type material we saw in the bipolar transistor is present here as well, but that’s where the similarity ends. In the FET shown in the illustration, some N-type material is embedded in a P-type substrate. The substrate is referred to as the gate, and the two ends of the embedded material are usually called the source and the drain. The key element in the construction is to actually bury, or channel, the N-type material in the substrate. Of course the situation can be reversed; we can bury P-type silicon in an N-type substrate. That is similar to the NPN and PNP classifications we saw with bipolar transistors.

To get an idea how the FET works, take a look at Fig. 3 which shows what happens to the FET if we connect the source to the gate and apply a positive voltage to the drain. The PN junction in the vicinity of the drain is going to be forward-biased and current is going to flow into the substrate. That creates an electron shortage and reduces the amount of current that can flow from the drain to the source. The amount of current that can flow through the channel is directly related to the field created between the gate and the drain—hence the name field-effect transistor. Reverse biasing the gate-source junction increases the depletion layer, decreasing current.

Fig. 1—The typical bipolar transistor is just a semiconductor sandwich. The type shown above is an NPN transistor.
Fig. 3—As current flows through the channel, it becomes depleted of electrons. The region formed by that effect is the depletion layer. It eventually limits the current flow.

Fig. 4—The family of curves, called characteristic curves, shown above is used to demonstrate the action of a transistor (in this case an N-channel FET) under different operating conditions. Each curve was generated using a different $V_{gs}$.

**FET Characteristics**

There are two inter-related factors that control the performance of an FET, (i.e. current flow in the embedded channel). The first is the voltage between the gate and the source ($V_{gs}$) and the second is the voltage across the drain and the source ($V_{ds}$). If $V_{gs}$ is at ground, we’ve already seen that the electron shortage in the channel is going to restrict the amount of current flow in the channel. If we keep $V_{gs}$ locked at ground level, the only way we can increase the current flow is to raise the voltage at the drain (increase $V_{ds}$).

When $V_{ds}$ reaches a certain level, however, raising it any farther isn’t going to increase current flow. After all, you can’t have any current flow if you don’t have any electrons. The maximum current that can be forced through the channel with the gate shorted to the source is called, obviously, $I_{ds}$ (drain to source current with the gate shorted to the source). $I_{ds}$ is a magic number for an FET and there’s even a special name for $V_{ds}$ at that point: the pinchoff voltage, or $V_{p}$. It was given that somewhat prosaic name because the field generated between the gate and the drain “pinches off” the current flow in the channel.

All that will be a lot clearer when you look at Fig. 4, the curves that are generated by varying both $V_{ds}$ and $V_{gs}$. Everything to the left of the dashed line is referred to as the ohmic region and everything to the right is called the pinchoff region. The ohmic region gets its name from the fact that, below $V_{p}$, a FET is very-much like a variable resistor. You can see that the curves below the dashed line are very linear— the relationship between the current flow, ($I_{D}$), and $V_{ds}$ follows Ohm’s law very closely. If you get into the pinch-off region, you’ll see that the FET behaves just like a saturated bipolar transistor.

The interesting thing to notice from the curves is the effect of the two control voltages on $I_{D}$ above and below pinch-off. In the ohmic region, both $V_{ds}$ and $V_{gs}$ can be used to control $I_{D}$. Once you get past the pinch-off voltage, $V_{p}$, only $V_{gs}$ has any effect on the current flow.

The FET we’ve been describing so far is the JFET, or Junction FET; it also went by the name unipolar transistor. The most distinguishing feature of that family of P- and N-channel FET’s is that there’s a direct, hard-wired, connection between the gate and the rest of the world. JFET’s eliminate a lot of the problems that were found in bipolar transistors; the input impedance is in the multi-megohm range and thermal runaway is much less likely. However much of an improvement they were over bipolars, they were still a far cry from the corresponding characteristics in tubes. And then came the day that someone realized it was possible to have gate control of channel current without actually having a hard-wired connection between the gate and the rest of the world.

**The MOSFET**

With one exception, the MOSFET, (metal-oxide silicon FET), is the same as the JFET we’ve just described. The exception, however, is an important one. Instead of having a direct connection between the gate and the substrate, a small
Fig. 7—A P-channel E-MOSFET's operation is similar to that for an N-channel except all biasing conditions are reversed.

![Diagram of P-channel E-MOSFET](image)

Fig. 8—Unlike the N-channel E-MOSFET, the P-channel can operate in the negative voltage range, with similar characteristic curves. Note that the $V_p$ is negative.

![Diagram of P-channel E-MOSFET](image)

metallic gate is isolated from the channel by a thin insulator, usually a film of silicon dioxide, as shown in Fig. 5. The bottom of the insulator is in physical contact with the substrate material. Applying a positive voltage to the gate causes free electrons to migrate to the bottom of the insulator, forming a channel between the source and drain. Since the gate isn’t connected to the substrate, it can be either positive or negative with respect to the source. As a matter of fact, the more negative you make $V_{gs}$, the fewer free electrons there are in the channel.

That means you actually have to make $V_{gs}$ negative to eliminate current flow in the channel. That type of normally-on MOSFET is referred to as a Depletion Mode FET since channel current, $I_D$, can flow if $V_{gs}$ is zero, all you need is $V_{ds}$ for current to flow. The best way to understand that is to take a look at the curves in Fig. 6. At $V_{gs} = 0$, $I_D$ can still be produced by raising $V_{ds}$.

**Enhancement MOSFET**

It doesn’t take much of a stretch of the imagination to guess that the next step was to develop a normally-off MOSFET. All that was needed to make that a reality was to reverse the polarities of the channel and substrate as shown in Fig. 7. Since the P and N regions are the reverse of the previous example, a conducting path isn’t automatically produced between the drain and the source. If $V_{gs}$ is held at 0, a $V_{ds}$ of either polarity won’t induce a P-type channel since either the drain or the source will always be reverse biased.

**The Drawbacks**

Now that we know all the great things about FET’s, you might ask about the down side. Well, they’re big and have to be handled very carefully. It takes a lot of silicon to make an FET of any kind and that’s why you can’t easily find FET’s capable of handling lots of current. To put that in perspective, if you wanted to design an FET capable of handling the same amount of current as a bipolar transistor, you’d need more than ten times the silicon for the FET. That is the main reason why you won’t find MOSFET-based IC’s that can handle a lot of power; it’s simply a question of size and space.

Super-high impedance is a terrific design advantage, but it has a down side—sensitivity to electrostatic discharge. MOSFET’s are close cousins to the transistors used in CMOS IC’s. They both have a very thin layer of insulating material between the gate and the substrate. The high input impedances make MOSFET’s very sensitive to static charges. It doesn’t take much static build-up to produce a discharge strong enough to puncture the insulating oxide. Once that happens, you can kiss the part goodbye. The moral here is to handle the parts with care. Keep them wrapped in aluminum foil and make sure you’ve got yourself grounded before you pick them up.

There’s a lot more that can be said about FET theory, but we’ve at least covered the basics. If you really want to learn how to design circuitry around FET’s, your next step is to order a few of the data books published by the semiconductor manufacturers. Two really good sources are: National (Continued on page 101)
Some electronic circuits call for turning pulse trains on and off. In some cases, the pulses are turned on and off with a manual switch, while in others an electronic timing switch is used. Unfortunately, there are many cases where mechanical switches or relays are not useful for that purpose. In this article we will take a look at several alternative electronic switches that can be used for digital pulse trains.

CMOS Electronic Switches

The first component that comes to mind when thinking about digital switches is the CMOS electronic switch. In the low-cost 4xxx line, we have two examples that are pin-for-pin compatible with each other: the 4016 and the 4066. Those devices contain four independent bilateral switches in the same 14-pin DIP package. The 4016 is now considered obsolete, and the device of choice is the 4066.

Nonetheless, there are still plenty of 4016 devices on the hobbyist market. Figure 1 shows one section of the 4066 device. The switch is bilateral, meaning that signal will flow in either direction between IN/OUT pins. The signal channel acts like a resistor in series with the line. When the control line C is high, the resistor has an extremely large value, so the switch is "off." But when the switch is enabled by making C low, the channel resistance drops to a low value. That value is typically less than 2000 ohms, although some versions have a channel resistance as low as 100 ohms.

On the 4066 device, the control input is active-low. That means that a low on the control line closes the switch, while a high opens it. When pin 14 is connected to +5 VDC, and pin 7 is grounded, the 4066 device will operate in a TTL compatible mode.

NOR Gate Switches

Ordinary digital gates can be used for switching pulse trains on and off. The charm of using those kinds of devices is that we can often make use of existing sections of chips already in a project. For example, suppose we used a 7402 nor gate in a project. The 7402 is a quad, two-input, nor gate, meaning that there are four independent gates in the chip. If we use less than four, the remaining nor gates are available for electronic switching purposes.

Figure 2 shows the use of the nor gate for electronic...
switching. The \textbf{nor} gate obeys the following two rules: A high on either input causes the output to be low; and both inputs must be low for the output to be high.

In the circuit we have a two-input \textbf{nand} gate with one input used to accept the pulse train; the other input is connected to a switch and a pull-up resistor. The resistor keeps input B high whenever the switch is open. But when S1 is closed, the nor gate input is grounded. When the switch is open, therefore, a high is placed on one input of the nor gate so its output is low (prior to T1 in Fig. 2B). Closing switch S1 grounds input B, allowing input A to control the circuit operation. Anytime input A is low, the output is high, and anytime input A is high, the output is low. Thus, the circuit is an inverting digital switch.

\textbf{NAND-Gate Switches}

The 7400 device is a \textit{TTL}, quad, two-input, \textbf{nand} gate. Like its 7402 cousin, the 7400 can be used as a digital switch (see Fig. 3). The \textbf{nand} gate obeys the following pair of rules: If either input is low, then the output is high; and both inputs must be high for the output to be low.

The \textbf{nand} circuit is similar to the nor circuit. The signal is applied to input A, while the control circuit is connected to input B. When switch S1 is closed, the \textbf{nand}-gate input is low, so the output is stuck high. But when S1 is open, the input is high and the other input controls the output terminal. When input A is high, the output is low, and when A is low, the output is high—the circuit is also an inverting switch.

In considering both the circuits in Figs. 2 and 3, you can probably see that \textbf{nor} gates and \textbf{nand} gates can act as inverters. Figure 4 shows the various configurations that will make a \textbf{nand} or \textbf{nor} gate act like inverters.

For both types of gate, strapping the two inputs together makes the gate into an inverter (see Figs. 4A and 4B). For the \textbf{nand} gate, we can also get inverter operation by connecting one input to +5 VDC (see Fig. 4C). The \textbf{nor} gate is the inverse of the \textbf{nand} gate, so it becomes an inverter if one input is grounded (see Fig. 4D).

![Fig. 3—\textbf{nand} gates can be used as electronic switches, but like their cousins the \textbf{nor} gates, they invert the input signal. However an \textbf{and} will not.]

...continues...
Getting a good antenna for your FM tuner or TV set is not always easy. Rabbit ears or random lengths of wire tend to work poorly, while beam antennas on a chimney mast are complex and costly. In some places, outside antennas are not even allowed. However, if you have access to your attic, there is an alternative—an Aluminum Foil Antenna. It can be simple, inexpensive, and out of sight. Being an indoor antenna, it is out of the weather, out of the wind, and always dry. You can install it and forget it. However, for a neat, professional job, you may want to run the lead-in inside the walls. Even if you have cable-TV service, your own antenna will give you access to stereo TV, which your local cable company may not carry.

Even in an apartment with no attic, the antenna can go in a closet or behind a wall hanging, picture, or piece of furniture. One worked fine in a basement apartment about 20 miles from New York, when mounted on the wall near the ceiling, at ground level! I have personally used aluminum foil antennas for FM, TV, and shortwave radio for over 25 years in 5 houses, plus numerous installations for friends and relatives. In my present home in Florida, I have one TV, two FM, and one shortwave antenna built of aluminum foil. The TV antenna allows me to receive stereo-TV broadcasts, in spite of the limitations of the local cable-TV service, and provides a backup when lightning takes out the cable service.

Why Aluminum Foil?
The bandwidth of an antenna increases with its surface area. Ordinary wire is a small fraction of an inch thick. Aluminum tubing is usually one inch or less. Heavy-duty aluminum foil is available in widths up to 18 inches at any grocery store. Aluminum foil is inexpensive and comes in long lengths.

Consider a center-fed dipole antenna. As the conductors are made broader, the impedance at resonance drops as does the effective "Q." Thus, the impedance at resonance drops even more rapidly. The result is a major broadening of the frequency response, just the ticket for TV, FM, and shortwave. For similar reasons, the antenna’s length becomes less critical. Also with broad conductors somewhat less antenna length is required. Thus, it is possible to build dipoles, dipoles with reflectors, dipoles with reflectors and directors, and many other kinds of broadband antennas using aluminum-foil conductors. Construction is easy and the performance will surprise you.

A Simple FM Antenna
You can put an aluminum foil FM antenna in your attic with two pieces of 18-inch wide, heavy-duty foil, each 25 inches long. You will also need enough 300-ohm, twin-lead wire to reach the receiver, and a staple gun with plenty of staples. I used an Arrow T-50 stapler with quarter-inch staples. As shown in Fig. 1, the two pieces of foil are stapled directly to the attic wood with a ½- to ¾-inch gap between adjacent edges. Remember, if you cannot find wood to support your antenna in the place and direction you want, add a board or two to your attic.

The next step is to strip about 10 inches of insulation from both conductors at one end of the twin lead. You may find it easier to strip only one inch and solder a 10-inch length of #18 bare copper wire to each conductor. Place the insulated part of the twin lead between the foils and one half to one inch from the top of the foils. Bend the conductors at right angles away from each other, and staple each 10-inch bare wire to one of the foils. Use ten or so staples to insure good contact. I then used a small hammer on each end of each staple to insure it was fully driven. Carefully staple the insulated twin lead to the wooden beams for mechanical support. Drive the staples along the center line of the twin lead being careful not to forget you. These simple tools and materials are all that are required to construct and install any aluminum-foil antenna. You’ll find the foil stored in the kitchen.

Fig. 1—If you live out in the sticks, or enjoy the programming of a distant radio station, this FM antenna could make your listening habits easier to realize.
nail them up in the attic overhead. They work fine, even with inexpensive alligator clips for lead-in connectors.

**Orientation**

Near resonance, dipole antennas receive well off their sides and poorly off their ends, but that is less true at frequencies well above resonance. For FM antennas, 88 to 108 megahertz is not enough to upset the directivity pattern. Consequently one can simply try to keep the stations you prefer more or less broadside to the antenna. TV antennas operated over a wide frequency range are not so simple and some testing is usually required.

A good way to settle the orientation issue for a TV antenna is to make up an antenna on a "stick" so you can carry it around, turn it etc. While you try various channels. Hold the antenna at the center for minimum hand effect. Also remember that however well the antenna works in the living room, it will work better at the higher elevation of the attic.

A Simple TV Antenna

The simple TV antenna shown in Fig. 2, uses two 18-inch wide foils each 42 inches long. The antenna resonates at just over 60 megahertz, (each foil a quarter wavelength). It has a three-quarter wavelength resonance at just over 180 megahertz. In most cases that simple structure will cover the entire 54- to 216-megahertz range, channels 2 through 13 and does fairly well on 470 megahertz (channel 14) and above.

To reduce lead-in pickup of noise, as in our example, use RG 59/U coaxial cable for the lead-in. That will require a 300-ohm to 75-ohm matching transformer (such as Radio Shack part number 15-1253 or 15-1140). The matching transformer converts the unbalanced lead-in into the balanced circuit needed by the antenna. The transformer should be mounted close to the antenna terminals. The same sort of 10-inch bare-wire connection to the foil should be used but running to the 300-ohm terminals of the matching transformer. If your transformer has a twin lead on the 300-ohm

---

**Fig. 2—** Any 300:75-ohm transformer can be used to impedance match the TV antenna to the cable. Be sure the 300-ohm side faces the antenna and the 75-ohm side faces the TV.

---

This FM antenna is shown mounted on a wall, but it could just as well have been mounted on a single 2 x 4 or light wood stripping for ease of mobility and adjustment.

A Simple TV Antenna

The 300:75-ohm transformer is not shown in this photo of the TV antenna as it is behind the board the antenna is mounted on. It isn’t even necessary if you use 300-ohm cable.
side, strip back the conductors and solder 10 inches of bare #18 copper wire to each lead. I suggest using #18 gauge bare copper wire for good contact and strength. You can get such wire at most hardware stores if you ask for Handi-wire. Keep leads short and free of stress. Take up the pull of the lead-in with cable clamps. The Radio Shack clamps, part number 20-192, are sized for 59/U cable and are easy to install.

The TV antenna differs from the FM antenna in both the element size and type of lead-in, but otherwise they’re quite similar. However, it may be worthwhile to build the TV antenna on a length of wood in the workshop to make testing and orientation adjustment easier. A 7-foot piece of trim, free of knots, ½ inch x 1-½ inch costs less than a dollar! If you want to be fancy give it a couple of coats of polyurethane beforehand.

Try out the antenna on a stick in the same room as the TV set to determine the approximate orientation. Then try it in the attic to determine final orientation. The last step is to use a few finishing nails to fasten the stick antenna to the attic beams. If you are going to staple the foils directly to the beams, check the orientation of your neighbor’s antennas before you start. Use of a compass will improve your accuracy.

Reflectors and Directors

One can add foil reflectors and directors to get greater gain or directivity. That helps prevent ghosts and weak channel reception. However, those structures take up more space and tend to narrow bandwidth. The reflector should be a single length of aluminum foil, slightly longer than the antenna and spaced behind the antenna between a fifth and a half wavelength. One has to compromise due to the wide bandwidth desired.

I suggest starting with a spacing of about three feet and a length of about eight feet. A director should be spaced the same but its length should be shorter than that of the dipole, say 6 feet. It has been my experience that reflectors can be quite helpful when the stations lie mostly in one direction. I have not had such good luck with directors except in improving one channel at the expense of all the others. If you have the attic space, it is an easy thing to try. Good luck!

Ears and Multiple Antennas

When you find one or more UHF channels to be weak, try adding ears to your antenna (see Fig. 3). I usually start with oversize pieces of foil, which I can fold to shorten or narrow them. Also try bending one forward and one backward. Ears change the antenna directivity in the UHF band, channels 14 and up. You can think of ears as a small antenna connected in parallel with the main antenna. I have used ears to get good reception from channel 2 through channels 60 and 66 and all on a single lead-in.

If ears are not good enough, there are still other ways to improve performance. For example, use multiple antennas and combine them onto a single lead-in via splitters. It may be enough simply to use separate VHF and UHF antennas. The UHF antenna can be two 5-inch strips of foil with the 18-inch length being vertical. Try shortening that 18-inch length by folding the aluminum over. If that is no help, unfold it and try something else, perhaps a reflector. Try a 12-inch reflector five inches behind the antenna. One way to build it is on a cardboard box of the right size.

Shortwave Antennas

Substitute aluminum foil for wire in your shortwave antenna and put it in your attic. I have wall cabinets in my lab that do not quite reach the ceiling. Aluminum foil is stapled to their top and a 6-foot wire connects the foil to the receiver. A 50-foot length of aluminum foil stapled to the attic beams would be better and one of these days I will get around to it. If you want an outstanding AM or low-frequency antenna, try aluminum foil running the length of your attic. Changing from wire to 18-inch aluminum foil will make a difference. Just be sure to make good electrical contact between the foil and the lead-in wire. Don’t just twist them together. Good contact takes pressure. With screw fastenings there is danger of tearing the foil. The best joint is to fold over the aluminum several times and use several staples to hold the wire tightly against the aluminum.

Fig. 3—Ears can be added to the TV antenna to enhance reception, but remember that they will need careful adjustment for proper functioning. To adjust them all, you need do is fold them to the dimensions that give the best reception.

SEVEN GALAXIES FOUND IN REGION THOUGHT TO BE EMPTY SPACE

Astronomers have discovered seven rare galaxies in a portion of the universe previously thought to be a huge void. Discovery of the galaxies, in what had been assumed to be a vast region of empty space will have important repercussions for theories on the formation of galaxies and clusters of galaxies, and on how matter is distributed in the universe.

The galaxies are unusual because they are more active—include more energetic gas—than most large groupings of stars, in 1981 in the direction of the constellation Bootes. The region was reported to be about 300-million light years in diameter, an area so vast that it could contain 2,000 galaxies the size of our very own Milky Way.

The newly discovered galaxies are about the size of the Milky Way or smaller and are spread fairly uniform in the void. The galaxies are described as "round and featureless," meaning they have no spiral arms or jets which characterize some galaxies. The average distance is about 600 million light years from earth.
Op-amps are the most useful “black boxes” around if you know their operating parameters.

There are probably more kinds of op-amps available than any other type of linear integrated circuit. Such gain blocks have revolutionized the design of linear circuitry. They are predictable and their responses to outside connections follow a set of general rules that anyone can apply.

Such technology has been a blessing to the experimenter. Multiple-stage transistor-amplifier designs, with all the bias calculations needed to make them work, are a thing of the past. Linear amplifiers, using op-amps, can be calculated and constructed with ease and confidence. The op-amp designers have included everything in a chip. We only need to be concerned with the input and output, and how much gain is needed.

We are going to discuss the practical aspects of op-amp usage here—things that “everybody” assumes is common knowledge, but may not be. Also included are some tips that will help your op-amp designs come to life.

Symbols, Schematics, and Circuits

The symbol for an amplifier is a triangle on its side (see Fig. 1). The negative or inverting input is usually on the top, and is indicated by a (−) sign. The positive or noninverting input is indicated by a (+) sign and is usually on the bottom of the triangle symbol. Those two inputs are not interchangeable. The output is shown at the right of the triangle. That is a generalized drawing and specific pin numbers will vary with op-amp and package types. A data sheet should be consulted for the specific pin numbers of the inputs and the output along with the power-supply pins.

There are two basic op-amp amplifier configurations: inverting and noninverting. Every other circuit configuration is a variation or combination of those two.

The inverting-amplifier type (see Fig. 2A) uses the negative (−) input and, as the name indicates, the output is inverted (180° out of phase with the input signal). The input impedance of the circuit is simply the value of R1. The noninverting amplifier configuration in Fig. 2B uses the
positive (+) noninverting input, and the output signal is in phase with the input signal. The input impedance of the circuit is the input impedance of the op-amp, and is therefore very high.

The ratio of resistors R1 and R2 in Fig. 2 determines the circuit’s voltage gain. (That is called closed-loop gain, and it can never be more than the open-loop gain of the op-amp—more on that later). The formulas used to determine the gain are:

Inverted $V_G = -\frac{R_2}{R_1}$
Non-inverted $V_G = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{R_2}{R_1}}$

Those results will have to be converted to decibels for further analysis.

It is wise, however, to use the lowest value resistors you can for R1 and R2. For example, using the inverting amplifier, if R1 is 100,000 ohms and R2 is 1,000,000 ohms, the gain is 1,000,000/100,000 or 10. However if a 1000-ohm resistor is used for R1 and a 10,000-ohm resistor is used for R2 we still have a gain of 10 (10,000/1000), but the circuit will be more stable and the DC offset error lower (more on that later). Note that the minimum gain possible with the noninverting amplifier is 1 ($R_2 = 0$).

Op-amps were originally designed to amplify and process DC signals in computing circuits. Over the years op-amp designs have evolved and now include devices that work well into the RF region. Those new designs, however, still retain their ability to amplify DC signals. The internal circuitry in the op-amp is all direct-coupled. If your need is only to amplify the AC (when we talk about AC signals here we are referring to audio signals—20 to 20,000 Hz) portion of the signal, coupling capacitors should be used on the input and output. Figure 2 shows those optional coupling capacitors.

When a coupling capacitor is used on the noninverting input, a DC path to ground must be provided for the noninverting terminal. That is the reason for R3 in Fig. 2B. The capacitor values should be large enough to insure a good response at the low end of the frequency range that you are interested in. The values can be easily calculated from the formula:

$$C = \frac{1}{2\pi F R}$$

Where F is the frequency in Hz at which the voltage will drop by a factor of .707 across the capacitor; R is the impedance in ohms that the capacitor is coupling into; C is the capacitor value in farads.

Choosing the Right Op-Amp

Now that we have a general idea of what our circuit configuration will look like, we need to select a particular op-amp that will do the job. Since there are so many types of op-amps to choose from, we need to narrow the field a little. Table 1 lists some of the more readily available op-amps and some of their key specifications. Those op-amps are listed in the ads in the back of this and other electronics magazines, so you should have no trouble purchasing them. Availability is the main criteria for the list. We will also discuss how the specifications and parameters affect which op-amp you should choose.

From DC to HF—Almost

As was said before, early op-amps were designed as DC amplifiers. As op-amps became more popular, new types were developed and optimized for specific applications, but most op-amps will make good DC amplifiers. The major error in DC amplifiers is called offset error—0 volts in does yield 0 volts out. The variance is usually measured in millivolts or microvolts and varies with temperature, but nonetheless exists. (If you are using capacitors on the input and output, the offset error can usually be ignored). The offset can be nullled out using an external voltage applied to one of the input pins. Figure 3 shows some typical methods for doing that. Some op-amps have specific pins and methods to perform offset nulling, and are usually shown on the datasheets. Those specific methods are the preferred way of applying null voltages to that op-amp.

---

**Table 1: Common Op-Amp’s Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Slew Rate</th>
<th>GBP</th>
<th>Max Supply</th>
<th>Amps/Package</th>
<th>Comp</th>
<th>Min Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>±32</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>348</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>353</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>457</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>±16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>739</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>741</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>747</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>748</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1458</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34001</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4136</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4558</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5532</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5534</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL074</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL082</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL084</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>±18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Externally compensated op-amps are rated with unity-gain compensation applied.

**Fig. 3—Offset problems can occur in the best of circuits (and often do) without regard to whether the circuit is inverting (A), or non-inverting (B). Offset-nulling potentiometers are useful in correcting the output to zero, but their effectiveness will vary under different conditions.**
As the signals we want to amplify become AC and increase in frequency, several new parameters come into play. The first is the *gain-bandwidth product*—a measure of the variation in gain as the frequency increases or decreases. The gain of an op-amp decreases as the frequency it is called upon to amplify increases. We can increase the gain and decrease the frequency or decrease the gain and increase the frequency; but for a given op-amp, a constant gain-bandwidth product exists that we must abide by to ensure we will have flat, linear operation.

The second is the *slew rate*—the maximum frequency or rate that the op-amp can operate at and still provide full-swing, low-distortion output, which is measured in volts per microsecond. The larger that number is, the higher the frequencies the op-amp can handle.

If op-amps were ideal, they would have infinite gain and infinite bandwidth or frequency response—but they aren’t. The more gain we take from an op-amp, the narrower the bandwidth of its frequency response. Figure 4 shows the relationship in graph form for op-amps with various gain-bandwidth products.

Those curves are a plot of what is called open-loop gain and shows the response that we would get if we used all of the op-amp’s gain to amplify the input signal; thus, no feedback circuit (such as the resistors in Fig. 2) is used. However, feedback is necessary to reduce distortion and ensure amplifier stability, so resistor R2 (see Fig. 2) is used to return some of the output signal back to the input. In amplifier circuits, the feedback is always connected to the inverting (–) input and it consumes some of the amplifier’s total or open-loop gain. The voltage divider formed by resistors R1 and R2 sets the op-amp’s closed-loop gain as we indicated earlier. The response or gain-bandwidth curves for each type of op-amp are different and need to be considered individually. However, a key point we need to make here is that we need to operate at a closed-loop gain that is 10 to 20 dB below the open-loop gain at the maximum frequency we are interested in passing. That 10 or 20 dB is simply called *loop gain* and it determines how accurately the signal will be amplified. With all that in mind, we can now use the chart in Fig. 4 to select the correct op-amp type.

For example, suppose we are going to construct a 40-dB gain amplifier whose upper frequency limit is 10 kHz. First find the 10-kHz point on the horizontal scale. From that point go vertically until you intersect the 40-dB horizontal gain line. From that point go vertically again and add the amount of reserve loop gain you want in your design (10 to 20 dB). Where that crosses the next gain-bandwidth curve is the required gain-bandwidth of the op-amp type you should choose. In our example, we need an op-amp with a GBW of 10 MHz. The chart in Fig. 4 is an idealized graph and should be used to find a “ballpark” figure of the GBP needed. If more gain is needed at a particular bandwidth than one op-amp will provide, consider using two cascaded stages with lower individual gains. (Remember dB-gain figures of individual stages are added.)

**Frequency Compensation**

The feedback signal that is applied from the output back to the inverting input, is 180 degrees out of phase with the input signal. That relationship always exists between the inverting input and the output. However, stray capacitance within the op-amp and from the external circuitry, can cause additional phase shifting of the feedback signal as the frequency increases. There becomes a frequency at which the feedback signal is shifted a full 360 degrees. The feedback now becomes positive and the output signal now adds to the input signal. If the op-amp still has gain at that frequency, we have an oscillator—an undesirable condition for an amplifier. Frequency compensation should be applied to reduce the gain of the op-amp to 0 at some frequency well below that oscillating frequency.

Frequency compensation usually takes the form of a capacitor. If the capacitor is contained on the IC chip itself, the op-amp is said to be internally compensated. Internally-compensated op-amps usually are designed so that they will not oscillate if the closed-loop gain is 3 or more. Some op-amp types provide pins to which the compensating capacitor can be tied. In that case, we have external compensation and the response of the op-amp can be customized. Data sheets should be consulted at this point to ensure correct compensation if you are using an op-amp type that uses external compensation. If no information is available to you on the op-amp that you are experimenting with, capacitor values of 50 pf or less can be tried. The higher the value of the capacitor, the lower the high-frequency response will be. Remember that internally compensated op-amps have that capacitor built in and therefore the compensation is fixed.

Compensation will alter the gain-bandwidth curves and reduce the slew rate. The slew rate is reduced due to the inability of the op-amp to charge that added compensation capacitor at high frequencies. The key is to apply just enough compensation to ensure stability of the circuit at the operating gain conditions. The last item we need to consider in our

---

**Fig. 4**—A commonly graphed, useful characteristic is the gain-bandwidth product (GBP). It is a trade-off between gain (amplification) and effective bandwidth (frequency range).

**Fig. 5**—These top views of DIP IC’s represent the two most common op-amp packages. The 8-pin package (A) can contain two amps, and the 14-pin package (B) is a quad.
design is the specification called slew rate. As you will remember the slew rate indicates how well the op-amp can output a maximum level signal. The formula for slew rate is:

\[ SR = 6.28 \times V \times F \times 10^{-6} \]

Where \( V \) is the peak output voltage (1.414 x \( V_{rms} \)); \( F \) is the maximum frequency in Hz; and SR is the slew rate in volts per microsecond.

An op-amp with that slew rate is required if we want a clean sinewave output at that frequency or below. For example, if we want an op-amp that can provide a clean 2 volts of output at 20 kHz, it needs to have a slew rate of:

\[ SR = 6.28 \times 2 \times 1.414 \times 20,000 \times 0.00001 = .35 \text{ V/\mu s} \]

It is interesting to note that when an op-amp is called upon to exceed that limit, the output will go from a sinewave to a triangle wave. A scope on the output will show that very nicely if you get up to the slew rate limit.

If after you have constructed your circuit, you notice heating of the op-amp package for unknown reasons, check for oscillations. You may need to apply more compensation if you are using an externally-compensated op-amp. For example, if your circuit is only designed to pass audio frequencies, the oscillation could well be out of the audio range. Again, an oscilloscope is the best instrument to track that kind of trouble down.

The Packages

The most common package that op-amp's come in is the dual in-line package (DIP). That can be either the 8-pin or 14-pin variety. Single or dual op-amps (two amplifiers in one package) can be housed in an 8-pin package (see Fig. 5A) and as many as 4 op-amps can be housed in a 14-pin package (see Fig. 5B). Figure 5 shows the pinout numbering sequence for those DIP packages. Published schematics that show pinout numbers on the drawing usually refer to the DIP package. Keep in mind that the top view is shown. You have to turn the diagram around when viewing a circuit card or IC from the bottom.

Also available (but not as common) is the TO-5 or round, metal-can package. They come with 8, 10, or 12 leads. The highest number pin is always at the tab, and the leads are numbered in a clockwise direction when viewed from the top as in Fig. 6A. If you want to use a socket for the IC but are stuck with a device in a TO-5 package (TO-5 sockets are not as common and difficult to use), try forming the leads as shown in Fig. 6B and use a DIP socket. Again be sure to check the pinout number vs. function when interchanging package types.

Powering an Amp

A power supply is usually the last element to be considered and can make the difference between success and failure of your project.

First, we must supply a low-impedance, well-regulated source of power. Op-amps, in their AC mode of operation, require a bi-polar power supply (+ and – voltages referenced to ground). Those voltages should be as equal as possible to avoid output offset-voltage problems (within a volt or two should be adequate). The bi-polar supply shown in Fig. 7A should be more than adequate for most applications. A pair of 9-volt batteries can be pressed into service, and, as Fig. 7B illustrates, will supply ±9 volts.

Bypass capacitors to ground should be inserted as near to the op-amp power-supply pins as possible. Low-inductance, ceramic disc capacitors in the range of .01 to 0.1 \( \mu F \) seem to work best. If the possibility exists that the power-supply leads could be accidentally reversed, a diode should be inserted at the end of each lead. Applying the wrong voltage polarity to the op-amp supply pins will usually destroy the op-amp.

If a bi-polar supply is not available an op-amp can be run from a single supply as shown in Fig. 8. An example of an inverting op-amp is shown in Fig. 8A while Fig. 8B is a non-inverting configuration. The junction points of the R3's and R4's provide a reference at \( \frac{1}{2} \) the supply voltage for the noninverting input. That raises the output of the op-amp to that potential to assure that it will have maximum output voltage swing. In Fig. 8, the C1's bypass any noise on the power supply so it will not be amplified. Those schemes are most useful in AC-amplifier applications where the input and output is AC coupled.

Construction Hints

It's a fact that analog-circuit construction is more delicate than most digital-circuit construction. Care must be used in the initial layout to ensure that the input and output components are separated as far as possible while being mindful of unwanted inductance. Stray capacitive coupling can lead to unexplained and unexpected oscillations. Use shielded wire on low-level signals and only ground one end of the shield if possible. Use short leads on all components. Linear circuits are not very forgiving of haywire construction techniques.

Grounding techniques are also important. First, avoid-daisy chain grounds and return all grounds to a master ground point. That point is usually where the power-supply transformer secondary center-tap, filter capacitors, and the chassis ground meet. Secondly, a good ground plane or enclosure should be provided. To that end, mount your circuit board in a metal chassis, not a plastic one.

A 5532 Pre-amp Example

The 5532 series op-amp made by Signetics (now second sourced by several other manufacturers) is an excellent example of the high-quality, audio op-amps available today. We will use it to illustrate the selection process described earlier.

We will define our need as an audio pre-amp with a gain of 40 dB. The response should be flat from 20 to 20,000 Hz and the maximum output we will need will be 3 \( V_{rms} \). Either the inverting or noninverting configuration could be chosen, but for our illustration we will use the inverting circuit. (If a stereo signal is involved, be sure to use the same type of amplifier circuit for both channels. The inverting circuit will invert the phase but that is OK.)
Fig. 7—Be sure never to confuse power-supply leads in either the AC (A) or DC (B) circuits. People commonly mistake the negative lead for the ground lead which places twice the voltage across the op-amp circuit which may blow.

For a 40-dB gain amplifier we will need a voltage gain of 100.

\[ V_{Gi} = \frac{R2}{R1} \]

Let's use 100 ohms for R1. Then:

R2 = V_{Gi} \times R1 = 100 \times 100 = 10,000 \text{ ohms}

For truly flat response at 20 Hz (not just after) we will only allow our response to be down 70.7% of maximum at 10 Hz so:

\[ C1 = \frac{1}{(3.2 \times 10 \times 100)} = \frac{1}{312} \text{ Farads} = 312 \mu\text{F} \text{ (use 300} \mu\text{F)} \]

Capacitor C2 is coupled into a 10,000-ohm potentiometer, so using the same equation its value will be:

\[ C2 = \frac{1}{(3.2 \times 10 \times 10,000)} = 0.0000312 \text{ Farads} = 3.1 \mu\text{F} \text{ (use 5} \mu\text{F)} \]

At 20,000 Hz, we need 10 to 20 dB of loop gain to ensure a low distortion signal. Looking at the GBP curve for the 5532 (10 MHz), at 20,000 and 40-dB gain the loop gain is 15 dB, which should be adequate.

To get 3 Vrms of clean output we need an op-amp with a slew rate of:

\[ SR = 6.28 \times V \times F \times 10^{-6} \]

\[ = 6.28 \times (3 \times 1.414) \times 20,000 \times 10^{-6} \]

\[ = 1.59 \text{ V/} \mu\text{s} \]

The 9-V/\mu s slew rate of the 5532 is more than adequate. The final circuit is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8—If you must use a single-polarity power supply for either an inverting (A) or non-inverting (B) configuration, be sure that any DC-coupled inputs have their signals zeroed at half the supply voltage to prevent damaging the op-amp.

Fig. 9—The example op-amp circuit is AC-coupled, protected from power-supply noise, and even has its own volume control.

The charts and op-amp characteristics you may find useful for experimenting with the IC's, can be found in linear-IC guides available from manufacturers and their publishing companies. Often, applications notes come with an op-amp package at the time of purchase.

Modern op-amp IC's allow all of us to be successful designers and builders. By knowing what your circuit calls for, you can easily use the formulas and specifications presented here to design many useful and fascinating circuits. Jump in and get your feet wet!
Portasol Flameless Soldering Iron

A soldering iron you can carry from job to job in your shirt pocket—while it's still hot!

Next time you need a soldering iron to make a quick electronic repair, there's no need to search for the correct size iron to do the job. Simply reach into your shirt pocket for a Portasol Flameless Soldering Iron. Flip the igniter built into its cap, and within seconds you've got the right heat to make a delicate printed-circuit board repair, or to melt a blob of solder on a metal chassis. But best of all, when you're finished, you don't have to search for a safe place to put the iron down while it cools off: Simply put the cap back on and place the Portasol into your shirt pocket or toolbox.

As shown in the photographs, the Portasol is the size of, and closely resembles, a conventional marking pen—right down to the pocket clip. Its overall length is only 7 inches.

On the business end of the “pen” is a user-replaceable, gas-heated, catalytic (flameless) soldering tip that is powered by butane gas, the same kind of fuel used in cigarette lighters, gas-powered candles, and portable cooking devices.

On the barrel, below the tip, is a master gas cut-off valve. Near the bottom is a separate heat control, which is actually a gas-flow adjustment that ranges from full off to maximum gas flow. On the very bottom is a charging valve that mates with the nozzle on conventional butane gas cylinders. To charge the iron you simply press the cylinder against the valve until there is a backspray—the same procedure as used for charging any butane-powered appliance.

The cap, which has an integral pocket clip, is made of heat-resistant plastic. It contains a spark igniter as well as a cutout that automatically forces the cut-off valve closed when the cap is installed on the “pen.”

The Portasol is normally supplied with a 2.4-mm, general-purpose tip that is even suitable for working on printed-circuit boards. Tips of 1.2-mm, 3.2-mm, and 4.8-mm are optional accessories. The

Even the standard tip packs a lot of heat when the gas is full on. Here the standard tip shown with the iron, which can safely solder delicate printed-circuit foils, is melting the solder on a screw-supported solder lug.

Several Tests

We tested the supplied tip on several kinds of material, ranging from printed-circuit foils to relatively “heavy” solder-lugs and found it performed well over the broad range of applications. The optional tips would be required only for unusual situations, such as unusually fine wires, or unusual heat-absorbing material, such as a metal chassis. The operating time per charge of gas depended on how much heat was needed, and ranged from about 30 to slightly more than 60 minutes in what we considered typical use.

Flip to Light

Lighting up couldn't be easier because the igniter is built into the cap. First, the cut-off valve is opened; then the gas valve is turned to maximum flow (full clockwise); finally, the igniter is placed near the

(Continued on page 106)
You can get more work out of an amplifier if you know how to make the transistors play together

An amplifier can be composed of many amplification stages. Cascaded stages can have clean high-power output by assigning each stage to a particular amplification (powerful stages following weak ones to provide ommph). Or, transistors can be bridged so each works on only a portion of the incoming signal. Thus, each transistor will amplify only its portion.

This month we’ll show you those two important designs and what they mean in terms of output power and clarity.

Our lesson uses the programmed instruction format wherein information is presented to you in chunks called frames. Read the information in each frame and then immediately answer a question based on the material by filling in a question blank(s) with appropriate words or figures. The answer to each question is given in parentheses at the beginning of the next frame.

As you progress through the lesson, use a sheet of paper to keep the frame immediately below the one you are reading covered so that you won’t accidentally see the correct answer. Slide this sheet downward as you progress.

**Staging and Operation**

31. If very high gain is required, several transistor stages may be combined, with one stage connected to another, which is called cascading. Figure 11 shows three amplifiers cascaded. The total circuit gain, \( A_T \), is the product of the individual gains \( A_1, A_2, A_3 \).

\[
A_T = A_1 \times A_2 \times A_3
\]

If \( A_1 = 10 \), \( A_2 = 15 \), and \( A_3 = 25 \), the total gain is:

\[
A_T = 10 \times 15 \times 25 = 3750
\]

**Fig. 11—The total gain of cascaded amplifiers equals the product of their individual gains.**

By using multiple stages, gains of many thousands or even millions are possible.

Two amplifiers with gains of 40 and 20 are cascaded. The total gain is _______________. The input voltage is 3 mV. The output voltage is _______________ volts.

32. (800, 2.4) Figure 12 shows how two bipolar stages can be cascaded. A capacitor \( C_2 \) feeds the output voltage of \( Q_1 \) to the input of \( Q_2 \): a connection called capacitive coupling. The DC on the collector of \( Q_1 \) does not affect the DC bias on the base of \( Q_2 \) because \( C_2 \) isolates the two. Additional stages may be cascaded as required.

**Fig. 12—Capacitor coupling can be used to cascade two bipolar transistor-amplifier stages.**

\[ +V_{cc} \]

**FET and bipolar stages may also be cascaded.**

a. True

b. False

33. (a. True) Usually, the FET is the input stage because of its high input impedance, while the bipolar stage is used to follow it.
Individual amplifier stages may also be connected directly together without a coupling capacitor if care is taken to set the biases correctly. An example of that is shown in Fig. 13, where the collector of Q1 connects directly to the base of Q2. The arrangement is called direct coupling and has two important advantages. First, fewer bias resistors are needed; second, the circuit will amplify DC as well as AC. Because capacitors are used to couple the signal from one stage to the next in Fig. 12, only AC signals can be used: the capacitors block DC. In Fig. 13, a small DC variation at the input causes a larger DC variation at the output: the circuit has DC and AC gain.

DC voltages may be amplified if the stages are

34. (direct coupled) A popular variation of direct coupling is shown in Fig. 14. An FET is used at the input to give the circuit a high input impedance. A PNP bipolar stage is direct coupled. The PNP is shown “upside down,” but its bias is correct and the output is taken from the collector as it would be in an NPN amplifier.

Connecting capacitors across Rg and Re will cause the AC gain of the circuit in Fig. 14 to __________.

35. (increase) Capacitors across Rg and Re will eliminate negative feedback and increase the AC gain.

The amplifiers described here will increase the amplitude of the signals over a very wide frequency range. If direct coupling is used, DC signals will be amplified in addition to AC signals. If capacitive coupling is used, the extent of the lower frequency range will depend on the size of the capacitors. The emitter- or source-resistor bypass capacitors also affect the low frequency range. The larger the coupling and by-pass capacitors, the lower the frequency that can be amplified. Since the audio frequency range of human hearing extends from approximately 20 to 20,000 Hz, most audio amplifiers are designed to pass signals down to about 20 Hz.

The low frequency range of an amplifier is determined by the size of the __________ and __________ capacitors.

36. (coupling, bypass) The upper frequency range of an amplifier is determined by the type of transistor used and the extent of any stray or shunt capacitance in the circuit. Most common transistors will readily amplify signals up to many MHz. For higher frequencies, special RF or microwave transistors must be used.

Stray capacitance in a circuit is caused by long component leads, long wires, or the lands of the printed-circuit boards. (They act as one plate of a capacitor, the other plate being ground.) The capacitance has increasingly lower reactance at increasingly higher frequencies. It shunts or loads the circuit, causing the gain to decrease at the upper frequencies.

Shunt capacitance and transistor type affect the __________ frequency range of an amplifier.

37. (high) The overall range over which an amplifier will provide a constant gain is called the frequency response. The frequency response is defined by upper and lower cut-off frequencies, as shown in Fig. 15. The cut-off frequencies are those

where the output voltage (V) drops to .707 of the output that occurs over the “flat” mid-range. The output is said to be 3-dB down. The difference between the upper cut-off frequency (fu) and the lower cut-off frequency (fl) is called the amplifier bandwidth (BW).

BW = fu - fl

If fu equals 3 kHz, and fl equals 300 Hz, BW = __________ Hz.

38. (2700) The frequency response of many amplifiers is deliberately controlled to pass signals only in a desired range. Amplifiers can be combined with low pass, high pass, band pass, or notch filters to set the bandwidth. Amplifiers that are used to amplify RF signals usually have built-in tuned circuits to amplify only signals in a narrow range of frequencies. A typical RF amplifier is shown in Fig. 16. The circuit is similar to those discussed previously, except that a parallel LC circuit replaces the collector resistor. Bias is obtained in the usual way. Note that in this circuit coupling between the two stages takes place by transformer action. Varying current in the collector of Q1 causes a varying magnetic field to be set up around L1, inducing a
voltage in L2 which is applied to Q2. Only AC signals may be coupled in this way.

RF amplifiers use_____________to set the bandwidth.

39. (tuned circuits) Amplifiers like those in Fig. 16 are used in radio, TV, radar, and other receivers to amplify the RF signals and the intermediate frequency (IF) signals generated within the receiver.

Go to frame 40.

Emitter Followers and Power Amplifiers

40. The amplifiers we have discussed so far are referred to as common-emitter amplifiers. The term is derived from the fact that the input and output signals are referenced to the emitter, which is connected to the common ground. (The emitter is connected directly to ground in some cases and through a small resistor in others.) When an emitter bypass is bypassed by a capacitor, the low reactance of the capacitor effectively short-circuits the emitter resistance as far as AC is concerned, thereby effectively connecting the emitter to ground.

An amplifier whose inputs and outputs are referenced to the emitter are called_____________amplifiers.

41. (common emitter) Other circuit configurations are possible. In fact, both common-base and common-collector circuits are sometimes used. Common-emitter circuits are by far the most widely used; common-base circuits are rare. Common-collector circuits have special characteristics which make them useful.

A simple common-collector amplifier circuit is shown in Fig. 17. The base bias is derived from R1 and R2 as before, and a resistor Rc is connected between emitter and ground. The output is taken from across this resistor. Note that the collector is connected directly to the supply voltage (Vcc); there is no collector resistor. The AC input is applied to the base through a capacitor. Since the power supply's impedance between +Vcc and ground is virtually an AC short-circuit, the collector is really at ground as far as AC signals are concerned. The input is applied between the base and collector, while the output is taken from between the emitter and ground (the collector). The circuit is called a common collector amplifier.

The output of the circuit in Fig. 17 is taken from across the_________.

42. (emitter resistor) The voltage gain of the circuit in Fig. 17 is approximately one, actually a little less. Since the gain is essentially one, the output voltage equals the input voltage. This is referred to as unity gain. Further, the output is in phase with the input. Because the output is virtually the same as the input, the circuit is referred to as an emitter follower.

If the AC input to Fig. 17 is 3 Vrms, the output is_________volts rms.

43. (3) You are probably wondering what good an emitter follower is if the output is just a copy of the input. The answer lies in the difference between the input and output impedances. An emitter follower has a high Ze and a low Zre—both desirable characteristics. The input impedance is higher than that of a common-emitter amplifier because the input is applied across the reverse-biased base-collector junction. In parallel with this is the forward-biased E-B junction in series with a relatively large Rr. The input impedance is roughly the (Rr) in parallel with any other resistive circuits, where is Beta, the hfe or current gain of the transistor. The high input impedance minimizes the load on any driving circuit.

If B equals 50, and Re equals 4700, Ze is_________ohms.

44. (235,000 ohms) 235,000 ohms is much higher than the Ze of a common-emitter circuit.

The output impedance is very low, approximately Re/R. Using the figures above, Zre is_________ohms.

45. (94) A resistance of 94 ohms is very much lower than the Ze of a common-emitter circuit. Therefore the emitter follower can drive a heavier load.

Now, recall that the power in a circuit is equal to the voltage squared divided by the resistance, or:

P = V^2 / R, or V^2 / Z

If the input and output voltages are the same but the output impedance is very much lower than the input impedance, then
the output power is greater than the input power, or:

\[ V_o^2 + Z_o > V_i^2 + Z_i \]

where \( V_o = V_i \).

So, while the input and output voltages are the same, the output power is greater than the input power.

*The emitter follower is a ______ amplifier.*

46. (power) The emitter follower is widely used to increase the power level of a signal. It is also used for impedance matching where a high \( Z_o \) must drive a low value of load resistance. Figure 18 shows how an emitter follower is used with a common-emitter stage. The combined circuit provides both voltage and power gain.

Fig. 18—This circuit combines a direct-coupled amplifier (Q1) with an emitter-follower (Q2) output.

*The common-emitter amplifier and emitter follower in Fig. 18 are ______ coupled.*

47. (direct) There is often a need to provide high-power AC signals to drive special loads. A speaker is a good example. Most speakers consist of a permanent magnet and a coil connected to the speaker cone. When AC is applied to the coil, a magnetic field is developed, which interacts with the permanent magnet to produce motion of the cone; which in turn produces sound. The speaker coil has very low impedance and requires high driving power. Other devices such as motors also require high power.

*The speaker cone is attached to a ______ that moves when AC is applied.*

48. (coil) Common-emitter amplifiers provide power gain as well as voltage gain. Heavy-duty transistors capable of withstanding higher voltage and current are used as power amplifiers. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 19. It is a configuration you are already familiar with. The primary of transformer T1 replaces the collector resistor. The transformer provides impedance matching that steps the high \( Z_o \) of the amplifier down to the low speaker impedance, usually 8 to 16 ohms. The amplifier provides the power to operate the speaker.

*Impedance matching in Fig. 19 is provided by the ______.*

49. (transformer) All of the amplifiers we have discussed so far are called *class A or linear amplifiers.* In a class A amplifier, collector current flows continuously. The circuit is biased so that the transistor operates as a variable resistor over its linear (straight line) range. The result is an enlarged reproduction of the input at the amplifier's output. In *class B* and *class C* amplifiers the collector current does not flow continuously; we will talk more about them later.

*In a class A amplifier, collector current is ______ and varies ______.*

50. (continuous, linearly) A class A amplifier operates properly as long as it is correctly biased and the amplitude of the input signal is not too great. The biasing network is designed to set the base current to a value that will cause the DC collector voltage to be about one half of the power supply voltage (\( V_{cc} \)), a value that is approximately at the center of the linear range. With this condition, if an AC input signal is applied the collector output can vary up to \( +V_{cc} \) and down to as low as zero volts (ground) if no emitter resistor is used. (See Fig. 20.) \( +V_{cc} \) and zero are the maximum and minimum output voltages for the circuit shown in Fig. 19.

Fig. 19—A common-emitter audio power amplifier. Transformer T1 provides impedance matching to the speaker.

*The collector output voltage in an amplifier with a \( V_{cc} \) of 15 volts should be about ______ volts.*

51. (7.5) If the bias is set so that the collector voltage is higher or lower than \( V_{cc}/2 \), then the linear output range will be reduced or limited. The output voltage will "bump up against" \( +V_{cc} \) or ground, which causes the peaks of larger signals to be "flattened," or "clipped off." Figure 21 shows an example. The clipping is called *distortion.* With distortion, the output is no longer an enlarged replica of the input.

*Distortion can be caused by incorrect ______.*

52. (bias) Another cause of distortion is an input signal that is
too large. Assume an amplifier having a gain of 100, a supply voltage of +12 volts, and a sine wave input voltage of .3 volts peak-to-peak. The amplifier will multiply the input voltage by 100 to get 100 x .3, or 30 volts. But wait. The total output voltage swing is limited to +12 volts and ground or 12 volts peak. The output tries to swing to the desired level but it “bumps up against” its natural limits of + Vcc and ground, and the positive and negative peaks are clipped or squared off. The output waveform then is nearly a square wave. (The sine wave peaks are clipped off, and the resulting signal is binary—two state—or digital in nature.) Such distortion causes a whole range of problems.

53. (large or excessive) With a large input signal, the normal DC bias voltages are overwhelmed. When the input voltage swings in a negative direction, the emitter-base bias voltage is cancelled, the transistor cuts off, and no collector current flows. Therefore, the output rises to + Vcc.

When the large input goes positive, it adds to the bias and causes the transistor to conduct heavily. The resistance between emitter and collector drops to a very low value, almost zero. When that happens, the collector voltage drops below the base-voltage level so that the normally reverse-biased base-collector junction becomes forward-biased. Under this condition the transistor is said to be saturated. At saturation, the collector voltage drops to a very low value: zero if the emitter is grounded, or some low DC value if an emitter resistor is used.

A large AC input signal causes the transistor to switch from __________ to __________.

54. (cut-off, saturation) Distortion can be corrected by reducing the level of the input signal or decreasing the amplifier’s gain. Distortion caused by incorrect bias can only be eliminated by readjusting the bias.

There are some amplifiers that deliberately resort to distortion for their operation. Class B and class C amplifiers are examples. A class B amplifier conducts for only one half-cycle, or 180° of an AC sine wave input. It is cut off the other half-cycle. Therefore, in order for amplification to occur without distortion, two amplifiers must be combined, one for each half-cycle of the signal. Such an amplifier is referred to as a push-pull amplifier. A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 22. Q1 conducts on positive half-cycles while Q2 conducts on negative half-cycles of the input.

A class B amplifier conducts for __________ of the input.

55. (one half-) In Fig. 22, transformer T1 couples the input to the bases of Q1 and Q2. Rs provides a small value of bias so that the emitter-base junctions are just on the verge of conducting. The center tap on the secondary of T1 is grounded for AC through the power supply. When the input goes positive, the base of Q1 goes positive while the base of Q2 goes negative. Q1 conducts and its collector current increases. Q2 is cut off. The current in the upper half of the primary of transformer T2 produces one half-cycle of variation in the secondary and the speaker.

When the input goes negative, Q1 is cut off and Q2 conducts. The current in the lower half of T2 produces the other half-cycle of AC in the speaker. Thus the signal is amplified; the positive half by Q1 and the negative half by Q2.

The amplifier in Fig. 22 is called a __________ amplifier.

56. (push-pull) Class B push-pull amplifiers are widely used in audio power applications for driving large speakers. They are also used in RF applications, with the iron core transformers replaced by air core transformers and capacitors which form tuned circuits. Also, high frequency transformers are used to generate high-power radio signals to be fed to antennas.

Push-pull class B amplifiers are used for __________ amplification.

57. (power) A more widely used transistor class B power amplifier is shown in Fig. 23. It uses no transformers: a major savings in size, weight, and cost. It is made up of both NPN (Q1) and PNP (Q2) transistors connected as emitter followers, with the load (a speaker, motor, etc.) acting as the emitter resistor. Such a circuit is called a complementary-symmetry amplifier. (PNP and NPN transistors are said to be complementary devices.) Note that two power supply voltages, +Vcc and -Vcc, are

Fig. 23—A complementary-symmetry class B push-pull power amplifier can eliminate the output transformer.
used. The input is applied to both bases simultaneously.

When the input goes positive, Q1 conducts, causing a positive half-cycle of output to be developed across the load. The positive input causes Q2 to be cut off. With a negative input, Q2 conducts and the negative half-cycle of output appears across the load, while Q1 is cut off. Q1 and Q2 are just emitter followers that conduct on alternate positive/negative half-cycles.

A class B push-pull amplifier using no transformers is called a __________ amplifier because it uses both __________ and __________ transistors.

58. (complementary symmetry, NPN, PNP) Another type of power amplifier is the class C amplifier. A class C amplifier conducts for only a portion of one half-cycle. Class A amplifiers conduct for 360° (the complete AC cycle). Class B amplifiers conduct for 180° (one half-cycle). Class C amplifiers conduct for 90° to 150°. The base bias is set so that only the high peaks of the input cause the transistor to conduct.

A class C amplifier conducts for __________ to __________ degrees of one sine wave input.

59. (90 to 150) Figure 24 shows a simple class C amplifier. Note the tuned circuit. Class C amplifiers are used in radio transmitters to amplify RF signals at the resonant frequency of the tuned circuit. The negative base bias keeps the transistor cut off. (When the input is zero and negative, the transistor is cut off.) As the input goes positive, at some point it overrides the bias, and the emitter-base junction becomes forward-biased, so the transistor conducts. The result is a short pulse of collector current that occurs once per cycle, as shown in Fig. 25.

In a class C amplifier, collector current flows in short __________.

60. (pulses) How does a pulse of current translate into an RF signal? The answer lies in the tuned circuit. Whenever a pulse of current is applied to a parallel-resonant circuit, the capacitor charges. When the pulse stops, the capacitor discharges into the inductor, causing current flow, and thereby a magnetic field to be developed. When the discharge ceases, the magnetic field collapses, inducing a voltage into the coil. The induced voltage charges the capacitor in the opposite direction. The capacitor again discharges into the coil and the process repeats itself over and over again. When a tuned circuit is pulsed, it oscillates or rings at its resonant frequency. If it were only pulsed once, it would oscillate in the decaying fashion shown in Fig. 26. The resistance in the coil—which determines the Q of the coil—eventually causes the oscillations to cease. (The higher the Q of the coil, the longer the oscillation.) This kind of oscillation of a tuned circuit is called the flywheel effect.

Pulsing a tuned circuit causes it to __________ at its resonant frequency.

61. (oscillate or ring) In a class C amplifier, the tuned circuit is pulsed once per cycle, therefore, a continuous sine wave at the resonant frequency is generated, which is coupled to an antenna for transmission. Push-pull class C amplifiers based on the same principle can also be created to develop more power.

The Q and decay time both decrease with increasing resistance. Therefore, the goal of good tuned-circuit design is to decrease internal resistance.

Fig. 25—The output signal in a class C amplifier flows for less than 150° of the 360° of the input signal.

Fig. 26—Pulsing a tuned circuit causes it to oscillate (ring) at its resonant frequency.
HOW MUCH CAPACITANCE SHOULD YOU USE?

By Joseph J. Carr

Everyone has used capacitors for one thing or another, but can’t too much of a good thing be bad?

Capacitors are familiar to nearly all electronics enthusiasts because they are so widely used in electronic circuits. Even all-digital circuits use capacitors for such jobs as power-supply decoupling, and input coupling on trigger lines, etc. A problem for many, is determining the proper capacitance values for a specific job. In this article we will discuss some of the rules of thumb used to answer the question “How much capacitance do I use?”

Measures of Capacitance

The basic unit of capacitance is the Farad. But for purposes of most circuits, the Farad is far too large a unit. In most electronic applications we use the microfarad (µF), nanofarad (nF) or picofarad (pF). Those units are related to the Farad by the following:

- 1 µF = 10^-6 Farads
- 1 nF = 10^-9 Farads
- 1 pF = 10^-12 Farads

(Note: Nanofarads are commonly used in Europe, and are becoming more popular in the USA. Some capacitors are marked in nF, as are most low-cost digital capacitance meters. The picofarad was once called micromicrofarad or mmF.)

Capacitors

Before discussing capacitor applications however, let’s first take a look at capacitors themselves. A capacitor is an energy-storage device that consists of two electrical conductors separated by a dielectric (insulating) material. Although capacitance exists between any electrical conductors separated by an insulator, the standard textbook capacitor is the so-called parallel plate type shown in Fig. 1. The capacitance is given approximately by the expression:

\[ C_{pf} = 0.2248 \times K \times A/S \]

Where \( C_{pf} \) is the capacitance in picofarads; \( K \) is the dielectric constant, a property of the insulator; \( A \) is the cross sectional area of the plates in square inches; \( S \) is the spacing between the plates in inches. From the above expression you can see that the capacitance is directly proportional to the plate area, and the dielectric constant, but inversely proportional to the separation between plates. The dielectric constant \( (K) \) is a property of the insulating material between the plates, and directly affects the capacitance of the capacitor. Thus, for any given value of capacitance, the dielectric material used for the insulator determines the physical size of the capacitor. Scientists long ago defined a perfect vacuum as the insulator with a \( K \) value of 1, and all other materials are related to the vacuum. Thus, a material with a \( K \) of 5, produces five times the capacitance as a vacuum with the same plate area and spacing. Table 1 lists the dielectric constants \( (K) \) of certain common insulating materials.

The problem of achieving the desired capacitance looks like a matter of merely choosing a convenient cross-sectional area, and then placing the two plates close enough across the right kind of material. Unfortunately, there are other constraints. One of the most important is the fact that not all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum</td>
<td>1.000 (defined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Air</td>
<td>1.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber</td>
<td>2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic</td>
<td>3-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>4-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica</td>
<td>4-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium Titanate</td>
<td>7500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
materials are created equal with respect to the ability to withstand voltage. Table 2 shows the insulating capability of non-conducting materials in terms of breakdown voltage per mil (0.001 in) of thickness.

Figure 2 shows a method for achieving a higher capacitance from smaller plates. We can interleave the plates as shown. The total capacitance will be a function of the total plate area and the respective spacings. Air-dielectric variable capacitors are obviously made that way, but some fixed-value capacitors, with hidden inners, are also built in this manner.

A respected writing colleague of mine, Sam Wilson of CET fame, uses a little thought experiment (i.e., an experiment that you don’t actually perform) to drive home the fact that energy in a capacitor is stored in the dielectric, not the plates, of a capacitor. Figure 3 shows a capacitor made from three trash cans: two of them are metallic while one is made of cork (an insulator). When the capacitor is assembled, someone presses switch S1 and holds it closed until the voltmeter indicates that the capacitor is fully charged. The switch is then opened, and an instructor very carefully separates the metallic trash cans from the cork can, and touches the two metal cans together. If the charge is stored in the plates, then this action should short it out. But, when the metallic cans are reassembled on the cork can, the voltmeter once again reads 5000 volts DC. This indicates that the charge was stored in the insulator, not in the capacitor plates.

Power-Supply Capacitance

A favorite project for electronic hobbyists is the DC power supply. These circuits consist of a transformer to scale the voltage, a rectifier to convert it to pulsating-DC, and a filter to smooth out the pulsating-DC into almost pure DC. In some cases, a voltage regulator is also used. Several different smoothing filters are used in DC power supplies, but all of them use a capacitor as an energy-storage element. Figure 4 shows three possible cases.

The job of the filter is to reduce the ripple at the output of the rectifier. The ripple is a measure of how far the pulsating-DC departs from perfect-DC, and is expressed as the ripple factor, denoted by γ (the Greek letter gamma). In general, ripple factors should be as low as possible. But for any given application, the ripple requirement might be less than perfect. For example, a public-address power amplifier can tolerate a higher ripple factor from its DC power supply than can a high-fidelity phono or tape preamplifier.

Brute Force

The filter circuit in Fig. 4A is the so-called “brute-force” method, and consists of a single large-value capacitor across the output of the rectifier. The value of this capacitor depends upon the ripple factor required. For 60-Hz power systems, the following expressions apply.

For half-wave rectifier power supplies:

\[ C_{\text{mf}} = \frac{1,000,000}{(208 \times R_1 \times \gamma)} \]

and for full-wave rectified power supplies:

\[ C_{\text{mf}} = \frac{1,000,000}{(416 \times R_1 \times \gamma)} \]

Where \( C_\text{mf} \) is the capacitance of C1 in microfarads; \( R_1 \) is the load resistance in ohms \( (V_1/R_1) \); and \( \gamma \) is the ripple factor.

Suppose we want to achieve a ripple factor of 1.5 (a fairly coarse value) for a 12-volt DC power supply that is to deliver 3-amperes from a fullwave rectifier. What value of capacitance is needed for the filter?

\[ C_{\text{mf}} = \frac{1,000,000}{(416 \times 12 \times 1.5)} \]

An alternate filter circuit is shown in Fig. 4B. In that case, capacitor C1 forms a brute-force filter for output load \( R_1 \); while, C1, resistor R1 and capacitor C2 form a pi-section RC filter. Although some power is given up, that type of filter provides a lot more ripple suppression than the brute-force filter. As a result, you could expect the ripple component on voltage output V2 to be much smaller than the ripple component on V1. The expressions to find ripple factor when capacitance and resistance values are known are given below.

For half-wave rectified power supplies:

\[ \gamma_{V_2} = \frac{1}{(C_1 \times C_2 \times R_1 \times R_{1.2}} \]

and for full-wave rectified power supplies:

\[ \gamma_{V_2} = \frac{0.0000025}{(C_1 \times C_2 \times R_1 \times R_{1.2}} \]

Where \( \gamma_{V_2} \) is the ripple factor for output voltage V2; C1 and C2 are in Farads; and R1 and R_{1.2} are in ohms.

A Regulated Power Supply

Our final DC power supply is the regulated supply shown in Fig. 4C. In this circuit, a three-terminal IC voltage regulator such as a 7805, or LM340-12 is used. The noise bypass capacitors, C2 and C3, can have any value between 0.1 \( \mu F \) and 1.0 \( \mu F \) in most cases. The output capacitor (C4) is used to temporarily supply current to external circuits when a high, instantaneous demand comes along that is too fast for the regulator to adjust for. That capacitor must have a value of approximately 100 \( \mu F \) per ampere of output current. Similarly, the filter capacitor (C1) is specified for a value of 1000 \( \mu F \) per ampere. Thus, for a 1-ampere DC power supply, the filter capacitor is 1000 \( \mu F \), while the output capacitor is 100 \( \mu F \). (Although some textbooks claim 2000-\( \mu F \)/ampere is better for C1, which is OK for low- and medium-current supplies, on-high-current supplies it only adds to the cost of the circuit.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2—Dielectric Strengths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakelite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waxed Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teflon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 3—A capacitor made from two metal cans and one can made of cork, can help to demonstrate that electrical energy is stored in the dielectric, not the plates of a capacitor.

The voltage rating of a capacitor must be higher than the maximum voltage that the circuit will normally see. That does not mean that a 16-WVDC (working voltage DC) capacitor can be used in a 15-VAC circuit. To find the worst-case values, calculate the maximum applied voltage (i.e., when the AC line is at 126 VAC, rather than 110 VAC), add a 15% safety factor, and select a capacitor with a rated capacitance of 120% of that value, or more.

A certain rectifier outputs 17.9-volts peak (pulsating DC) when the AC line voltage is 110 Vrms. At 126 Vrms, the rectifier output rises to:

\[(126/110) \times 17.9 = 20.5 \text{ V}_{\text{rms}}\]

Adding a 15% safety factor gives us a worst-case value for the rectifier output voltage:

\[(126/110) \times 17.9 \times 1.15 = 23.6 \text{ V}_{\text{rms}}\]

We now multiply that value by 1.20 to account for a minus 20% error that is possible in the working voltage rating of electrolytic filter capacitors:

\[23.6 \times 1.2 = 28.32 \text{ VDC}\]

Thus, we need a 28.32-WVDC or higher capacitor. Since 35 WVDC is the next highest standard value, the capacitor selected would have that voltage value.

**Amplifier-Circuit Capacitance**

For most solid-state amplifier projects, the main parameter used for capacitor selection is frequency response. For example, in the common-emitter NPN transistor amplifier shown in Fig. 5A, we have a capacitor bypassing the 470-ohm emitter resistor. The purpose of this capacitor is to set the emitter at ground potential for AC while keeping it at a higher DC potential. The rule of thumb for the capacitance reactance of Capacitor C is:

\[X_c \leq \frac{R}{10}\]

So, for the case shown, we need a capacitor with a reactance of 470 ÷ 10, or 47 ohms. The capacitance is therefore:

\[C_{\mu F} \geq \frac{1,000,000}{(6.28 \times X_c \times F)}\]

Where \(C_{\mu F}\) is in microfarads; \(X_c\) is in ohms; and \(F\) is in Hertz, and is usually at the amplifier's -3-dB response point.

Consider the case of a CB transmitter mike preamplifier that requires a low-frequency response down to 300 Hz. For the case above, where a 470-ohm emitter resistor is used, the reactance of C is 47 ohms, so evaluating the above expression tells us our preamplifier will need a capacitor of 11.3 \(\mu F\) (or more).

A more generalized case is shown in Fig. 5B. Here we show any linear amplifier (although an operational amplifier is shown) used to process audio or some other AC signals. The high-end -3-dB point in response \((F_1)\) is determined by capacitor \(C_2\), while the low-end -3-dB point \((F_2)\) is set by \(C_1\). The following expressions apply:

\[C_1 = \frac{1,000,000}{(6.28 \times R_1 \times F_1)}\]

\[C_2 = \frac{1,000,000}{(6.28 \times R_2 \times F_2)}\]

where \(C_1\) and \(C_2\) are in microfarads; \(R_1\) and \(R_2\) are in ohms; and \(F_1\) and \(F_2\) are in Hertz.

(Continued on page 100)
The art of replacing defective electrolytic capacitors

Last month's column was devoted to helping reader Dan Elcome with a hum problem that he was having in a 1930's Philet. We diagnosed the problem as most likely being caused by a defective electrolytic capacitor in the power supply. Then we went on to talk a little about power-supply and electrolytic-capacitor theory before suggesting how to locate and replace the defective component. The topic of electrolytic capacitors is important enough to the antique-radio collector and restorer for us to stick with it at least for a while longer before moving on to something else.

The Problem of Aging
As was suggested last time, the electrolytic capacitor is among one of the more short-lived components in a radio receiver. The operation of an electrolytic capacitor is dependent on a layer of chemical paste that separates its two electrodes. Electric current passing through the paste creates a thin oxide (dielectric) coating, which serves to keep the electrodes electrically insulated from each other; and it is that ultra-thin coating that gives the electrolytic capacitor its characteristically large capacitance.

As the capacitor ages, the chemical paste may dry out and become inactive. Also, if the radio is not used for some time, the dielectric coating may break down—rendering the capacitor inoperative, or shorting it out and possibly ruining other components in the set the first time that it's turned on after a long period of disuse.

Finding Replacements
Fresh replacement electrolytic capacitors with the proper ratings are hard to come by. Now that solid-state devices have replaced vacuum tubes in virtually all home electronic equipment, tube-related components (once readily available at any electronic-supply store) are disappearing from the shelves.

For example, you'll find both electrolytic and non-electrolytic units in many capacitance ranges at your local Radio Shack store. But most will be rated at 50 volts or less—nowhere near the 150- to 450-volt ratings needed for vacuum-tube circuits. A visit to a parts store that caters to television-repair technicians may net you the unit you need, but you'll have to travel farther and farther to get results as the number of tube-equipped TV's in use continues to dwindle.

Your best bet in finding a replacement electrolytic capacitor may very well be the surplus route. You can shop by mail with one of the companies dealing in surplus electronics parts. (Check the advertisers in the back this magazine for some good leads.) Or you can visit the next hamfest to be run in your area. Hamfests provide a rich source of used and surplus electronic parts from all eras.

Of course, you have no way of knowing the age of a surplus capacitor—and some may even approach the antiquity of the set that you are trying to repair. So the "new" unit that you purchase could be as deteriorated as the component to be replaced. More on how to handle that later.

Implications for the Restorer
All of the above have several implications for the antique-radio restorer. For one thing, get over any guilt that you might be feeling about replacing the original electrolytic capacitor with something that may look very different. Electrolytic capacitors were never intended to be a permanent part of the set anyway; occasional replacement was expected. In fact, an early serviceman might have already substituted a more-recent unit for the one originally in the set. It's also a fair bet that you won't be able to write to Atwater Kent, Grigsby-Grunow, or even Zenith to get an exact replacement. You'll either have to substitute what you can get, or be satisfied with a set that may be all original, but inoperative.

If the electrolytic capacitor you are changing is a can-type, base-mounted unit located on top of the chassis—and you aren't able to find a replacement that is physically or electrically similar—you...
Pictured here are the common multi-section electrolytic capacitors found in many of the early radios. The upper unit has a clamp for under-chassis mounting, and the unit below is base-mounted above chassis.

can leave the original in place for looks and substitute one or more individual axial-lead capacitors mounted under the chassis. As a matter of fact, replacement with individual axial-lead units may be the only route to go if the can-type unit was a multiple capacitor with several different values. A replacement unit with just the right combination of values could be quite hard to find.

Some purists manage, somehow, to drill out the bottom of the old can, clean it out, and slip the replacement axial-lead units inside, and then remount the can in the set. That is practical because the newer electrolytic capacitors take up much less space for the same capacitance than do the older units. I don’t think I’d ever be tempted to do that, however. In fact, I’d argue the set is more authentic with the (disconnected), original can left in place and intact. A later radio historian who might examine your set will realize immediately what you did and be gratified that the original was still in place.

For the same reason, also try to leave under-chassis electrolytic capacitors in place when you substitute new ones. That isn’t practical if the originals are individual units supported only by their own leads. But multiple-unit electrolytic capacitors designed for under-chassis installation were usually fastened with some kind of clamp (often soldered to the chassis). They’ll remain secure even with their leads disconnected. If you must remove the original electrolytic capacitor, you might want to consider leaving a note for future collectors (possibly stapled to the inside of the cabinet), documenting the repair and describing the removed capacitor as completely as possible (include brand, capacitance, and voltage ratings; physical appearance, etc.).

Working Out a Substitution

As we said last time, your replacement capacitor should have at least the same capacitance and voltage rating as the original. It won’t hurt if either rating is increased somewhat, but try to stay in the same ballpark. You might replace a 20-µF unit with a 30 (or even a 40, if you had it on hand and it was about the right physical size), but going much higher would violate the design integrity of the set, and might even impair its operation.

You can jury-rig several of the available replacement units of various capacity to produce the proper capacitance value, by paralleling a few of the smaller ones. Remember from your basic electronics course that capacitances in parallel add like resistors in series—in series capacitors divide like resistors in parallel—so you can make a 40-µF unit by paralleling two 20’s, a 20 and two 10’s, etc. By the same token, you can also create a 40-µF unit by connecting three 120-µF units in series. Just make sure that the voltage rating of each of the paralleled units is at least as great as that of the original. And when you wire the parallel units together,

Replacement capacitors with any desired capacity can be created by connecting several individual units in parallel.

be sure to observe the proper polarity—keeping all positive leads and all negative leads together, or if they’re series wired, that the positive lead of one unit connects to the negative lead of the next.

As discussed last month, polarity must also be strictly observed when wiring your replacement unit into the set. Connect the positive and negative leads of your replacement to the same points in the circuit where the positive and negative leads of the original were connected. Capacitors connected with their polarities reversed are quickly destroyed upon the application of power.

If the original is a metal-can unit, study the wiring information on the old part carefully. It will usually be plainly marked—often, the can is the common negative connection for all capacitor sections inside, and is grounded to the set’s chassis. But sometimes metal-can capacitors will have separate negative leads or connections and the can will be deliberately insulated from ground.

The voltage rating of a replacement capacitor isn’t critical as long as it is at least as great as that of the original. Some theorists may argue that, because an electrolytic capacitor’s dielectric layer is developed by passage of internal electric current, the electrolytic capacitor can’t develop its full rated capacity unless operated near its rated voltage. I used to respect that principle when electrolytic capacitors were plentiful, but I tend to discount it now. Capacitance “shortfalls” caused by under-voltage operation are probably negligible—and I wouldn’t hesitate to replace, say, a 150-volt unit with a 350-volt one that I might happened to have on hand as long as the physical sizes were reasonably compatible.

You can sometimes avoid having to replace an electrolytic capacitor by operating the radio at reduced voltage when you first turn it on. If the dielectric layer has become deteriorated through disuse, a new one—through a process called reforming—can be developed by current flow through the unit as long as the electrolytic capacitor paste has not thoroughly dried out. By operating the set at lower voltage, you reduce the risk of shorting out the capacitor before a new dielectric can form.

I’d strongly suggest making it a practice to operate any newly acquired set on a lower line voltage (say, about 60 volts) for several minutes before powering it up to full potential. During that period, if no dielectric voltage is developed across the electrolytic capacitor, disconnect the power immediately and check for shorts.

(Continued on page 103)

Carefully study the wiring information on the unit to be replaced; it’s usually plainly marked. If the chassis does not reflect the capacitor orientation, mark it accordingly before removing the bad component, so that the replacement can be installed in the same way.

develop its full rated capacity unless operated near its rated voltage. I used to respect that principle when electrolytic capacitors were plentiful, but I tend to discount it now. Capacitance “shortfalls” caused by under-voltage operation are probably negligible—and I wouldn’t hesitate to replace, say, a 150-volt unit with a 350-volt one that I might happened to have on hand as long as the physical sizes were reasonably compatible.

You can sometimes avoid having to replace an electrolytic capacitor by operating the radio at reduced voltage when you first turn it on. If the dielectric layer has become deteriorated through disuse, a new one—through a process called reforming—can be developed by current flow through the unit as long as the electrolytic capacitor paste has not thoroughly dried out. By operating the set at lower voltage, you reduce the risk of shorting out the capacitor before a new dielectric can form.

I’d strongly suggest making it a practice to operate any newly acquired set on a lower line voltage (say, about 60 volts) for several minutes before powering it up to full potential. During that period, if no dielectric voltage is developed across the electrolytic capacitor, disconnect the power immediately and check for shorts.
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There may be several electronic test instruments lurking in your junkbox

By Charles D. Rakes

**Open-Circuit Detector**

The circuit in Fig. 1 is designed to check almost any two-conductor cable for open-circuit conditions that usually only show up when the cable is moved about—most often referred to as the intermittent open-circuit cable syndrome. The Open-Circuit Detector uses a single active solid-state device, a low-current silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR1) to act as a forget-me-not circuit, that will remember to supply current through the LED as long as the return current path through the cable under test remains complete.

But if the path were to open up for a split second, our circus pachyderm forgets everything and the LED goes out. No matter how many times the connection is re-joined while testing the cable, SCR1 will remain off until the reset switch is pressed, and if the cable is open at that time it will not reset.

**Short-Circuit Detector**

If you build the circuit in a plastic case, you will not need to isolate each of the test sockets—making the construction job a whiz. The test-socket arrangement shown at point "A" in the schematic diagram checks both the shield and center conductor of the same cable simultaneously by routing the two leads in series through the test sockets. If a metal cabinet is used, those two transistor test sockets will need to be isolated from the cabinet to operate properly.

If an open circuit shows up while using the "A" test sockets and you want to determine if the open is in the shield or the center conductor, move on to the "B" test socket and test the cable for an open center conductor. Nothing there? Go on to the "C" sockets, and check out the shield. Even with all of Murphy's laws working overtime, you should be able to locate the cable's defect in short order and make repairs when possible.

---

**Parts List for the Open-Circuit Detector**

- **B1**—Battery, 9-volt type
- **C1**—0.1-μF, ceramic disc capacitor
- **LED1**—Jumbo red light-emitting diode
- **R1**—1000-ohm, ½-watt, 5% resistor
- **R2**—2200-ohm, ½-watt, 5% resistor
- **R3**—10-1000-ohm, ½-watt, 5% resistor
- **SCR1**—ECG5402.8-A, 100-PIV, silicon-controlled rectifier
- **S1**—Normally-open, momentary contact, pushbutton switch

Printed-circuit or perfboard materials, battery holder and snap-on connector, jack, (RCA, F-type, BNC, etc.), enclosure, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

You can use any number, and combination of connectors for testing audio cables, RF cables, or any other two-conductor cables, and they can be wired in three's for shielded or a single pair will do for non-shielded.

---

By Charles D. Rakes
PARTS LIST FOR THE SHORT-CIRCUIT DETECTOR
B1—Battery, 9-volt type
C1—0.1-µF, ceramic disc capacitor
LED1—Jumbo red light-emitting diode
SCR1—EGC5402, 8-A, 100-PIV, silicon-controlled rectifier
R1—2200-ohm, 1/2-watt, 5% resistor
R2—10,000-ohm, 1/2-watt, 5% resistor
R3—470,000-ohm, 1/2-watt, 5% resistor
S1—Normally-closed, pushbutton switch
Printed-circuit or perfboard materials, battery holder and snap-on connector, jack, (RCA, F-type, BNC, etc.), enclosure, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

seconds to spare. That feat is accomplished through a single, low-current silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) that's set to remember an electrical sting that comes from a short in a cable that's connected to its test sockets. In this case, our elephant just won't forget the experience until you put his lights out with reset switch, S1.

If a very-long shielded cable is connected to the circuit and the LED lights instantly, it might not indicate a short in the cable, but could be caused by the cable's internal capacitance charging up through the gate-cathode junction of the SCR and turning it on. If that proves to be a permanent problem, a 0.047-µF, 100-WVDC mylar capacitor can be connected between the SCR's gate and cathode, but for short cables, that correction should not be needed.

Here again, you can connect as many pairs of RF, audio, etc., types of connectors to the test circuit as needed. But, since they should all be isolated from each other, a housing of plastic would be ideal for this circuit as well.

Low-Power Semiconductor Tester

The circuit in Fig. 3 is a handy tester for checking a large number of semiconductor devices that may have been either scavenged from the bottom of our junkbox or purchased at the bargain counter. Many are orphaned parts without a family tree to hang on to. The majority of our two- and three-legged solid-state friends can be checked simply by connect them to the test-circuit terminals, and operating a couple of switches.

The operation of the test circuit goes something like this; a PNP or NPN transistor is connected to the test terminals, while one of the push-button switches (S1-S3) is pressed. If one of the LED's light, look at the polarity reversal switch S4 and see if it's in the PNP or NPN position. If both LED's fail to light, reverse the position of R4; if the device is OK, an LED will light. After you have the LED glowing, let up on the push-button switch and the glow should go out. If not, the device is most likely shorted. Naturally all of the three-legged devices must be connected correctly to the test terminals to check out properly, but since the circuit is user-friendly and non-destructive, try all combinations to determine the type and condition of the device at the same time.

Low- and medium-current SCR's can be checked with the circuit. Plus, you can get a feel for the gate-current sensitivity by pressing S3 first, then S2, followed by S3 if neither of the first two caused an LED to light. If the LED lights on either S3 or S2, you've got an SCR with a hair trigger. Such an SCR could be useful in circuits that require a small trigger current. If SCR's with a holding current of more than 8 or 10 mA are to be tested, the 1000-ohm resistor will need to be lower in value for the required current, but don't go too low in ohmic resistance or the LED's will really light up.

High-Power Semiconductor Tester

Higher-powered transistors. SCR's, and diodes can be put to a more-realistic test with the modified circuit in Fig. 4. With the component values given, a maximum test current of 60 mA can flow through the emitter/collector junction of a power transistor, and a similar amount through the anode/cathode of an SCR. The maximum base or gate current is about 16 mA with S1 on, and a minimum of 1 mA with S3 on. All of the resistor values can be changed to meet the specific current-test requirements, but the values given will let you know if the majority of the devices tested are usable or not.

PARTS LIST FOR THE LOW-POWER SEMICONDUCTOR TESTER
B1—Battery, 9-volt type
LED1, LED2—Jumbo red light-emitting diode
R1—10,000-ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor
R2—100,000-ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor
R3—470,000-ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor
S1—Normally-closed, pushbutton switch
Printed-circuit or perfboard materials, 9-volt transistor battery holder and snap-on connector, jack or clip lead, enclosure, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

VOM Range Extender

If you've ever needed an expanded volt-meter (but couldn't see paying the price), try the ultra-simple and cheap approach shown in Fig. 5. The complete circuit contains only three parts plus your favorite VOM, and even if your junkbox is empty the cost will be less than five bucks.

The circuit can be set up to suppress

(Continued on page 100)
A disk cylinder isn't a phonograph record. Edison wouldn't have done it that way.

Hands-on Electronics has often shown you how to inexpensively retrofit or replace both the hard and soft disk drives in your computer. If you recall, the keys to budget-priced disk storage are the surplus and mail-order dealers whose prices for disk drives are often 1/2 to 3/4 of what you'd expect to pay at your local full-service computer store. (A misnomer if ever there was one, because the customer often knows more than the help in almost any full-service store.)

Until the past few years, it wasn't difficult to buy the correct drive if your computer was other than an Apple, a Commodore, an Atari, or an orphan such as the Osborne. The real biggies of personal computing—IBM (and its clones), Radio Shack, and most Heath/Zenith—all used the same kind of floppy-disk drive: the so-called Shugart SA-200 and SA-400 compatible.

Of course, many other computers, and even some oldies from the early days of personal computing, used the same kind of disk drives: actually, the SA-200 compatible. (We'll soon get to the main difference between the SA-200 and SA-400.) Just keep in mind meanwhile that the IBM-type floppy is basically compatible with the SA-400.

Without going needlessly into the history of how the floppy drive developed, suffice it to say that when the industry scaled-down the highly reliable "standard" 8-inch disk drive, the result was a 5 1/4-inch disk drive that wrote (recorded) 35 magnetic tracks, which were in turn divided magnetically into sectors. The precise number of sectors was determined by the disk controller selected by computer's manufacturer. The important electrical parameter was 35 tracks, because what was determined by the disk drive, not necessarily the controller. Even if the controller attempted to write to 40 tracks, it could not if the drive's head simply could not physically move beyond track 35.

Double-density

The 35-track format—actually developed from IBM's 8-inch floppy, and used in Shugart's model SA-200 disk drive—was so astoundingly reliable that someone said "Hey, let's try to lay down twice the amount of magnetic data." Surprise, surprise, on many better-quality mechanisms, the disk system still worked reliably, only instead of a disk storing 80 to 100 KB (kilobytes) of data, it could now store nominally 160 to 200 KB.

To distinguish between the two, the older SA-200-compatible type drive was called single-density; and the new SA-400 compatible drive was called double-density—meaning it could read and write about twice the amount of magnetic information. In actual fact, most of the better-quality, single-density drives such as the SA-200 itself could actually read and write double-density if used with a double-density controller. (Now you also know why and how Shugart got its valuable reputation.)

Then someone tried writing 40 tracks to the disk, and wonder of wonders, the disk
didn't self-destruct. So most double-density drives were designed to read or write up to 40 tracks. (An IBM-compatible drive can actually accommodate up to 43 tracks.) The Shugart mechanism was the 400L: 40-track drives were Shugart 400L-compatible. (Eventually called by many surplus dealers SA-400 type—which confused just about everyone when what was supposed to be a 40-track drive couldn't read or write beyond 35 or 36.)

The fact of the matter was that the 5¼-inch floppy disk was far more reliable than expected. It had much more capacity and reliability than expected; even when upgraded to 40 tracks/double-density.

But even that did not affect reliability, so manufacturers tried other ways to increase disk storage, and it's some of the resultant upgrades that often mislead the hobbyist and experimenter into purchasing the wrong drive.

Two-headed Monster

Just prior to IBM's introduction of their PC, several manufacturer's figured that it wasn't much more difficult to read and write on both sides of the disk as it was one side. Mechanically, all that was needed was another read/write head on the "opposite," or unused side of the disk. The disk controller and the existing operating systems were something else. Most either treated each side as an independent drive (Drive A and Drive B), or counted one side as tracks 1 to 40 (or 0 to 39) and the flip side as tracks 41 to 80 (or 40 to 79).

Basically, however, it's the same drive, and it's usually what is now known as an IBM-compatible drive. The independent drive selection is a function of the connecting cable, while the dual 40-track operation is a function of the controller.

But even this could not tax the reliability of the 5¼-in. drive, and some manufacturer's designed their drives for 80 tracks, single-sided (usually mis-nominated as "quad density"). The 80-track operation was determined by the computer's operating system and/or controller. Unfortunately, most of the early single-sided 80-track drives could not be used for reading and/or writing 40 tracks. (Many of these models are still floating around the marketplace, so be careful.)

But then came the cylinder concept, which confused just about all non-technical, personal-computer users until IBM decided to use the same concept for its drives. It is the 40-track/40-cylinder drive that is considered the present IBM-compatible "standard."

It's Still Only Two Sides

The cylinder concept, shown in Fig. 1, really made it possible for a computer's operating system to easily use single- or double-sided drives. Basically, in a very simplified form—so don't quote this anywhere outside this magazine—it works this way. Each side has 40 tracks, which we'll call tracks 1 through 40. (I never really cared for any numbering system that started with a zero.)

Assume each track is divided into 9 sectors. The computer formats all the tracks on one side so the sectors are numbered 1 through 9. The tracks on the flip side are also numbered 1 through 40 but their sectors are numbered 10 through 18. (Remember, this is not the way it's really done; but it helps explain what's happening.) As far as the disk controller is concerned, track 1 has 18 sectors; nine on either side of the disk.

If you examine the track layout in Fig. 1, it appears visually that each track is the top and bottom of a cylinder, so the powers that be (the same kind of folk who decided cycles-per-second will be henceforth known as Hertz) decreed that that kind of track/sector arrangement will be called a cylinder. Unlike early controllers, which treated each track independently of the others, cylinders are treated as a single track of 18 sectors; the computer can write to either side. For example, if a BASIC program required two full tracks to store data, the computer could write the data to a single cylinder, actually two tracks: one on each side of the disk. That's the reason why IBM-compatible disk drives are also known as 40-cylinder drives. It means 80 tracks: 40 on each side.

Fortunately, although the cylinder concept is needed by the engineers who design disk controllers, most dealers, buyers, and just about everyone else refers to the 40-cylinder drive as IBM-compatible, which means that it's also compatible with Radio Shack and Heath/Zenith soft-sector disk drives. (There's no point in getting into hard-sector vs. soft-sector drives at this point, because all modern PC's use the soft-sector drive.)

Quad Density

Once again, the reliability of the floppy drive has allowed yet another upgrade, this time to 80 cylinders—quad density: the kind of drive IBM supplies in their AT computer. The 80 cylinder specification means, of course, 80-tracks per side. Quad density means about twice the density of data written to the disk compared to double-density. It's a simple mathematical relationship. Take the 360 KB that can be stored on a typical IBM-compatible drive, double it of the 80 tracks per side to 720 KB, double it again because of quad-density to 1.4 KB, and you're close to the actual storage value of 1.2 megabytes per disk (quad is not exactly twice double-density, and double-density is not actually twice single-density).

Anyway, if you're totally confused go back and try to understand it all, because it's the only way you'll know for certain that the 40-track disk drive that you've seen advertised for $29.95 (no refunds) will actually work in your computer. ■
How to Deal with TVI/BCI

Television interference, TVI, is the bane of the amateur-radio community. TVI occurs when emissions from an amateur (or other) transmitter interfere with the normal operation of a television receiver. Except for solo explorers on the north slope of Alaska, and missionaries among the indians of the Amazon basin, all amateurs have a potential TVI problem looming as close as their own TV set...or their neighbors’ sets.

Classifying Interference

One way to classify TVI is according to the cause. But before getting into that, first consider that all electronic devices must perform two functions: respond to the desired signals, and reject the unwanted ones. All consumer devices perform—more or less—in accordance with the first requirement, but many fail with respect to the second.

It often happens that your transmitted signal will be received on a neighbor’s TV or hi-fi set, in spite of the fact that your own operation is perfectly clean. On some TV sets, the high-intensity signal from your nearby transmitter drives the RF amplifier into non-linearity, creating harmonics where none existed before. In other cases, you may find that audio from your transmission can be heard mixed in with the audio output of a TV set, or seen in the video, as a result of induced signal pickup and rectification inside the set.

Improper shielding can cause signals to be picked up on internal leads and fed to the many circuits throughout the set. I don’t have the column space to detail all of the mechanisms that create TVI/BCI, but can refer you to an American Radio Relay League (ARRL) publication titled Radio Frequency Interference: How to Identify It and Cure It ($3.00) for further information. We can, however, cover some of the most common forms.

By the Book

Remember, there are two rules of thumb: if your emissions are not clean, then getting rid of the TVI/BCI is your responsibility. On the other hand, if your emissions are clean, and the TVI/BCI is caused by poor consumer equipment design, then it’s the set-owner’s responsibility to fix the problem—not yours. However, you may want to assist him or her where possible.

Amateurs must respond positively to TVI/BCI complaints for several reasons. First, you have a responsibility to keep your emissions clean, and operate your transmitter legally. Second, it makes for good neighborhood relations if you attempt to help them solve the problem. After all, we live in a society where more people seem willing to go running to lawyers than to engineers to solve technical problems. And even though you may win a suit—brought by some lawyer who is either too hungry for his client’s money to question the merits of the case or too ignorant to research the matter properly—it can break you financially.

Although some neighbors may not bring suit, they’ll, nonetheless, run to local regulatory bodies even though they don’t have jurisdiction over the matter. Either way, your enthusiasm for a fight to keep your operating privileges may wane a little bit when you see the legal costs.

Third, it’s just good manners to help solve the problem. When dealing with your neighbor, don’t ever lose your temper, insult him or her, or pose as an arrogant, haughty high-tech genius who couldn’t care less about their problem. Again, good manners go a long way.

Make Sure You’re Clean

Although it requires a spectrum analyzer to be sure that the harmonics are down 40 dB or more below the carrier, a few simple checks will tell the tale in many cases. An absorption wavemeter is an elderly device that can spot harmonics that are way too high. Also, listening on another receiver from a long distance (say, a mile or more) away will give you some indication if a problem exists. At that distance, if you can hear the 2nd or 3rd harmonic, then you can bet so can your next door neighbor.

Finally, if you own an RF wattmeter, or forward-reading VSWR meter, and a dummy load, then you can make a quicky check by measuring the output power with and without a low-pass filter installed in the line. If the power-level readings vary by appreciably more than the insertion loss of the low-pass filter, then suspect that harmonics are present.

The techniques for making the transmitter clean are simple—a low-resistance earth ground and adequate filtering. In the station shown in Fig. 1, there are three frequency-selective elements after the transmitter: Low-pass filter (LPF), antenna tuning unit, and a resonant antenna. All of those will help in reducing whatever harmonics the transmitter puts out.

Determine that you really have a TVI problem. I was once accused of TVI when I was asleep, and on another occasion when I didn’t have a transmitter in the house. Check for TVI both with the transmitter turned on and off. Also, make sure the TV is properly adjusted. Figure 2 shows the difference between misadjusted horizontal hold (Fig. 2A) and TVI from an AM or SSB transmitter (Fig. 2B).

Also make sure that the interference is not coming from another source! Once
Fig. 2—A misadjusted horizontal hold (A) can be easily distinguished from TVI emitted by an AM or SSB transmitter (B). Less exotic sources of TVI include local broadcast stations, land-mobile radio stations, and all manner of electronic devices. Even some switches can produce salt and pepper snow on the TV and/or make 75/80-meters darn-near unusable.

Fig. 3—Try adding a high-pass filter—which will only pass signals with a frequency greater than about 50-MHz, while severely attenuating HF amateur or CB signals—to the TV set. The high-pass filter must be installed as close as possible to the antenna terminals of the TV set. Making the connection wire as short as possible helps to prevent its acting as an antenna in its own right.

Fig. 4—FM interference often succumbs to either a bandstop filter or a shorted half-wave stub, which can be built from twin-lead or coax, depending upon the type of transmission line, and is connected directly to the TV antenna terminals.

As possible to the antenna terminals of the TV set. Make the connection wire as short as possible to prevent it from acting as an antenna in its own right.

You might also want to counsel your neighbor to install an antenna that uses a coaxial-cable transmission line, rather than 300-ohm twin-lead. Although theory tells us that there should be no difference, it is nonetheless true that 75-ohm coax systems are less susceptible to all forms of noise—including TVI. Install a high-pass filter and a 75-to-300 ohm TV-type balun impedance transformer at the TV's antenna terminals.

Many, perhaps most, TV receivers have poor shielding, so signals can bypass the high-pass filter and get picked up on the leads between the TV tuner (inside the set) and the antenna terminals on the rear of the set. That situation makes the high-pass filter almost useless. A solution to that dilemma is to mount the filter directly on the tuner, inside the set, making the lead length essentially zero.

One word of utmost caution, however! Unless you are a sado-masochist, do not—under any circumstances—install the filter on or in your neighbor's set yourself. If you do, then your neighbor will blame you for every repair that the set needs from then on. I once did volunteer work for a TVI Committee that was investigating interference from a CB operator (who was operating completely legally, by the way). The CB'er had personally installed a high-pass filter on a neighbor's TV receiver at the external antenna terminals (he had not even opened the back of the set).

Unfortunately, the vertical/horizontal/sync module went out a few days later. Needless to say, the upset neighbor then complained to just about everyone who would listen to him that this blanket-y-blank ham operator (she didn't know the difference) fouled up her TV set. While some neighbors will blast you for every little problem, others are not so bad... and

(Continued on page 105)
It keeps going and going and going! The mail keeps coming in, we keep cranking the column out, and the circle seems to continue with neither beginning nor end. That's good, too! It shows an avid loyalty on the part of our readers, and we respect that; but there are problems. Some of our readers are so well-verbed in electronics that if we were to prepare the column for them, it would read like an engineering-level treatise. Interspersed with that level of mail, come questions about "What's an ohm?"

The answer is not to seek a middle ground, but rather, to properly assert the material so there's something for everybody. Let's see how we made out.

Telephone Amplifier

I don't care about what the laws say, I just don't want to dig into my telephones. At the same time, I'd like to have one of those telephone amplifiers, so that when Grandma calls, we could all talk. Can you help? —K.G., Lubbock, TX

I think that the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 1 may be just what you're looking for. And guess what—it uses an inductive pickup so you don't have to remove a single screw from the telephone. Audio from the telephone is inductively coupled to the base of Q1, which is used as a preamplifier, providing a gain of about 75, to boost the input signal from about 4 millivolts to about 300 millivolts peak-to-peak. If you use a higher-gain transistor, increase the value of R9 to produce a Q point (measured from minus to the collector of Q1) of one-half the supply voltage.

The Q1 output signal is coupled through C3 to R7 (which serves as a volume or drive-level control) to U1 (a dual, 2-watt amplifier connected in cascade). One side (pins 1 through 7) serves as a driver for the final amplifier (pins 8 through 13). Compensation and balance is accomplished by components R1-R6 and C4, C6, and C7. Pins 3-5, and 10-12 should be tied to the negative supply rail.

Keep all input connections as short as possible to avoid extraneous frequencies. To avoid overdriving the amplifier, adjust R7 for an undistorted signal at the output. Use an inductive pickup with a suction cup as the input.

Tremolo

My friend and I are friends because we share many interests. For instance, we're both electronics hobbyists, and we both play guitar. Now imagine my surprise when we got together last week for a duet session, and he got a beautiful tremolo effect just by pressing a foot switch! Then he showed me that he could even regulate the speed of his tremolo! Well, I wouldn't embarrass myself by asking how he did it, but...how did he do it? —E.D., San Diego, CA

Well, E.D., we all know that tremolo alters the sound of a stringed instrument. That's usually done by rapidly plucking the string up and down, with a plectrum (pick) or in finger style, by rapidly pluck-

Fig. 1—Using an inductive pick-up, the Phone Amplifier circuit plucks the audio from the phone line, feeds it to a preamplifier (Q1), whose output is coupled through C3 to R7 (which serves as a volume or drive-level control) to an amplifier (U1), which provides sufficient power to drive the speaker.

Fig. 2—This simple circuit—built around the 4046 phase-locked loop (PLL)—adds tremolo to your musical interlude by varying the pitch (by way of R2) of the audio signal.
Darkroom Timer

We photographer-types have problems in the darkroom. First off, instructions for everything are written, and there's just insufficient light in the darkroom for them to be read. I overcame that problem by recording the instructions slowly on my cassette so that I could listen to them rather than read them.

But when it comes to timing things in the developer, it's so easy to get distracted while waiting for the clock to time out that I usually wind up over-developing my film. Since you've had so much success at helping others, I thought you might be able to do something for me. —B.S., Provo, UT.

I liked the way that you've solved your darkroom reading problem, B.S., so much so that I'm passing that tip along to your fellow flashbulb enthusiasts. Now let's clear up the other sore spot.

The circuit shown in Fig. 3 will call your attention to the timer by sounding a tone before the clock times out.

Two of the gates contained in U1 (a CD4081 quad two-input AND gate) are used as a timer circuit. The truth table of an AND gate shows that when any two inputs go high, the output goes high. The two gates are cascaded so that the timing of gate 1 (when turned on) starts the timing of gate 2 to provide a cumulative time span for you.

Only one side of the CD4081 is used in the timer design. Pin 1 of gate 1 and pin 6 of gate 2 are tied the positive supply rail. Pin 2 of gate 1 is in a time constant circuit (t = 1,1RC) through R2, R1, S1 and C1. If the wiper of S1 is connected to R1, a positive voltage is applied to pin 1 of U1, causing pin 3 (the output of gate 1) to go high immediately. That high is tied to pin 5 (the input of gate 2) with C2/R3 as time constant of gate 2, which, as configured, is about 2 minutes.

If S1's wiper is connected to the junction formed by S4 and R2, pin 2 of U1 goes high (about 2.3/2 volts with a regulated 5-volt supply). That forces pin 3 to go high, which in turn causes C2 to begin charging through R3. After about seven minutes, the pin 5 input goes high, causing gate 2's output at pin 4 to go high.

Meanwhile, pin 4 (enable) of U2 (a 555 oscillator/timer), is held to ground through R4, disabling the oscillator. But, pin 4 of U2 is also connected to pin 4 (gate 2); so the oscillator is enabled whenever the gate 2 output of U1 goes high. With U2 enabled, the oscillator produces an audio-frequency signal that is fed to SPKR1 to provide an audible alarm, or to LED1 for a visual indication, depending on switch S2's position. The LED offers a silent reading and could provide an optional darkroom-safe light.

You'll have to play with the values of C1, C2, R2, and R3 to control the tone more exactly. The variable tolerances of components can bring some problems in precision timing. For example, we measured 100-µF capacitors at 110 µF. Resistors marked 4 megohms metered in at 4.4 megohms. Wrong, but they are well within tolerance.

Back-up Beeper

The truck that I drive for a living has a beeper that sounds when the truck is in reverse. I think it's a fantastic idea and would like to add that feature to my car. Is that possible or feasible? —D.S., Ristown, NJ

Yes D.S. It's not only feasible, but if you'll cast your eye over to Fig. 4, we'll show you how it works. When you put the car in reverse, the circuit provides a loud, audible beep at the rate of about 1 per second (1 Hz). Half of U1 (a 556 dual oscillator/timer) is used as a slow-pulse oscillator with a rate of about 1 Hz. Components R2, R1, and C1 form the long time constant. You can calculate on time by t = .7(R1 + R2)/C1 or 1.15 seconds. The off time is shorter than the on time, at .77 seconds.

Enabling pin 4 (reset) is held high to keep the oscillator free-running when voltage is applied to pin 14. The output at pin 5 is coupled to pin 10 of U1 enabling oscillator 2. Oscillator 2 of U1 produces

---

**Fig. 3**—The Darkroom Timer, using a CD4081 quad two-input AND gate and a 555 oscillator/timer, provides an audio/visual reminder to keep you from over exposing your film.
OK, I will; just as soon as I stop laughing. It’s not that I’m cruel, the same thing has happened to me—many times. I can remember having a red lamp hooked up outside my darkroom that meant, don’t come in! But as luck would have it, I forgot to turn the lamp on. Need I say more? Anyway, the circuit shown in Fig. 5 will eliminate even that problem.

Built around a 555 oscillator/timer, the circuit is configured to provide a low pulse rate of 2 Hz that remains positive for about 2 seconds; the frequency of which can be altered by simply changing the value of C1.

U1 is controlled by a voltage-divider network—consisting of LDR1 (a light-dependent resistor with a resistance of about 1 megohm in darkness, dropping to about 100-ohms in strong light)—and R4 (a 330,000-ohm fixed resistor) connected across the DC supply. The ratio of the resistance (and voltage drop) between R4 and the LDR determines the positive or negative state of pin 4. The junction formed by LDR1 and R4 is tied to pin 4 (reset) of U1.

Normal room-level light falling on the sensitive area of LDR1 causes its resistance to drop to about 12,000 ohms. As a result, the voltage applied to pin 4 of U1 is insufficient to enable the oscillator. U1 pin 3 (output) is coupled through R3 to the gate of triac TR1. Because U1 is disabled, no trigger is delivered to the triac gate.

As light falling on the LDR decreases, its resistance increases, thereby increasing the voltage applied to pin 4 of U1. Eventually, the voltage at pin 4 of U1 reaches a level sufficient to enable the chip, which in turn begins oscillating and delivers a trigger voltage to the gate of the triac, turning it on and causing the lamp to flash on and off.

The duration of the positive pulse to TR1’s gate is short enough that the triac is not fully gated on. The triac’s on time produces about 60 volts across the 40-watt lamp, so the lamp is at half its rated power and brightness. When light again floods the sensitive area of the LDR, its resistance decreases, lessening the voltage delivered to pin 4 of U1. The chip is disabled, pin 3 returns to the low state, and the triac turns off.

The unit is placed outside the darkroom entrance, but the LDR extends back into the darkroom to read the light conditions.

Roulette

I recently saw a cute electronic roulette system that used LED’s. The LED’s started slowly, came up to speed, then slowed down eventually coming to a stop—just like a real roulette wheel. I’m not just interested in building it; I’d also like to know how it works! —D.W., Ocala, FL.

Well, D.W., turn your attention to Fig. 6. U1 (a 4046 PLL containing a voltage controlled oscillator or VCO, two phase comparators, a source follower, and a Zener diode) are used to produce a low-frequency, pulsed output of about 40 Hz. The VCO’s frequency range is determined by R6 and C2, which can be altered by varying the voltage at pin 9.

The rising voltage causes the frequency to rise from zero to threshold and remain at that frequency as long as S1 is closed.
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CIRCUIT CIRCUS
(Continued from page 91)

PARTS LIST FOR THE
HIGH-POWER
SEMICONDUCTOR TESTER

B1—Battery, 6-volt (see text)
LED1, LED2—Jumbo red light-emitting diode
R1—1000-ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor
R2—100-ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor
R3—330-ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor
R4—1500-ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor
R5—5600-ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor
S1— Normally-open, momentary contact, pushbutton switch
S4—Double-pole, 3-position (2P3P) rotary switch
Printed-circuit or perfboard materials, C-cell battery holder (four cell type) and snap-on connector, jack or clip lead, enclosure, wire, solder, hardware, etc.
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CAPACITANCE
(Continued from page 85)

The circuit just described is not just an amplifying circuit, but a bandpass filter. It allows only a certain portion of the frequency spectrum to pass through at useful amplitudes.

What About an LC-Tank Circuit?
An LC tank (Fig. 6) is a frequency-selective resonant circuit that is used in radios, antenna circuits, and other applications. Although many of the applications of tank circuits require special equations, we can generalize here by using the parallel tank as shown in Fig. 6.

Resonance occurs in a tank circuit when the inductive reactance is equal to the capacitive reactance, which occurs only at one unique frequency for any given tank circuit. The value of the inductive reactance is normally calculated from

![Fig. 6—This tank circuit contains a coupling inductor, L2, which will change the basic equation for inductance, but can be compensated for by using a variable capacitor for C1.](image)
other considerations, such as the reactance required as the load for an amplifier, and the capacitance is selected to resonate that inductance at the operating frequency. Alternatively, you might "wing it" as I did on a third-overtone Miller oscillator. I needed a tank circuit to resonate at 45.5 MHz. The exact reactance was not terribly critical in this application, so I resorted to my own collection of parts, rather than buy a new part. The junkbox contained an RF transformer originally bought from Digi-Key, and it had an inductance of 0.12 µH. Re-arranging the general resonance-frequency formula:

\[ F = \frac{1}{(6.28 \sqrt{L \times C})} \]

we can find the capacitance:

\[ C1 = \frac{1}{(39.5 \times L1 \times f^2)} \]

Where \( C1 \) is in Farads; \( L1 \) is in Henrys; and \( f \) is in Hertz. Plugging in all of the values yields a capacitance of 1.02 × 10⁻¹¹ Farads, which is 102 pF.

When dealing with real RF circuits we find that there is stray capacitance caused by the various conductors in the circuit being near each other. An estimated value of 25 pF for the stray capacitance means that we need to reduce the 102 pF to 77 pF. By using a small variable capacitor, I covered the required range, while also accounting for errors in the real value of the inductor, and errors in my assumed value for the stray capacitance.

**Digital Projects**

Digital projects only occasionally use capacitors in signal paths, but almost always use them in power-supply decoupling. It is good practice, especially on TTL printed wiring boards, to use either 0.001-µF capacitor at every chip's +5-VDC terminal, or one 0.1-µF capacitor every second or third chip. In addition, long +5-VDC lines, as where a single power-supply bus track serves 10 to 20 chips, should be decoupled with 1-µF tantalum capacitors. The board itself should be bypassed with a tantalum capacitor of 10 µF to 200 µF, depending upon how much current the board normally draws.

Since the output only lasts as long as you have your finger on the plate, a natural addition to the circuit would be an SCR. By connecting the output of the circuit to the gate of the SCR, the circuit will latch on when the plate is touched. What you control with the circuit is up to you but keep in mind that a doorknob makes a perfect touchplate. It's neat to have the room lights or an alarm go on by touching the doorknob.

**Attenuators**

FET's operate very much like voltage-controlled resistors. You can build electronic attenuators but the same idea can be taken a step further with the circuit shown in Fig. 11. It's a one-FET attenuator designed to take a mike's high-impedance output and convert it to a low impedance. Running high-impedance mikes more than about 15 feet is a good way to pick up 60-Hz hum. The circuit can work off a 1.5-volt supply and, since it draws next to nothing in current, you can use an alkaline button-cell for power. The whole thing can be mounted in a small box at the mike and you can then run any length of cable you want without picking up 60-Hz hum.

After you've gotten some hands-on experience with FET's, you'll see how much time and energy they can save you when you're working out problems in circuit design. We've really only scratched the surface but you should be able to see from our discussion that the FET, in all its varieties, is an incredibly versatile circuit element whose application is only limited by your imagination.

**FET's—WHAT THEY ARE!**

(Continued from page 63)

Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95051; Tel. 408/737-5000, and Sinconix, POB 4777 Santa Clara, CA 95054; Tel. 408/988-8000. Besides the data sheets, you'll find the books to have a wealth of both theory and practical circuit applications. Quite honestly, it's impossible to do any FET circuit design without a data book for reference.

**Touch Switches**

What can you do with FET's? Fig. 10 is a good example of how the high impedance of an FET can be used to build a touch switch. A nice feature of the circuit is that it can work with a \( V_{ds} \) as small as 3 volts. The 2N3823 is an N-channel JFET with an input impedance of about 15 meghoms. The touch plate can be a piece of metal as small as one square inch but it has to be insulated from ground.

The capacitor tied between the gate and ground works as a high frequency by-pass to shunt any incidental RF. The resistor sets \( V_{g} \) so the FET will work in the pinch-off region and produce square waves at the output. When you put your finger on the touch plate, the 60-Hz field from the AC line is amplified by the FET. A 60-Hz square wave that swings between ground and the supply rail appears at the output.

**Fig. 10—This simple touch switch is a nice addition to any project since the components use little power or space.**

Since the output only lasts as long as you have your finger on the plate, a natural addition to the circuit would be an SCR. By connecting the output of the circuit to the gate of the SCR, the circuit will latch on when the plate is touched. What you control with the circuit is up to you but keep in mind that a doorknob makes a perfect touchplate. It's neat to have the room lights or an alarm go on by touching the doorknob.

**Attenuators**

FET's operate very much like voltage-controlled resistors. You can build electronic attenuators but the same idea can be taken a step further with the circuit shown in Fig. 11. It's a one-FET attenuator designed to take a mike's high-impedance output and convert it to a low impedance. Running high-impedance mikes more than about 15 feet is a good way to pick up 60-Hz hum. The circuit can work off a 1.5-volt supply and, since it draws next to nothing in current, you can use an alkaline button-cell for power. The whole thing can be mounted in a small box at the mike and you can then run any length of cable you want without picking up 60-Hz hum.

After you've gotten some hands-on experience with FET's, you'll see how much time and energy they can save you when you're working out problems in circuit design. We've really only scratched the surface but you should be able to see from our discussion that the FET, in all its varieties, is an incredibly versatile circuit element whose application is only limited by your imagination.

**Fig. 11—Many modern high-fidelity mikes have high output impedances, while the inputs to many recording devices are relatively low, which makes impedance matchers necessary.**
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There are a number of other shortwave voices from the past, still operating after a half century.

ICELAND—TFJ in Reykjavik was on 12,235 kHz. Sundays at 1:40 PM, EST in the mid-1930’s. Now, better known by its full name, Iceland State Broadcasting Service, it broadcasts in Icelandic; at 1300 UTC on 11,855 kHz; at 1855 UTC on 15,395 kHz, and at 2300 UTC on 11,730 kHz.

BOLIVIA—In February 1934, Compania Radio Bolivia in LaPaz announced a new shortwave station—CP5. Radio Illimani—would begin broadcasting on a wavelength of 49.3 meters, 6,080 kHz, daily from 6:30 to 8 PM, and 9 to 11:30 PM, EST nightly.

CP5, Radio Illimani is still on the air today, though its frequency now is 6,025 kHz. Its programming is all in Spanish, but it is heard at times on the channel early mornings and evenings.

CANADA—The Montreal shortwave outlet was called VE9DR in June 1933, when listeners noted it strongly relay-

UPGRADING THE OKIDATA ML92 PRINTER
(Continued from page 43)

The main logic board (and the serial interface board, if present) must be removed along with two EPROM’s.

After removing the two EPROM’s from the main board, the two upgrade EPROM’s must be inserted in their places. Then re-insert the board, reassemble the printer, and get to work!

remove an EPROM (or two, depending on when your model was built). In its place (or theirs), you insert two new EPROM’s, re-insert the main board, and seal up the case. That’s it! You can’t use the serial interface now, because your new Frankensteined monster emulates the IBM printer, which is serial only. If you install the EPROM’s in a former serial printer, be sure to plug the main board in the rear-most slot, not the one it formerly occupied. Otherwise, the Centronics parallel connector will be inaccessible.

The Pro’s and Con’s

When the procedure is complete, the Frankensteined monster will walk, talk, and think like an IBM machine. In fact, sad to say, it loses some of the powerful capabilities that once made it so endearing. In particular, you can no longer download your own custom-designed character fonts. Nor can you print in 6 and 12 CPI widths. In addition, but less important, most of the formatting commands are lost: line skip, horizontal tab stops, indenting, left margin, etc.

What you gain, of course, is IBM compatibility. You’ll be able to take advantage of all those programs that provide graphic printouts (such as Print Shop, AutoCAD, Lotus 123, etc.). You’ll also be able to press the ScreenDump key in graphics mode and obtain a printout of the screen. In addition, you’ll be able to print (most of) the IBM graphics characters (those with ASCII values from 128 to 255).

How does it work? Like a charm. In addition to IBM compatibility, now you can choose the text-character set (draft, correspondence, or compressed) at power-up merely by pressing a switch as you turn the machine on. In addition, through software you can choose emphasized and enhanced printing, double-width characters, subscripts and superscripts, etc.

The manual that accompanies the Plug ‘n’ Play’s includes instructions for patching several popular software packages (VisiCalc, SuperCalc, WordStar, and SuperWriter) to take advantage of those special features. The manual also contains instructions for beginners on how to program and print APA (All Points Addressable) graphic images.

The only potential problem resides in the Plug ‘n’ Play’s character set 2, normally used only for printing special symbols. For an unknown reason, some seldom-used characters were omitted from the EPROM. For example, ASCII characters 3–6 are the heart, diamond, club, and spade symbols. They are not included. Nor are a number of foreign-language characters (ASCII 131–159). All the line-drawing characters are included, however, so there should be no problem for the vast majority of software packages.

All in all, Okidata’s Plug ‘n’ Play is an inexpensive way of extending the useful life of an excellent printer. Its cost (under $50) is far less than that of a brand-new IBM printer.

If you interested in the update, check your local computer dealer to see if he sells Okidata printers. If you strike out, try requesting information from: Okidata. 532 Fellowship Road. Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054; Tel. 609/235-2600.
THINK TANK
(Continued from page 98)

When S1 is opened, C1 discharges slowly through R1 to ground and the voltage falls toward zero. That produces a decreasing pulse rate. The output of U1 at pin 4 is connected to the clock input of U2 (a 4017 decade decoder/driver) at pin 14 via C3.

U2 sequentially advances through each of its ten outputs (0 to 9)—pins 1 to 7, and 9 to 11—with each input pulse. As each output goes high, its associated LED is lighted, and extinguished when it returns to the low state. Only eight outputs are used in the circuit, giving two numbers to the spinner or the house.

The circuit can be set up so that the LED’s light sequence or you can use some staggered combination; the LED’s grouped in a straight line, a circle, or however you like.

That’s all the space that they’ve allocated to us for this month. However, they’ve promised to let us do it again next month, so hopefully, I’ll see you then!

*The material for this month’s column was taken from “101 Sound, Light, and Power IC Projects, By Charles Shoemaker. The book is priced at $16.95, and was published by TAB Books, Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA. 17241; Tel. 717-794-2191.

Ordering Back Issues
For those in need of old issues, we have a reprint bookstore. Hands-On Electronics #6 and all 1986 issues cost $3.50 ea.; #1 to #5 are all $4.50 ea., and remaining copies of Special Projects are $5.50 ea. Check the order form in the back for postage cost, availability, and address.

ELLIS ON ANTIQUE RADIO
(Continued from page 87)
The same practice should be applied to a set in which you have just installed replacement electrolytic capacitor of unknown vintage.

An elegant and inexpensive way of reducing the voltage is to use a surplus isolation-transformer offered by Fair Radio Sales, 1016 E. Eureka St., Lima, Ohio 45802. The transformer is listed in their current catalogue (WS-86) as P-126J875 and priced at $7.95, plus shipping. It was originally designed to provide a 120-volt output (approximately) from any of the following five input voltages: 220, 190, 150, 125, or 100...and comes with a rotary switch for input voltage selection.

When operated at a constant 117-volt input, the following output voltage (no load) are available at the respective input voltage tap positions: 69, 78, 100, 122, and 147. As you can see, it’s easy to start with a low voltage and increase it in stages simply by turning the switch. But don’t use the 147-volt output (from the 100-volt switch position) unless you want to risk damaging your set. The line-voltage output of the transformer is rated at one ampere, which is enough to handle most of the radios that you might encounter. You’ll find that the transformer also has a 6-3-volt, 5-ampere winding.

As an added bonus, the unit is a true isolation transformer. It electrically removes the set-under-test from the AC line. That makes working with old sets considerably safer, and is especially helpful when working with transformerless AC/DC sets (which we’ll be discussing in a future column). Such sets always have one side of the line grounded to the radio chassis and—without use of an isolation transformer—present a serious shock hazard. I’m testing the Fair Radio transformer now and will report on it soon.

But if you’d like to try a quick and dirty method for capacitor forming, consider wiring a standard lamp socket in series with a standard AC plug and outlet. Insert the plug into a wall outlet and plug the set being restored into the series-connected outlet. Turn on the set and monitor its input voltage as you try light bulbs of decreasing wattage in the socket. You should be able to find a size that provides about 60-volts to the radio. That method, of course, does not give the line isolation obtained by using the transformer.

That about wraps it up for this issue, fellow collectors. So, ‘til next we meet, happy antiquing.

---

NEW IDEAS
42 PROJECTS
COMPLETE PARTS LISTS
ONE-EVENING PROJECTS
EASY TO BUILD

NEW IDEAS is packed with 42 practical circuits for the Electronics Experimenters and Project Builder. In addition to the headlight alarm, the voltage freezer, and the remote telephone ringers, you get complete plans for a simple Tesla coil project that can generate 25,000-volts AC and draw one-inch sparks. Other interesting projects are: a sound-effects generator, a crystal tester, a stereo remote control, and much, much more! Each project was selected for its low cost of parts!

NEW IDEAS—Circuits for Experimenters and Project Builders!

- Please send one copy of NEW IDEAS at $3.50. First Class postage and handling $1.00 (U.S. and Canada only). All other countries: $2.00 for sea mail, $3.00 for air mail.

- Please send copies of NEW IDEAS. Total cost is sum of copy price and First Class postage and handling cost multiplied by number of issues ordered.

Please print

(Name)

(Street Address)

(City) (State) (Zip)

Allow 6-8 weeks for the material to arrive. All Payment must be in U.S. Funds!

WANT TO EXPAND your knowledge of electronics? Build gadgets that only you can have on your block? Acquire a library of projects? NEW IDEAS is the gold mine of circuits you should own and read. You could start the first night building a project that will have others praising what you do, and admiring you for building it.

THERE ARE PROJECTS for everyone—automotive, household, test equipment, audio and hi-fi, and projects just for fun.

---

NEW IDEAS is open for suggestions! We need frequent suggestions and are interested in new projects. Please send suggestions to:

Hands-On Electronics
P.O. Box 2114
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18016
### HANDS-ON MARKETPLACE

#### PLANS/KITS

BUILD this five-digit panel meter and square wave generator including an ohms, capacitance and frequency meter. Detailed instructions $2.50. BAGNALL ELECTRONICS, 179 May, Fairfield, CT 06430.

---

#### CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM
To run your own classified ad, put one word on each of the lines below and send this form along with your check to:

Hands-on-Electronics Classified Ads, 500-B Bi-County Boulevard, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to appear. For special headings, there is a surcharge of $10.00.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plans/Kits</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Opportunities</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education/Instruction</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanted</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite Television</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Special Category:** $10.00

**PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS.**

(NO refunds or credits for typesetting errors can be made unless you clearly print or type your copy.) Rates indicated are for standard style classified ads only. See below for additional charges for special ads. Minimum: 15 words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16 ($22.40)  17 ($23.80)  18 ($25.20)  19 ($26.60)  20 ($28.00)  
21 ($29.40)  22 ($29.80)  23 ($31.20)  24 ($32.60)  25 ($34.00)  
26 ($36.40)  27 ($37.80)  28 ($39.20)  29 ($40.60)  30 ($42.00)  
31 ($43.40)  32 ($44.80)  33 ($46.20)  34 ($47.60)  35 ($49.00)  

We accept MasterCard and Visa for payment of orders. If you wish to use your credit card to pay for your ad fill in the following additional information (Sorry, no telephone orders can be accepted).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card Number</th>
<th>Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

PRINT NAME / SIGNATURE

**IF YOU USE A BOX NUMBER YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER FOR OUR FILES. ADS SUBMITTED WITHOUT THIS INFORMATION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.**

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE: (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or services) $1.00 per word prepaid (no charge for ZIP code). MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 5% discount for same ad in 6 issues within one year; 10% discount for 12 issues within one year if prepaid. NON-COMMERCIAL RATE: (for individuals who want to buy or sell a personal item) $1.15 per word prepaid, no minimum. ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional bold face (not available as all caps) $0.25 per word additional (20% premium). Entire ad in boldface, add 20% premium to total price. TIN T S C R E E N B E H I N D E N T I R E A D: add 25% premium to total price. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: add 45% premium to total price. EXPANDED TYPE AD: $1.85 per word prepaid. All other items as above for STANDARD COMMERCIAL RATE. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: add 45% premium to total price. EXPANDED TYPE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: add 45% premium to total price. DISPLAY ADS: $1 x 2¼—$16.00; 2 x 2¼—$32.00; 3 x 2¼—$48.00. General Information: Frequency rates and prepaid discounts are available. ALL COPY SUBJECT TO PUBLISHERS APPROVAL. ADVERTISEMENTS USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER WITH PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. Hands-on-Electronics is published monthly, therefore copy to be in our hands for July 87, 3:19. Aug 87, 4:19. Sept. 87, 5:19.


DESCRAMBLE the latest video cassette copy protec- tion scheme. Our Simple Line Zapper circuit takes the jitter out of your picture. Complete plans and theory only $0.95 plus $1.50 postage and handling. ELEPHANT ELECTRONICS INC., Box 41685-H, Phoenix, AZ 85060. (602) 581-1973.

PROJECT TV...Convert your TV to project 7 foot picture...Results comparable to $250 projec- ted. Total cost less than $30. Send $21.95...Illustrated information free. MAC- ROCOMA-HJ, Washington Crosby, PA 16977. Credit card orders 24 hours, (215) 736-3979.

SCHEMATIC and theory for third brake light. Send $2.00 to BILL SHAFFER, P.O. 107, Gas City, IN 46933.

VOICE disguisers! FM bugs! SWL, active antenna Receivers! More! Catalog $1.00 (refundable): XAN- DI, Box 25647, Dept. 32A, Temple, AZ 85282.

SAVE 75%. Build your own IBM PC XT compatible computer—easy—free details. DIGATEK CORP., Suite 850, 2723 West Butler Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85051.

PROGRAMMABLE power supplies. Schematics and well written details are provided on several digi- tally programmable power supplies. Easy interface to PC. Ideal for Robot's applications. $10 PPD. BELL 416 Dale Terrace, Clarksville, TN 37042.

BUILD this one! Simple circuit and oscilloscope displays semiconductor junctions, resistance, capaci- tance, etc. Both components and circuit tests. Manual only $5. MARTY'S BOOK CONNECT- Box 37016, Fort Worth, TX 76117.


KILL commercials. Control your TV. Information $1.00. Plans $4.95. EASTECH, Box 3428 Charlotte- tawn, PEI CIA 822 CAN.

SATELLITE DISH PACKAGE make your own dish with inexpensive and easily available basic mate- rials. Solid construction, less than 17 hours labor. Templates included. Specify diameter. $9.25 plus $2.00 shipping and handling. Check or money order. NATIONAL SUPPLY, Box 370 PortHope On- tario L1A 3Z2 Canada.

ROBOTICS experimenters manual; photos, di- agrams, electronic circuits for computer controlled robots $8.00. SYNTRONICS, 514 Wanda Drive, Nashville, TN 37210.


STEREO image magnifiers plus many more exciting plans, kits. Send today for free catalog and bonus. QUANTUM RESEARCH, 1919-77 Avenue, Ed- monton, Alberta T5T 2S1.

CATALOG: Hobby circuits, licensed unlicensed broadcasting, transmitters, antennas, books, scramblers, bugging devices, science projects, more! PANAXIS, Box 130-HO6, Paradise, CA 95967.

---

FOR SALE

CARR ON HAM RADIO (Continued from page 95)

may actually respond in a positive manner if you point the way to a TVI/BCI solution even where the local offending station does not happen to be yours.

There is a hill near my home—known locally as Intermed Hill—that bristles with the antennae of several broadcasters; AT&T, land-mobile operators, and other powerful RF generators. A common problem for TV viewers in the area is FM interference. That form of TVI produces a herringbone pattern (as opposed to the pattern of Fig. 2B), which characterizes it as FM, not AM/SSB, interference. That form of interference often succumbs to either a bandstop filter or a shorted half-wave stub (see Fig. 4). FM broadcast-band bandpass or notch filters are available from most electronics parts distributors, as well as many video stores and TV outlets. Both 75-ohm and 300-ohm forms are available (use the right kind).

The shorted stub of Fig. 4 can be built from either twin-lead or coax—depending upon the type of transmission line used—and connected directly to the TV antenna terminals. It has a length of:

\[ L = \frac{2952}{F_{\text{MHz}}} \]

Where \( L \) is the length of the shorted stub in inches, \( F_{\text{MHz}} \) is the offending transmitter frequency in MHz, and \( V \) is the velocity factor of the line (use 0.82 for TV-type coax). For example, find the length required for a shorting stub to suppress an FM broadcast signal on 101.1 MHz, assuming a 75-ohm coax transmission line.

\[ L = \frac{2952}{101.1} \approx 29.3 \text{ inches} \]

Conclusion

Space does not permit complete coverage of TVI problems in a single short column. However in future columns, we'll deal with related RFI topics. But in the meantime, those interested in finding out more about interference problems and their cure can check out any of several publications for further information. Among them are: the ARRL book "Radio Interference: How to Identify and cure it," and The TAB Handbook of Radio Communications, by Don Jensen (TAB Catalog # 10350/0, Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA. 17214). The Federal Communications Commission is expected to soon release a new TVI consumer booklet. It’s free.

If you have any comments or suggestions, address your letters to Joe Carr, K4IPV, PO Box 1099, Falls Church, VA 22041.

SOLAR ELECTRICITY

Books: The RELAPX GUIDE TO SOLAR ELECTRICITY. COLLECTORS PROJECTS I & II. A GUIDE TO THE PHOTOVOLTAIC REVOLUTION. $9.95

SOLAR ELECTRICAL PANELS

ARCO GENDES G-100. 3 WATT THIN FILM PANEL. 12 VOLT 3.75W. $5.80.
ARCO GENDES C-33. 1.5 WATT THIN FILM PANEL. 9 VOLT 1.65W. $2.50.
CHDFLAR CH-3, 12 VOLT AT 300 MA THIN FILM PANEL. $6.85.
20W - WATT PANEL KIT DELIVERS 12 VOLS AT 1.8A. $160.00.
SOLAREX MULTI-PORT PANEL. DELIVERS 3.6 OR 9V AT 16.8A. $139.

SOLAR ELECTRONICS

IC BASE 1, COMPLETE PACKAGE. QUAD DENSITY FORMAT. $4.05.
IC BASE I, W. BAND ONLY. NO IC'S. $3.05.
MICROSOFT BASIC COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
MICROSOFT BASIC SUPER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
MICROSOFT BASIC SUPER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
MICROSOFT MICROBUS 3.3 MANUAL ONLY. NO IC'S. $15.
MICROSOFT MICROBUS 3.3 SUPER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
REALWORLD COMPUTER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
REALWORLD COMPUTER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
REALWORLD COMPUTER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
REALWORLD ORDER: BILLING COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
REALWORLD COMPUTER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
REALWORLD COMPUTER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.

$5.95 WE ALSO HAVE

SEASON'S SPECIALS: 1/2 TRANSISTOR. $4.95, 10 TRANSISTORS $3.95

ADVERTISING INDEX

HANDS-ON ELECTRONICS magazine does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear in the index below.

Free Information No. Page
5 AMC Sales
6 All Electronics
7 Amazing Devices
9 C.I.E.
8 Cooks Institute
10 DAK Industries
11 Electro-Mc Bock Club
12 Fluke Manufacturing
13 Gil Electronics
14 Grantham Col. of Engineering
15 Heath
16 ICSET
17 Jan Crystals
18 MCM Electronics
19 NRI
20 Pacific Cable
21 Scooter Products
22 Silicon Valley Surplus
23 Tera Electronics
24 The Datak Corporation
25 Trio-Kenwood
26 UVTC
27 Windjammer

SOLAR CLOCKS

SUN POWERED — COOL HANDS - COLORED RADIOMETER. $15.95

SURPLUS MS-DOS SOFTWARE

BASE 1, COMPLETE PACKAGE. QUAD DENSITY FORMAT. $4.05.
BASE 1, W. BAND ONLY. NO IC'S. $3.05.
MICROSOFT BASIC COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
MICROSOFT BASIC SUPER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
MICROSOFT BASIC SUPER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
MICROSOFT MICROBUS 3.3 MANUAL ONLY. NO IC'S. $15.
MICROSOFT MICROBUS 3.3 SUPER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
REALWORLD COMPUTER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
REALWORLD COMPUTER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
REALWORLD ORDER: BILLING COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
REALWORLD COMPUTER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.
REALWORLD COMPUTER COMPLETE. DOUBLE DENSITY. $15.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO EVERY ITEM WE SELL COMES WITH A 90 DAY, NO QUESTIONS ASKED RETURN PRIVILEGE!

GIL ELECTRONICS

CA RESIDENTS ADD 8.5% TAX.
FOR FOREIGN ORDERS ADD $5 FOR SHIPPING.
FOR FOREIGN ORDERS ADD $ $8 FOR SHIPPING.
P.O. BOX 1828-P, SOQUEL, CA 95073

CASH in on Army surplus sales. Buy directly from government. No middlemen. Book $4.50. Shipping and handling included. Check or money order.

NATIONAL SUPPLY, Box 370, Porthope Ontario L1A322 Canada.
catalytic converter—which is behind the slots just aft of the tip—and a flip of the thumb on the igniter produces the spark that lights the torch.

There is a very small start-up flame that lasts but a few seconds until the converter starts to glow, at which point the flame is completely out.

With a little practice and use, it’s possible to estimate the relative heat of the tip by the color of the glow. While the response to the adjustment is almost instantaneous as far as the glow is concerned, the actual change in tip temperature takes a few seconds—but not many. For example, from a cold start the Portasol was hot enough to use before an electric soldering iron—that was started at the same time—had barely begun to get warm.

There is no need to let the iron cool down when you’re finished. If you’re in a hurry, you can simply replace the cap and put the iron in your shirt pocket. The cap might get slightly warm, but it won’t get hot and it won’t melt. Similarly, you could drop the iron into a toolbox and not have to worry that something will be burned or melted.

About the only complaint we have concerns the procedure for installing a new flint in the igniter. The instructions make it sound easy: remove the top of the cap and replace the flint. It’s not that easy. The first time we tried it, a small spring went flying across the room; from which we learned to cover the top when disassembling the cap. It is also not so easy to replace the flint and reassemble the cap because the same spring tends to fly out during reassembly. Eventually it all goes together. Fortunately, the flint will give hundreds of strikes before it needs replacement.

The Portasol Flameless Soldering iron is priced at $24.95. It is available from local hobby and electronic parts distributors. For additional information, write to The Boardworks, 1077 East Edna Place, Covina, CA 91722, or circle No. 59 on the Free Information Card.

FLAMELESS SOLDERING (Continued from page 76)